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. . . a tymczasem myśmy do niego nawet nie weszli. Skazani do końca na
domysł, odłamawszy z pieczętujących go zamknięć kilka okruchów,

zachwycaliśmy się blaskiem, jakim, roztarte, pozłociły nam końce palców.

. . . whereas in fact we did not get as far as the entrance. Doomed forever to
conjecture, having chipped a few flecks from the lock that seals the gate, we

delighted in the glitter that gilded our fingertips.

. . . dabei haben wir es nicht einmal betreten. Bis zuletzt auf Vermutungen
angewiesen, haben wir ein paar Splitter von den Siegeln abgekrazt, die es

verschließen, und uns an dem Glanz entzückt, der uns, als wir sie zerrieben
hatten, die Fingerkuppen vergoldete.

Stanisław Lem [130, 129, 128]





Abstract

Recent developments in methods and computational power render it possible to real-
istically simulate nanoscopic systems such as surfaces, two-dimensional materials, and
nanodots including strong electronic correlations. Nanoscopic structuring enables the
tailoring of the electronic structure which can be the basis of future electronic devices.
This thesis addresses method developments and applications at the interface of ab-
initio methods and model based many-body methods for the case of nanoscopically
structured systems with strong correlations.

In contrast to bulk materials, low-dimensional materials exhibit long-range interac-
tions due to reduced screening. In this work, the general question how these long-range
interactions affect electronic properties is investigated. To this end, a variational ap-
proach which approximates models with long-range interactions by models with only
local interactions is introduced. For the case of an ab-initio derived model of graphene
it is found that nonlocal interactions stabilize the semimetallic phase. The quality of
this approach is discussed using a simple test case.

Realistic models of interacting impurities embedded in an extended solid involve a
large amount of bath sites and low symmetries regarding the impurity, which renders
an exact treatment impossible. A variational algorithm is presented which optimizes
corresponding exactly solvable effective models. Thus, the method is a proposition to
an unambiguous solution of the so-called bath-discretization problem in exact diago-
nalization approaches to the Anderson impurity model. The method is benchmarked
for a simple test case and applied to realistic models of Co atoms in Cu hosts and Fe
atoms on alkali surfaces.

Finally, the (001) surface of Cr is investigated by incorporating local correlation
effects into a material realistic description derived from density functional theory. To
this end, the LDA+DMFT method is used to calculate spectral functions, which are
compared to spectroscopic experimental data. So far open experimental features are
thereby clarified. Cr(001) exemplifies a situation where correlation effects are deter-
mined by the geometric structure of a material: While correlations effects are weak in
bulk Cr, they are key for the electronic structure of the Cr(001) surface.
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Zusammenfassung

Entwicklungen im Bereich Methoden und Rechenleistung haben die realistische Be-
rechnungen von Eigenschaften nanoskopischer Systeme wie Oberflächen, zweidimen-
sionale Materialien und Nanopunkte mit starker elektronischer Wechselwirkung er-
möglicht. Strukturierungen auf der Nanoskala erlauben es elektronische Eigenschaften
direkt zu beeinflussen, was eine Basis für zukünftige elektronische Bauelemente darstellt.
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Methodenentwicklung und deren Anwendung an
der Schnittstelle von ab-initio Methoden und modellbasierten Vielteilchen-Methoden
in Bezug auf Nanosysteme mit starken Korrelationseffekten.

Durch eine im Gegensatz zu Volumenmaterialien kleinere Abschirmung weisen nie-
derdimensionale Systeme langreichweitige Wechselwirkung auf. In dieser Arbeit wird
der Frage nachgegangen, wie diese elektronische Eigenschaften beeinflussen. Dazu
wird eine auf dem Variationsprinzip basierende Methode eingeführt, Modelle mit lang-
reichweitiger Wechselwirkung durch Modelle mit nur lokaler Wechselwirkung zu ap-
proximieren. An einem ab-initio basierten Modell für Graphen wird gezeigt, wie die
halbmetallische Phase durch langreichweitige Wechselwirkung stabilisiert wird. Die
Qualität dieses Ansatzes wird anhand einfacher Systeme diskutiert.

Realistische Modelle von in ausgedehnten Festkörpern eingebetteten wechselwirken-
den Störstellen sind auf Grund der großen Anzahl an Badzuständen und niedriger
Symmetrie nicht exakt lösbar. Es wird ein variationeller Algorithmus eingeführt, der
diese Modelle auf exakt lösbare, effektive Modelle abbildet. Damit wird eine eindeutige
Lösung des sogenannten Baddiskretisierungsproblems vorgeschlagen, welches in der ex-
akten Diagonalisierungsmethode im Bezug auf das Anderson Stöstellenmodell auftritt.
Die Methode wird anhand eines einfachen Systems untersucht und auf realistische
Modelle für Co-Störstellen in Cu und Fe-Atome auf Alkali-Oberflächen angewendet.

Schließlich soll die (001)-Oberfläche von Cr auf Basis der Kombination von ab-initio
basierten materialspezifischen Bandstrukturen und lokalen Korrelationseffekten un-
tersucht werden. Dazu werden mit der LDA+DMFT-Methode Spektralfunktionen
berechnet, mit experimentellen Daten verglichen und bisher ungeklärte experimen-
telle Befunde aufgeklärt. An der Cr(001)-Oberfläche werden Korrelationseffekte durch
Strukturierung maßgeblich beeinflusst: Korrelationseffekte spielen im Volumen eine
untergeordnete Rolle, an der Oberfläche jedoch eine Hauptrolle.
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1. Introduction

In the context of solid-state physics, strong electronic correlations occur in materials
with partially filled d and f shells and lead to a conglomerate of phenomena, such as
the Mott metal-insulator transition [90], the Kondo effect [81, 111], heavy fermion be-
havior [64], band ferromagnetism [89], and high-temperature superconductivity [194].
Related phase transitions lead to a sensitive dependence on external parameters, such
as temperature, pressure, and fields [217] and can be exploited, e.g., for technologi-
cally relevant sensor and switching applications. The phenomena are not only tech-
nologically and fundamentally intriguing but unfortunately also extremely difficult to
understand theoretically. The phenomena’s mutual constituents are valence electrons
subject to considerable interaction.

While for weak interactions, electrons are well described in a band picture as inde-
pendent particles, strongly interacting electrons, e.g., in the atomic case, are success-
fully described in a multiplet picture. It is the region where kinetic and interaction
energy are of similar magnitude which is theoretically most complicated and requires
sophisticated methods to gain insight to. The theoretical treatment of relatively sim-
ple representatives of this class of complicated materials can nowadays be considered
state of the art. Bulk transition metals [134, 18, 25], their oxides [78, 215, 98] and
sulfides [125], and bulk f electron materials [233, 79] are well understood by com-
bining the accurate description of correlation effects in the framework of many-body
models with the material specific information from band-theory methods, the so called
LDA+DMFT method [8, 133].

More involving is the treatment of correlations in nanoscopically structured materi-
als, such as two-dimensional materials [99], heterostructures of layered materials [161],
surfaces [74], and clusters and chains of adatoms on surfaces [82, 50, 165] as, e.g., long-
range interactions and low-symmetries hinder the straight-forward application of the
LDA+DMFT approach. However, the geometry of correlated materials can nowadays
be manipulated by self-assembled growth and scanning probes on the scale of atoms
which enables a new level of experimental and technological possibilities. Therefore,
the development of novel methods in the realm of strongly correlated nanostructured
materials promises to be highly rewarding.

This work is devoted to the accurate description of correlation effects for nanoscop-
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1. Introduction

ically structured materials in a material specific manner. In a greater context, the
goal is to develop methods which enable a direct comparison of theoretical and exper-
imental studies and thus lead to a deeper understanding of correlation effects in real
materials. Ideally, these methods will have predictive power and guide the quest for
technological devices. Here, we consider the effect of long-range interactions on the
properties of two-dimensional materials (i.e., graphene and silicene), methods to treat
correlated impurities with low-symmetries, and the electronic structure of the Cr(001)
surface.

The thesis is structured as follows: In section (2) we present the methods and models
of consideration. Starting with the introduction of the basic solid-state Hamiltonian,
we go on to introduce the low energy models of concern: the Hubbard model and
Anderson impurity model. Subsequently, we discuss the density functional theory
(DFT), an ab initio approach to the many-body Hamiltonian, and in particular the
projector augmented wave method. After introducing the dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT), which links lattice and impurity models in certain regimes, we consider the
combination of DFT and many-body models by the LDA+DMFT method. In order
to solve interacting quantum lattice models, at least approximately, we introduce two
Monte Carlo based methods, the determinant and continuous-time quantum Monte
Carlo methods (for lattice and impurity models, respectively), the exact diagonaliza-
tion method (for finite systems), the random-phase approximation for the Hubbard
model, and the Hartree-Fock method. Preceding the introduction of the Monte Carlo
based methods, we give a more general introduction to the Monte Carlo approach. We
complete the methods section by elaborating on the variational principle, which is the
foundation of the novel methods we present in sections (3) and (4).

The first of these new methods, presented in section (3), is designed to analyze the
role of nonlocal interactions by means of the Hubbard model and its extensions. After
introducing the method for general cases, we apply it to low-dimensional models. In
particular, we study an ab initio derived model of graphene and find that nonlocal
interactions stabilize the semimetallic phase.

The second method, presented in section (4), constitutes a new approach to solving
the Anderson impurity model by means of exact diagonalization: We use a variational
approach to map Anderson impurity models with an arbitrary number of bath sites,
complicated interaction terms, and low symmetries to exactly solvable models. Bench-
marking the method for one and five orbital models, we establish the method and then
apply it to realistic impurity systems such as Fe on alkali metals.

Finally, in section (5), we go on to an intriguing example of a strongly correlated
nanostructured material: the Cr(001) surface. We employ the LDA+DMFT methodol-
ogy to simulate electronic spectral properties of the Cr(001) surface in order to compare
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them to experimental data. The comparison reveals that the electronic structure is
determined by the complex interplay of the reconstruction of single-particle states at
the surface and local correlation effects.
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2. Theory and methods

This chapter covers the methods and models used in this work. It is assumed that
the reader has basic knowledge of quantum mechanics, quantum field theory (“second
quantization”, “action formalism”) and solid-state theory. Exemplary literature cover-
ing these topics are Refs. [163, 162] for basic quantum mechanics, Refs. [42, 146] for
second quantization and solid state theory, and Ref. [5] for field theory and the action
formalism.

2.1. Models for solid-state systems

In this work, we deal with model systems for interacting electrons. Model systems
neglect the complexity of real materials but grasp the essential physics to describe a
certain effect. In this section we rationalize the use of models and their relationship to
the full electronic problem. In the remainder of the section we introduce the Hubbard
model and the Anderson impurity model, which are both of central concern in this
work.

Let us consider the electronic structure of a solid. Assuming all atoms at rest1 we
deal with the following Hamiltonian for the electronic degrees of freedom [42]

H =
Ne∑
i

p2
i

2m
−

Ne∑
i

Nc∑
k

Zke
2

|ri −Rk|
+

1

2

Ne∑
i,j

e2

|ri − rj|
, (2.1)

where Ne and Nc are the number of electrons and atomic cores, respectively, e is the
elementary charge, pi and ri are the momentum and position operators of the i’th
electron, Rk and Zk are the position and atomic number of the k’th atom. The first
term is the kinetic energy of the electrons and the second the static atomic potential
in which the electrons move. The last term is the Coulomb repulsion between each
pair of electrons. This Hamiltonian describes all electrons in the system: from tightly
bound inner shell electrons to potentially delocalized electrons near the Fermi level.
To describe macroscopic properties of a solid related to electronic degrees of freedom,
e.g., magnetic states, electrical conductivity, or superconductivity it is often sufficient

1more accurately, we use the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, compare Ref. [23].
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2. Theory and methods

to neglect the dynamics of inner-shell electrons and focus on those near the Fermi
energy. One calls such an approach low-energy approach, as it only treats electrons in
a narrow energetic region around the Fermi energy.

Propose we have accomplished to solve a low-energy version of the Hamiltonian
(2.1) for a certain configuration of atoms and we have found that the system is super-
conducting. What would we have learned from such a calculation? The reason and
systematics why exactly that compound is superconducting would still be as unclear as
the general mechanism leading to superconductivity. A route for a systematic analysis
of quantum mechanical systems is the use of parametric models. Let us write the elec-
tronic part of the Hamiltonian (2.1) in second quantization, assuming we have solved
the single-particle part, with respect to a quantum number k:

H =
∑
k

tkc
†
kck +

1

2

∑
αβγδ

Uk1k2k3k4c
†
k1
c†k2ck3ck4 , (2.2)

where

tk = ⟨k| p
2

2m
−

Nc∑
i

Zie
2

|r−Ri|
|k⟩

is the matrix element of the single-particle part and

Uk1k2k3k4 =
(1)⟨k1| (2)⟨k2|

e2

|r1 − r2|
|k3⟩(2) |k4⟩(1)

is the matrix element of the two-particle part. Up to now, the Hamiltonian is only
rewritten into a more convenient form and includes the same amount of complexity
as before. Let us come back to our superconducting compound: We could start and
neglect certain matrix elements (i.e., setting them to zero) and observe if the super-
conductivity survives. Thereby we can find a minimal model, which still describes the
physics we are interested in and thus identify the crucial ingredients of the physical
system. Once we have found a minimal model, we can also change the values of the
matrix elements to learn for which combinations the models shows superconductivity.
In practice, this approach works in the exact opposite direction, as we can never solve
the Hamiltonian of the full system. In the following, we introduce two parametric
low-energy models which we deal with in this work.

2.1.1. The Hubbard model

The Hubbard model was introduced to clarify the formation of ferromagnetism in
materials with strong local interaction [89]. It can be motivated in two ways: First, as
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2.1. Models for solid-state systems

the simplest possible extension of a tight binding model with local Coulomb interaction.
Secondly, in the spirit of the introductory section (2.1) by neglecting all non-local
interaction matrix elements. The second way is how Hubbard motivates the model in
[89]. There, the magnitude of different interaction matrix elements is estimated with
the conclusion that local interaction terms dominate all others for systems in which
mobile electrons exist to screen non-local terms efficiently. We don’t reproduce the
excellent discussion of Hubbard but follow the first route to introduce the model. We
briefly remember the tight binding model: It is a single-particle lattice model with the
basic assumption of well localized basis functions. Electrons have a certain probability
to hop from one atom to another. Depending on the details of the model, the number
of orbitals on each atom and the range of hopping processes can be varied. A tight
binding model describing a single band reads

Htight binding = −
∑
ijσ

tijc
†
iσcjσ, (2.3)

where tij are the hopping amplitudes from atom i to atom j for an electron with spin σ.
By including the simplest possible interaction term, namely the Coulomb interaction
Ui for two electrons on the same atom i, we arrive at the Hubbard model

HHubbard = −
∑
ijσ

tijc
†
iσcjσ +

∑
i

Uic
†
i↑ci↑c

†
i↓ci↓. (2.4)

The Hubbard model is key to understanding the Mott metal-insulator transition
[59]. This transition is depicted schematically in Fig. (2.1) by means of the spectral
function for half-filled Hubbard models with weak, intermediate and strong interaction.
For weak interaction, the electrons can freely hop to neighboring sites and form bands:
the system is metallic. For strong interaction, electrons pay an energy penalty of
U when occupying the same site. Two bands appear which correspond to atomic
excitations of isolated atoms: the system is insulating. The intermediate regime shows
a quasiparticle peak at the Fermi energy and two broad peaks, the upper and the
lower Hubbard band, which are precursors of the atomic peaks at stronger interaction
strengths. The intermediate case is certainly the most interesting but also the most
difficult to handle theoretically. We can put this qualitative discussion into context
by regarding the T = 0 phase diagram of the two-dimensional Hubbard model with
fixed nearest neighbor hopping t and next-nearest neighbor hopping t′, reproduced
from [232] and depicted in Fig. (2.2). For all interaction strengths U , the particle-hole
symmetric case (t′ = 0) is a antiferromagnetically ordered insulator for half filling.
Away from half filling the phase diagram is richer: next to the metallic phase, phases
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2. Theory and methods

Figure 2.1.: Sketch of the spectral functions of half filled Hubbard models with a
semicircular non-interacting density of states with a band width of W and interaction
U for three different regimes: The non-interacting case (U/W ≪ 1), Mott insulator
(U/W ≫ 1), and the regime where kinetic and interaction energy are competing
(U/W ∼ 1). Figure inspired by Ref. [114]. For quantitatively correct spectral functions
for a Hubbard model in infinite dimensions see for example [29].

with antiferromagnetic ordering, superconducting order and inhomogeneous order are
present. For t′ ̸= 0, there is a metallic behavior of the half-filled system for weak
interactions.

A nice motivation, introduction and discussion of some properties of the Hubbard
model can also be found in Ref. [5]. The Hubbard model is known to be analytically
solvable in one dimension by the Bethe ansatz [136, 135] and is in infinite dimensions
equivalent to a self-consistently defined Anderson impurity model [152, 24, 60], which
we introduce in the next section. For interaction strengths dominating the hopping,
U/t ≫ 1, double occupation is suppressed, which leads to a quenching of hopping
possibilities and an insulating behavior. In this regime, no charge fluctuations are
possible because of the large interaction, but virtual charge fluctuations still allow spin
fluctuations. In this regime, the half filled Hubbard model is well approximated by a
spin model, the Heisenberg model [77], with a coupling of the spins of the magnitude
J ∼ t2/U [38].

By including interaction terms between electrons on different sites (non-local inter-

8



2.1. Models for solid-state systems

Figure 2.2.: Zero temperature phase diagrams of the Hubbard models on the square
lattice with next-nearest neighbor hopping t′ calculated from density matrix embedding
theory [105, 104]. Orders are represented with three primary colors: red (antiferro-
magnetism), green (d-wave superconductivity), and blue (inhomogeneity), with the
brightness proportional to the robustness of the order. For details see original ref-
erence. Reprinted figure with permissions from [Bo-Xiao Zheng and Garnet Kin-Lic
Chan, Phys. Rev. B, 93, 035126 (2016), [232]]. Copyright 2016 by the American
Physical Society.

action), we arrive at the so called extended Hubbard model or the Pariser-Parr-Pople
model (PPP model [167, 177])2. The Hamiltonian reads

HexHub = HHub +
1

2

∑
i ̸=j

σ,σ′

Vijc
†
iσciσc

†
jσ′cjσ′ , (2.5)

where Vij are Coulomb matrix elements for electrons at sites i and j. The introduction
of non-local interaction extends the phase diagram of the Hubbard model with the
charge-density wave phase [85], which can be reasoned by a simple physical picture:
For the case of only two electrons on two sites, it is energetically less favorable for both
electrons to occupy different lattice sites than to doubly occupy the same lattice site,
as soon as the non-local interaction is larger than the local interaction. Thus, a charge
order is established. This argument also holds for more general systems. Thereby, e.g.,
an order where every second site is doubly occupied and every other site is empty can
minimize the energy of an extended Hubbard model. The according phase diagram
for a half-filled two-dimensional Hubbard model with nearest-neighbor interaction V

2The name extended Hubbard model is used in the community of solid-state physics whereas PPP
model is used in quantum chemistry.
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2. Theory and methods

is presented in Fig. (2.3): Approximately, for V > U/2, the charge-density wave phase
is energetically more favorable than the spin-density wave phase.

Figure 2.3.: Phase boundary between charge density wave (CDW) and spin density
wave (SDW) regions in the half-filled extended Hubbard model on the square lattice
with nearest neighbor interaction V from DQMC simulations (compare Sec. (2.5.1)).
The solid line is U = 2V , the dotted line a strong-coupling prediction. For details see
Ref. [85]. Reprinted figure with permissions from [J. E. Hirsch, Phys. Rev. Lett., 53,
2327 (1984), [85]]. Copyright 1984 by the American Physical Society.

2.1.2. The Anderson impurity model

The Anderson impurity model (AIM) is a general model for impurities with local
interactions in non-interacting host systems [7]. Originally, it was developed to describe
single atoms with open d or f shells embedded in bulk materials and to understand the
formation of their magnetic moments [7]. Furthermore, the model includes the widely
discussed Kondo physics [116, 111, 120]. Multi-orbital variants of the AIM gained
considerable attention in the context of rare-earth impurity systems [222, 69] as well
as more recently magnetic adatoms or molecules on surfaces [91, 223, 210, 122]. Finally,
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT, Sec. (2.3)) links Hubbard models (models with
nonlocal self-energy, multiple interacting sites) to Anderson impurity models (models
with local self-energy, one interacting site).

The model consists of an impurity site, subject to Coulomb interaction, and non-
interacting bath sites. Impurity and bath sites are coupled by the so called hybridiza-
tion. The Hamiltonian of the AIM reads

H = Hbath +Hhyb +Himp. (2.6)
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2.1. Models for solid-state systems

The bath is described by

Hbath =
∑
αk,σ

εkn
c
αkσ, (2.7)

where εαk is the energy of the bath state with band/orbital index α and the wave vector
k. nc

αkσ = c†αkσcαkσ is the corresponding particle number operator. The hybridization
part

Hhyb =
∑
αk,σ

Vαk

(
c†αkσdασ + d†ασcαkσ

)
(2.8)

couples the bath sites of one band to an orbital of the impurity with a coupling strength
Vαk. The bath electrons with spin σ are created and annihilated by c†αkσ and cαkσ, re-
spectively, while d†ασ (dασ) denote the creation (annihilation) operators of the impurity
electrons. The impurity site is described by

Himp =
∑
α,σ

εdαn
d
ασ +

∑
α,β,γ,δ,σσ′

Uαβγδd
†
ασd

†
βσ′dγσ′dδσ, (2.9)

which contains the on-site Coulomb interaction Uαβγδ and the on-site energies εdα.
Let us calculate the impurity Green function G0

dd of a non-interacting single-orbital
AIM (compare Ref. [7]), defined by

H =
∑
k

εk |k⟩ ⟨k|+
∑
k

Vk (|k⟩ ⟨d|+ |d⟩ ⟨k|) + εd |d⟩ ⟨d| . (2.10)

The non-interacting Green function G0
µκ = ⟨µ|G0 |κ⟩ is defined by∑

µ

⟨ν| z −H |µ⟩G0
µκ = δνκ, (2.11)

where z is a shorthand for ω + i0+ and the indices run over d and all k. By writing
down the equations for µ = d, κ = d and µ = k, κ = d, we arrive at

(z − εd)G
0
dd −

∑
k

VkG
0
kd = 1 and (2.12)

(z − εk)G
0
kd − VkdG

0
dd = 0. (2.13)

We solve for G0
dd and get

[
G0

dd

]−1
= z − εd −

∑
k

VkV
∗
k

z − εk
= z − εd −∆(z). (2.14)
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2. Theory and methods

Here, we have introduced the hybridization function ∆(z), which characterizes the
energy-dependent coupling between impurity and bath. The generalized hybridization
function for multi-orbital systems reads

∆αα′(ω) =
∑
k

V ∗
αkVα′k

ω + i0+ − εk
. (2.15)

We further define the bath Green function G0 by

[G0
αα′(ω)]−1 = ωδαα′ −∆αα′(ω). (2.16)

Let us consider the impurity spectral functions of two analytically solvable limits of
the single-orbital Anderson impurity level: For the non-interacting case, we calculate

A(ω) = − 1

π
Im
[
G0

dd(ω + i0+)
]
. (2.17)

By comparing to the former result for the Green function (Eq. (2.14)), we observe that
the spectral function has a pole at εd+Re [∆(ε)] which is broadened by Im [∆(ε)]. The
effect of the hybridization function is to shift and broaden the impurity resonance. In
the atomic limit, the impurity part of the Hamiltonian, Himp, is diagonalized by the
four states |0⟩, |↑⟩, |↓⟩, and |↑↓⟩ with energies 0, εd, εd, and 2εd + U . We calculate
the Green function at half filling from the Lehmann representation (Eq. (2.126)) and
obtain two poles in the spectral function,

A(ω) =
1

2
δ(ω − εd) +

1

2
δ(ω − εd − U), (2.18)

one at εd for removing an electron from the impurity and one at εd + U for adding an
electron. Due to its spin degree of freedom, a singly occupied impurity in the atomic
limit, has a magnetic moment of 1/2. Here, it is possible to exactly map the model to a
spin 1/2 Kondo-model [111] by a Schrieffer-Wolf transformation [195], i.e., integrating
out the empty and doubly occupied states.

For the case of strong hybridization, the moment is screened by bath electrons to
form a singlet. Essentially, this is the famous Kondo effect. In this case, the spectral
function shows a pronounced resonance at the Fermi energy, which is a fingerprint of
the screened moment. The evolution of the numerically calculated spectral function of
a particle-hole symmetric single-orbital AIM3 between the discussed limits, i.e., from
the weakly to the strongly interacting case, is presented in Fig. (2.4). For weak in-
teraction a single peak broadened by the hybridization at the Fermi energy is visible.

3The model is defined by εd = −U/2 and a constant hybridization function of ∆(ω) = 1 for −40 <

ω < 40 in dimensionless units.
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2.2. Density functional theory

For stronger interactions a three peak structure emerges: with growing interaction
strength, the central quasiparticle peak narrows and the upper and lower broad peak
shift in energy. We note the similarities to the evolution of the Hubbard model’s spec-
tral function with increasing interaction strength, compare Fig. (2.1). This is related
to the close connection of the Anderson impurity model and the Hubbard model: In
infinite dimensions, the Hubbard model can be mapped exactly to an AIM by a self-
consistency relation [152, 24, 60]. In all other cases, an adequately chosen Anderson
model approximates the local physics of the Hubbard model to certain degrees. We
discuss this in more detail in the framework of dynamical mean-field theory in section
(2.3).

Figure 2.4: Spectral function of
particle-hole symmetric single-orbital
Anderson impurity models with differ-
ent interaction strengths U = 1, 10, 20

in dimensionless units and constant
hybridization function ∆ = 1. Origi-
nally calculated in Ref. [197]. Compare
original work for details.

2.2. Density functional theory

Next to the model approach introduced in the preceding section, the complexity and
enormous amount of degrees of freedom in the solid-state Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.1))
can also be tackled differently: Density functional theory changes the perception on
what the basic quantity in quantum mechanics is. We show that we can resign the
wavefunction of a system and rely only on the density to find the ground-state energy
of a system. This comes with a greatly reduced complexity such that certain additional
approximations permit to tackle the full electronic many-body problem stated in Eq.
(2.1) directly. This is called an ab initio approach to solid-state problems. This is in
contrast but also is complementary to the model approach (Sec. (2.1)) of understanding
solid-state systems. Complementary, because recently the combination of model and
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2. Theory and methods

ab initio methods has led to the LDA++ method which we introduce in Sec. (2.4)
and use throughout this work. Here, we cover the main ideas and approximations on
which the method builds upon.

The solution of the many-body problem of N electrons involves finding the ground-
state wavefunction Ψ(r1, r2, . . . , rN), which is an intractable object due to the N space
coordinates, which themselves consist of three space dimensions. The fundamental
idea of density functional theory is instead to use the electronic density defined by

n(r) = ⟨Ψ|
N∑
i

δ(r− ri) |Ψ⟩ (2.19)

as central object to solve the many-body problem. Following [146] and [93] we derive
the results of Hohenberg and Kohn, who showed in [86] that it is indeed sufficient to
know the electronic density of the ground state to specify the ground state entirely.

We consider the general electronic many-body Hamiltonian

H = T + U +
N∑
i=1

Vext(ri), (2.20)

where T and U are the kinetic and potential energy and Vext is an external potential.
The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the ground state energy E0 of H is a
unique functional of the electronic density of the ground state n0(r):

E0 = E[n0(r)]. (2.21)

The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the density of the ground state, n0(r),
minimizes the energy functional leading to the ground state energy:

E0 = E[n0(r)] ≤ E[n(r)]. (2.22)

In order to prove both theorems, we introduce the universal functional

F [n(r)] = min
|Ψ⟩→n

⟨Ψ|T + U |Ψ⟩ . (2.23)

The minimum is taken with respect to all wavefunctions |Ψ⟩ which lead to the density
n(r) via Eq. (2.19). These |Ψ⟩ are also called N -representable. We can write the
ground-state energy E0 as the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with the wave-
function of the ground state |Ψ0⟩. The wavefunction of the ground state leads to the
density of the ground state n0(r). We can then use the Ritz variational principle, Eq.
(2.167), to show

E0 = ⟨Ψ0|H |Ψ0⟩ = min
|Ψ⟩→n0

⟨Ψ|H |Ψ⟩ = F [n0] +

∫
d3rVext(r)n0(r) = E[n0(r)], (2.24)
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2.2. Density functional theory

which proves the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem.
For any n(r) we introduce |Ψn

min⟩, which minimizes the functional F [n(r)]. We can
then evaluate the energy functional for any density and prove the second theorem using
the Ritz principle again:

E[n(r)] = F [n(r)] +

∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) = ⟨Ψn

min|H |Ψn
min⟩ ≥ E0 = E[n0(r)]. (2.25)

We could now solve the many-body problem (at least regarding total energies) by min-
imizing the functional E[n(r)] with respect to all possible electron densities. However,
calculating the energy from the density via its definition with Eq. (2.23), requires the
knowledge of the many-body wavefunction. Thus, for practical calculations we need
an approximation leading to a functional which depends analytically on the density. In
order to arrive at such approximation we first introduce an auxiliary non-interacting
system. The idea of the so called Kohn-Sham ansatz [107] is to represent the ground-
state density of the many-body system by the ground state of an non-interacting system
with some effective single-particle potential. The Schrödinger equation of the auxiliary
system reads

HKSψi(r) =

(
− ℏ2

2m
∇2 + Veff(r)

)
ψi(r) = εiψi(r). (2.26)

The effective potential Veff(r) has to be determined such that the electron density by
filling the effective one-particle states,

n(r) =
N∑
i=1

|ψi(r)|2, (2.27)

coincides with the true ground-state density n0(r). The Kohn-Sham ansatz consists of
writing the Hohenberg-Kohn functional for the energy in the following way

E[n(r)] = Ts[n(r)] + Eext + EH [n(r)] + Exc[n(r)], (2.28)

where Ts is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system

Ts = − ℏ2

2m

N∑
i=1

⟨ψi| ∇2 |ψi⟩ , (2.29)

Eext =
∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) is the potential energy, EH is the classical (Hartree) part of

the electron-electron repulsion

EH [n(r)] =
1

2

∫
d3rd3r′

n(r)n(r′)

|r− r′|
, (2.30)
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2. Theory and methods

and Exc is the exchange-correlation energy, defined as the difference between the prior
energies and the full E[n(r)]:

Exc[n(r)] = ⟨T ⟩ − Ts[n(r)] + ⟨U⟩ − EH [n(r)]. (2.31)

The minimization of E[n(r)] in the form of Eq. (2.28) with respect to the density can
be reformulated into a minimization with respect to the non-interacting wavefunctions
via the chain rule. We then obtain

δE[n(r)]

δψ∗
i (r)

=
δTs

δψ∗
i (r)

+

(
δEext

δn(r)
+

δEH

δn(r)
+
δExc

δn(r)

)
δn(r)

δψ∗
i (r)

=− ℏ2

2m
∇2ψi(r) +

(
Vext +

∫
d3r′

n(r′)

|r− r′|
+ Vxc

)
ψi(r) = 0,

(2.32)

which we solve under the constraint of orthonormalized wavefunctions ⟨ψi|ψj⟩ = δij
using Lagrange multipliers εi. We end up with a Schrödinger equation in the form of
Eq. (2.26) and identify the effective one-particle potential

Veff(r) = Vext(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r). (2.33)

Thus, Eqs. (2.26), the Kohn-Sham equations, have to be solved self-consistently.
So far, we have replaced the problem of finding the ground state energy of a many-

body problem by the self-consistent solution of a single-particle problem. However,
evaluating Vxc(r) still involves the knowledge of the exact solution of the many-body
problem.

2.2.1. Local and semilocal density approximations

A simple approximation for the exchange-correlation energy Exc[n(r)] follows from the
assumption that it coincides at every point with the exchange-correlation energy of
the homogeneous electron gas

ELDA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
d3rn(r)εhom

xc (n(r)), (2.34)

where εhom
xc is the sum of the correlation energy εhom

c and the exchange energy εhom
x .

As the exchange-correlation energy is assumed to depend only locally on the density,
this approach is called local density approximation (LDA). The exchange energy of the
homogeneous electron gas is known analytically and the correlation energy is computed
to great accuracy by Monte Carlo sampling and parametrized in terms of the density
[36].
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2.2. Density functional theory

Taking the ideas of the LDA one step further results in the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), which assumes that the exchange correlation energy can be
expressed in terms of the density and its gradient

EGGA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
d3rn(r)εxc(n(r),∇n(r)). (2.35)

In contrast to the LDA, where the assumption of the locality is equivalent of using
the exchange energy of the homogeneous electron gas, the GGA leaves ambiguities
in defining a specific functional. Different flavors exist: Commonly used ones are the
functional of Perdew and Wang [173] or that of Perdew, Burke and Enzerhof [172],
which is used in this work.

2.2.2. One-particle basis for the Kohn-Sham equations

To solve the Kohn-Sham equations (Eqs. (2.26)) the wavefunctions have to be ex-
panded in some infinite set of basis functions. In practical calculations this set has to
be truncated, which leads to a truncation error. This has to be checked carefully by
converging calculations with respect to the truncation. The speed of the convergence,
i.e., the number of states needed to describe a system adequately, depends on both
the system at hand and the basis functions we choose. For molecules or atoms local-
ized basis functions seem more reasonable than plane waves, for solids vice versa. For
translationally invariant solids an expansion using the Bloch theorem

ψik(r) =
∑
G

cik(G)ei(k+G)r, (2.36)

is reasonable.
The nature of wavefunctions in the case of solids is very different for the interstitial

region, where they vary slowly, and regions in the vicinity of atoms, where we expect
rapid oscillations due to large gradients of the potential. These strong oscillations lead
to a poor convergence of results with respect to the truncation in the number of plane
waves. This is demonstrated for a bound and a free solution of a numerically solved
one-dimensional box potential in the left panel of Fig. (2.5). The atomic potential
is modeled by a region of attractive constant potential. Bound states exist, which
are far from plane wave-like. Only outside of the attractive (“atomic”) potential the
free solution is in good approximation a plane wave. The right panel shows the poor
convergence of the expansion in plane waves for both the bound and the free state . A
method to tackle this problem is the projector augmented wave method (PAW, [21]).
In the following, we introduce the basic idea of the PAW following [21].
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2. Theory and methods

Figure 2.5.: Left panel: Third and eleventh eigenfunction of the one-dimensional
single-particle Schrödinger equation for the box potential V (x) for V0 = 30. The
solution is obtained numerically by discretization of the space. Right panel: plane
wave expansion coefficients ⟨k|ψi⟩ =

∫
dx exp(ikx)ψi(x).

Given Kohn-Sham wavefunctions |ψ⟩, we introduce a linear transformation T to
computationally more convenient (i.e., smoother) functions |ψ̃⟩, called pseudo wave-
functions, by

|ψ⟩ = T |ψ̃⟩ . (2.37)

The transformation is defined on the Hilbert space of the valence states, which is
assumed to be orthogonal to the Hilbert space of the core states. Thus the PAW is
a so called frozen core method, which means the core states are assumed to be not
affected by valence electrons. Because T is a linear transformation, we can perform
all calculations with pseudo functions by transforming operators into the new basis.
We compute observables via ⟨A⟩ =

∑
n fn ⟨ψn|A |ψn⟩ =

∑
n fn ⟨ψ̃n| Ã |ψ̃n⟩, where Ã =

T †AT and fn is the occupation of the n’th state.
The transformation is designed to affect the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions only in the

vicinity of the atoms at R, called augmentation region ΩR. We note this by defining
T as a deviation of unity by terms acting only in the respective ΩR:

T = 1+
∑
R

TR. (2.38)
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The atom-centered transformations TR are defined by specifying target functions |ϕi⟩
of TR for initial functions |ϕ̃i⟩ by |ϕi⟩ = (1+TR) |ϕ̃i⟩. Outside of ΩR target and initial
functions coincide. Inside of ΩR both functions are complete. The index i is a com-
bined index the atomic position R and all quantum numbers at the respective atomic
position. One choice of the target functions are solutions of the radial Schrödinger
equation for a certain energy. The target functions are assumed to be orthogonal to
core states.

In order to specify the transformation, we expand the pseudo wavefunction within
ΩR in initial functions:

|ψ̃⟩ =
∑
i

ci |ϕ̃i⟩ . (2.39)

By acting with T on this equation we get

|ψ⟩ = T |ψ̃⟩ =
∑
i

ci |ϕi⟩ . (2.40)

We subtract Eq. (2.39) from Eq. (2.40) and arrive at

|ψ⟩ = |ψ̃⟩ −
∑
i

ci |ϕ̃i⟩+
∑
i

ci |ϕi⟩ , (2.41)

which defines the transformation up to the unknown coefficients ci. Because T is
linear, we can write the ci as scalar products ci = ⟨p̃i|ϕ̃i⟩, where the so called projector
functions |p̃i⟩ fulfill

∑
i |ϕ̃i⟩ ⟨p̃i| = 1. We choose the projector functions to be localized

in ΩR. Finally, the transformation T reads

T = 1+
∑
i

(
|ϕi⟩ − |ϕ̃i⟩

)
⟨p̃i| (2.42)

and is defined by the target functions |ϕi⟩, the initial functions |ϕ̃i⟩ and the projector
functions |p̃i⟩. The specific choice and parametrization of the three defining functions
in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), which we use for all DFT calcula-
tions in this work, is documented in Ref. [119]. Beside the frozen core approximation,
practical implementations come with the inevitable approximations of a plane wave
cut-off energy and the limited number of projector functions (also called augmenta-
tion channels). However, these approximations are controllable as calculations can be
systematically checked for convergence with respect to both cut-offs.

2.3. Dynamical mean-field theory

Density functional theory in LDA or GGA, discussed in the prior section, fails to de-
scribe the electronic structure af strongly correlated systems. The remaining sections of
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this work’s methodological part are devoted to methods designed to solve many-body
models, which include strong correlation effects. We begin by introducing the dynam-
ical mean-field theory (DMFT, [61]): DMFT is a non-perturbative method based on
Green functions to approximate the solution of the Hubbard model. It is based on the
observation that the Hubbard model on lattices with infinite coordination number can
be mapped exactly to an Anderson impurity model (AIM) [60]. This is equivalent to
the statement, that the self-energy in the Hubbard model becomes purely local (i.e.,
k independent) in infinite dimensions. The DMFT approximation consists of mapping
the Hubbard model with arbitrary coordination number to a self-consistently defined
AIM. Again, this statement can be reformulated in terms of the approximation for
the self-energy: DMFT approximates the exact, k-dependent self-energy Σ(k, ω), by
a k-independent self-energy Σ(ω). Due to the finite number of interacting states, the
AIM is far simpler to solve than the Hubbard model.

To further motivate the method, let us analyze the possible dynamics of the electrons
at one lattice site for the one band Hubbard model (compare left side of Fig. (2.6)).
The lattice site can be empty, populated by one electron, or doubly occupied, in which
case an energy penalty of U is paid. Electrons leaving the lattice site propagate through
the rest of the interacting system and come back after some time. In this time the
population of the lattice site may have changed or not. In dynamical mean-field theory,
the rest of the system is replaced by effective non-interacting sites (called bath sites) to
which electrons from the lattice site can hop on and off again (compare left side of Fig.
(2.6)). This non-interacting bath and its coupling to the lattice site is tuned to mimic
the dynamics of the interacting rest of the system as close as possible. This tuning is
done by a self-consistency condition based on matching Green functions of the lattice
and the effective system, which is introduced in the remainder of this section.

The central object in DMFT is the Green function and self-energy of the lattice. In
order to formulate the DMFT self-consistency cycle, we first define all relevant objects.
The lattice Matsubara Green function is connected to the single-particle Hamiltonian
H(k) and the lattice self-energy Σlat(k, iωn) via

Glat(k, iωn) =
1

iωn + µ−H(k) + Σlat(k, iωn)
, (2.43)

where µ is the chemical potential. We obtain the local Green function of the lattice
by summing over all k points

Gloc(iωn) =
1

Nk

∑
k

Glat(k, iωn). (2.44)
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Figure 2.6.: In dynamical mean-field theory, the Hubbard model is approximated by
a single interacting site embedded in a non-interacting bath. The hybridization of the
impurity and the bath is defined self-consistently from the parameters of the Hubbard
model. Hopping processes in both models are depicted as arrows

The impurity Green function Gimp(iωn) is connected to its self-energy Σimp(iωn) and
the bath Green function G imp

0 (iωn) by the impurity Dyson equation[
G imp
0 (iωn)

]−1

=
[
Gimp(iωn)

]−1
+ Σimp(iωn). (2.45)

The hybridization function ∆(iωn) defines the Anderson impurity model together with
the onsite energy εd and the interaction tensor U and is related to the bath Green
function by

∆(iωn) = iωn − µ+
[
G imp
0 (iωn)

]−1

. (2.46)

The DMFT approximation consists in setting

Σlat(k, iωn) = Σimp(iωn) (2.47)

and such neglecting all k-dependence of the lattice self-energy. The hybridization
function of the effective Anderson model is found by calculating a non-interacting
impurity Green function from the difference of the local lattice Green function and
the self-energy. This is done by solving above equations self-consistently using the
approximation (2.47). In practice we start such an iteration by initializing the self-
energy to zero. We then get the local non-interacting Green function via Eqs. (2.43),
(2.44) and a lattice Dyson equation. The lattice Green function is used to calculate
the ∆(iωn) using Eq.(2.46). This hybridization function defines an Anderson impurity
model, which we solve through a method of our choice4. The solution provides the

4The method used in this work is the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method introduced in
Sec. (2.5.2)
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impurity Green function and self-energy for the next iteration via the impurity Dyson
equation. The loop is also depicted in Fig. (2.7).

Figure 2.7.: Self consistency loop to solve the DMFT equations.

2.4. LDA+DMFT

So far, we have introduced two methods to simplify the many-body problem: density-
functional theory in local density approximation and dynamical mean-field theory.
Both LDA and DMFT have shortcomings: LDA fails in describing correlated elec-
trons, for example, in open shell transition metal compounds where localized electrons
are present. Due to its bad scaling of numerical complexity with the number of or-
bitals in the treated Hubbard model, DMFT is restricted to model systems with a
limited number of orbitals and can not be directly used to describe realistic materials.
A method to combine the best of both worlds is the LDA+DMFT or LDA++ scheme
which was first introduced in Refs. [8] and [133]. Introductions and possible applica-
tions can be found in two reviews on DMFT [61, 113]. A detailed introduction and
discussion of most of the ideas can also be found in Ref. [169], which we follow in this
chapter.

The general idea of LDA+DMFT is to add explicit correlation terms in the form of a
Hubbard model or an extended Hubbard model onto the DFT description of a material.
This is done in three steps: First, we choose a subset of Kohn-Sham bands, which are
most prone to interaction effects. We call these the correlated bands as only they are
affected by correlations in the LDA+DMFT scheme. Secondly, we transform these
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2.4. LDA+DMFT

Kohn-Sham states to a set of localized orbitals {|L⟩}. Thirdly, we augment a subset of
these orbitals, the correlated orbitals {|C⟩} ⊆ {|L⟩}, with explicit Coulomb interaction.
We call the remaining orbitals the uncorrelated orbitals {|U⟩} ⊂ {|L⟩}. We need a
localized basis, because it fulfills the approximations of purely local interactions best.
The Hamiltonian of the DFT+DMFT approach reads

HDFT+DMFT = HLDA −HDC +
1

2

∑
i

∑
σσ′

∑
αβγδ

U i
αβγδd

†
iασd

†
iβσ′diγσ′diδσ, (2.48)

where HLDA is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, the index i is a site index, σ and σ′ are
spin indices and Greek indices relate to correlated orbitals ({|C⟩}) on the same site.
The annihilation and creation operators correspond to the localized basis on the re-
spective sites i. The two-particle matrix elements U i

αβγδ are site-dependent elements
of the Coulomb interaction tensor. HDC is introduced as a correction term to sub-
tract the amount of local interaction already included in HLDA through Hartree and
exchange terms. This term is called double-counting correction. As DFT is not a
diagrammatic theory, no analytic expression for the double counting correction exists.
This double-counting problem is currently an open question which has been tackled
through different strategies [137, 8, 43, 97]. We introduce the scheme used in this work
in chapter (5).

The single-particle part of the DFT+DMFT Hamiltonian is readily available from
a DFT calculation in the Kohn-Sham basis. We get single-particle energies εn,k and
Bloch functions |n,k⟩ which diagonalize the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian

HLDA
nn′ (k) = εn,kδnn′ , (2.49)

where

εn,k = ⟨n,k|HLDA |n,k⟩ . (2.50)

The essence of LDA+DMFT is to choose the correlated bands and a corresponding
localized basis and to calculate the Coulomb matrix elements. We deal with both
issues in the next two sections.

2.4.1. Correlated bands and localized basis

The construction of the localized basis consists of two steps: First, the choice of the
correlated bands and secondly, the choice of the localized basis states. We choose the
correlated bands by selecting a subset of Kohn-Sham bands and label them by {|m⟩}.
The criterion for the excluded bands is that they are sufficiently well described by the
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2. Theory and methods

LDA and have a low overlap with the correlated orbitals {|C⟩}. This criterion is rather
weak and leads to ambiguities in the choice. In practice, the choice has to be reasoned
by physical considerations. We follow Refs. [98, 6] to discuss the choice of the localized
basis. More details about projecting Bloch states on localized orbitals can be found in
appendix A and B of Ref. [3]. After reproducing the main results of [98], we discuss
disadvantages of this approach and show a route to circumvent some of them.

As first guess to a localized basis we use the first order target functions |ϕ0⟩ from the
PAW formalism (Sec. (2.2.2), Eq. (2.38)). The advantage of the PAW target functions
is that their projection onto Bloch functions are readily available as standard output
from VASP. The physical advantage to use the first order PAW target functions is that
they are localized by definition. The downside of the first order target functions is that
they are not orthonormal to the remaining PAW target functions, which is one reason
why we cannot use the target functions directly.

Let us specify the notation for the localized basis: We have basis functions |LR
α ⟩

with orbital indices α for each site R. The DFT Hamiltonian (2.49) in the localized
basis reads

HC
αα′(k) =

∑
m

⟨LR
α |m,k⟩εm,k⟨m,k|LR

α′⟩, (2.51)

where m are the correlated bands5. Obviously, the object of interest is P C
m,α(k) =

⟨LR
α |m,k⟩. The PAW decomposition (compare Eq. (2.42)) of the projection reads

⟨LR
α |m,k⟩ = ⟨LR

α |m, k̃⟩+ ⟨LR
α |

(∑
i

(
|ϕi⟩ − |ϕ̃i⟩

)
⟨p̃i|m, k̃⟩

)
, (2.52)

where i is a combined index for the site, orbital and augmentation order ν. For |LR
α ⟩,

which are well localized inside the PAW sphere, the first and last term cancel and we
get

⟨LR
α |m,k⟩ =

∑
i

⟨LR
α |ϕi⟩⟨p̃i|m, k̃⟩. (2.53)

By choosing the first order target functions as localized orbitals, we fix the orbital and
site indices of |LR

α ⟩ and |ϕi⟩ and only retain the augmentation order index ν:

⟨LR
α |m,k⟩ =

∑
ν

⟨ϕν′=0|ϕν⟩⟨p̃ν |m, k̃⟩. (2.54)

5The restriction of the sum to the correlated bands only is denoted by the superscript C in HC .
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Following the implementation in VASP, we choose following definition for the projec-
tions: The absolute value of the projections is⏐⏐⟨LR

α |m,k⟩
⏐⏐2 =∑

νν′

⟨m, k̃|p̃ν⟩⟨ϕν |ϕν′⟩⟨p̃ν′ |m, k̃⟩ (2.55)

and the phase is

arg
(
⟨LR

α |m,k⟩
)
= arg

(
⟨p̃ν=0|m, k̃⟩

)
, (2.56)

which is an unambiguous definition of the phase. The summation of the phase over
more than one augmentation order may lead to erroneous cancellation of the phases
belonging to each augmentation order. A comparison of different definitions of the
projector is done in Ref. [98].

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the ⟨LR
α |m,k⟩ defined by Eqs. (2.55)

and (2.56) do not correspond to orthonormal localized basis functions, because of the
finite number of Bloch functions and because the PAW augmentation functions are
not orthonormal. We can promote the basis to an orthonormal system by a Bloch
transform and an orthonormalization. The Bloch transform reads

|LR′

α,k⟩ =
∑
T

eikT |LR′+T
α ⟩ , (2.57)

where we have split the site index R into T, a Bravais lattice vector, and R′, the
position of an atom in the unit cell. We orthonormalize the projections P C

m,α(k) by

P̄ C
m,α(k) =

∑
α′

[O(k)]
−1/2
αα′ P C

m,α′(k), (2.58)

where O(k)αα′ is the overlap matrix defined by

Oαα′(k) =
∑
m

P C
m,α(k)

(
P C
m,α′(k)

)∗
. (2.59)

In principle we could orthonormalize by a Gram-Schmidt process or a QR-factorization,
but the first has numerical deficiencies and the latter is prone to destroy symmetries
of the orbitals. In practice, we calculate the inverse square root of the overlap matrix
by a singular value decomposition of the overlap matrix, which allows us to calculate
the pseudo inverse of O(k).

So far, we have simply reproduced the result from Refs. [98, 6]. In the following,
we discuss issues of this scheme and a route to deal with them. In order to define
unitary projectors, the number of localized states has to be the same as the number
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2. Theory and methods

of correlated bands. This number determines the shape of the localized basis states
after the orthonormalization: more bands lead to stronger localized states, less bands
to stronger delocalized states. Consider the following: We augment the d states of
a system with Coulomb interaction and therefore choose the five atomic d states to
be part of the localized basis. The bands with d character are entangled with other
bands such that we have to include more states with, e.g., s or p symmetry in the
localized basis. This choice naturally affects the number of correlated bands. Using d
and s states leads to a six-dimensional space, using d and p states leads to an eight-
dimensional space: the choice of additional uncorrelated states affects the shape of
the d states via the number of correlated bands. A more controlled approach is to
fix the number of correlated bands by considering the d states only and to calculate
the remaining localized states needed to span the correlated space. We do this by
calculating the orthogonal complement of the states of interest with respect to the
space spanned by the correlated bands.

We distinguish between correlated localized states |C⟩ subject to explicit Coulomb
interaction in the LDA+DMFT Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.48)) and uncorrelated localized
states |U⟩. The uncorrelated states are defined by spanning the space defined by the
projector ∑

U

|U⟩ ⟨U | = 1−
∑
C

|C⟩ ⟨C| , (2.60)

where 1 =
∑

m |m,k⟩ ⟨m,k| is the unity operator with respect to the correlated bands.
To calculate the projections of the |U⟩ on the Kohn-Sham states, we start from the
orthonormalized projectors on {|C⟩},

P̄C
m,α(k) = ⟨U |m⟩, (2.61)

which are obtained from the PAW projectors as presented above. In order to keep the
following expressions concise, we suppress all irrelevant indices. We calculate the first
state, |U⟩(1), of the uncorrelated orbitals by letting the projector defined in Eq. (2.60)
act on a Bloch state |m′⟩

|U⟩(1) =
∑
U

|U⟩ ⟨U |m′⟩ = |m′⟩ −
∑
C

|C⟩ ⟨C|m′⟩. (2.62)

The scalar products of |U⟩(1) and the Bloch states |m⟩ are the projection matrix
P̄U(1)

m,α (k) which explicitly reads

P̄U(1)

m,α (k) = ⟨U |(1) |m⟩ = δm′,m −
∑
C

⟨m′|C⟩⟨C|m⟩

= δm′,m −
∑
α

⟨m′,k|LR′

α,k⟩⟨LR′

α,k|m,k⟩.
(2.63)
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We calculate the projections onto the remaining states, |U⟩(n>1), iteratively by using
the projectors

1
C −

∑
C

|C⟩ ⟨C| −
∑
i

|U⟩(i) ⟨U |(i) (2.64)

with the remaining Bloch states. Actually, this is a Gram-Schmidt process. In each it-
eration of the Gram-Schmidt process, we get orthogonal states to some given orthonor-
mal basis, which is what we have described above. In practice, we do not perform a
Gram-Schmidt process, but a QR decomposition of an otherwise empty matrix but the
upper rows equal to P̄C

m,α(k).
A downside of this method is the uncontrolled shape and symmetry of the uncorre-

lated localized states. However, as long as we are only interested in orbital resolved
properties of the correlated orbitals this is no real issue. An additional advantage of
not using PAW s or p states is that they may have low overlap with the Bloch bands.
This can lead to serious issues in obtaining a band structure resembling the DFT band
structure (for a more detailed discussion of projections with low overlap see, e.g., Refs.
[2, 3])

An alternative approach is a Wannier projection [147, 207], where the localized states
can be arbitrary. In the framework of Wannier projection the localized states can even
be iteratively calculated to be maximally localized. This scheme is computationally
rather demanding and has issues for entangled band structures.

2.4.2. Hybridization functions

So far, we have discussed the transformation of Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians in the case
of correlated lattice systems leading to Hubbard models. For correlated impurities in
weakly interacting hosts we can use a similar approach which leads to an Anderson
impurity model. This is, e.g., done in Ref. [210] for Co atoms in a Cu crystal. The AIM
can then be solved by methods we introduce in the next two sections. In principle, we
extract the hybridization function (compare Eq. (2.15)) of an AIM in a basis localized
on the impurity. Following Ref. [6], the Kohn-Sham Green function GKS(ω) reads

GKS(z) =
∑
m,k

|m,k⟩ ⟨m,k|
z − εm,k

. (2.65)

Equivalently to the construction of a Hamiltonian in the localized basis in Sec. (2.4.1),
we use projectors to localized basis states P̄ C

m,α(k), derived from the impurities’ target
functions in the PAW formalism. We obtain the Green function in the localized basis[

GC
KS

]
αα′ (z) =

∑
m,k

P̄ C
m,α(k)

[
P̄ C
m,α′(k)

]∗
z − εm,k

, (2.66)
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which is related to the hybridization function via Eq. (2.16).

2.4.3. Interaction terms

The brute force calculation of the Coulomb interaction matrix elements from their
definition

Uαβγδ =

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′v(r− r′)ψ∗

α(r)ψ
∗
β(r

′)ψγ(r
′)ψδ(r). (2.67)

using the localized basis states from the last section is not very helpful in the case
of solids, as the corresponding Hubbard model on a low-energy subspace is embedded
in a sea of high-energy electrons. The biggest shortcoming of this approach is that
we neglect the screening of the interaction terms in the Hubbard model by high-
energy electrons. We take this screening into account by using interactions which carry
the information about their high-energy environment: we calculate effective Coulomb
interaction matrix elements. Two routes are basically possible: The first one, discussed
in the next section, relies on a parametrization of the Coulomb interaction to fit the
model to experimental results. The second route is to calculate the screening from the
available DFT information, i.e., in an ab initio way. This is described in the subsequent
section.

Coulomb interaction as parameter

A useful attempt to parametrize the Coulomb interaction is to use the Coulomb inter-
action of the bare atom and to scale the matrix elements to our convenience. Later,
we will see that for d electrons basically only two parameters enter the expressions
for all matrix elements Uαβγδ. To this end, we calculate Uαβγδ with atomic orbitals
Ψnml(r) = Rnl(r)Ylm(θ, ϕ) using the definition (2.67) with the bare Coulomb interac-
tion v(r1− r2) = |r1 − r2|−1. We start by writing the Coulomb interaction in spherical
harmonics

1

|r1 − r2|
=

∞∑
k=0

rk<
rk+1
>

4π

2k + 1

k∑
q=−k

Ykq(θ2, ϕ2)Y
∗
kq(θ1, ϕ1), (2.68)

where r< = min(r1, r2) and r> = max(r1, r2). In the following we restrict our discussion
to the 3d shell, i.e., we fix n = 2 and l = 2 in the combined index α = (nα, lα,mα),
such that m is restricted to m = −2,−1, . . . 2. The Coulomb interaction then reads

Umαmβmγmδ
=

2l∑
k=0

ak(mαmδ,mβmγ)Fk, (2.69)
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where the angular integrals ak are shorthands for

ak(mαmδ,mβmγ) =
4π

2k + 1

k∑
q=−k

⟨lmα|Ykq |lmδ⟩ ⟨lmβ|Y ∗
kq |lmγ⟩ . (2.70)

The integrals ⟨l1m1|Yl2m2 |l3m3⟩ are also called Gaunt coefficients6. The Fk are radial
Slater integrals defined by

Fk =

∫
dr

∫
dr′r2r′2R2

nl(r)R
2
nl(r

′)
rk<
rk+1
>

. (2.71)

The rotational symmetry leads to two simplifications: First, many angular integrals
are zero, such that only few of the Umαmβmγmδ

in Eq. (2.69) are non-zero. Secondly,
only F0, F2 and F4 are non-zero. In practice, we assume that the angular part of the
integrals is the same as in the atom. The severeness of this approximation is discussed
in Ref. [181] for the examples of SrVO3 and BaOsO3. We treat the remaining three
radial integrals as parameters. More commonly, the average direct and exchange term
U and J are used. They are defined by

U =
1

(2l + 1)2

∑
m,m′

Umm′m′m, (2.72)

U − J =
1

2l(2l + 1)

∑
m,m′

Umm′m′m − Umm′mm′ . (2.73)

We can show that U is equal to F 0. For d electrons J is equal to (F 2 + F 4)/14. Cal-
culations have shown, that the ratio of F 2 and F 4 is almost constant for d electrons
[10, 45]. For 3d electrons the ratio is F 4 ≈ 0.625F 2. In summary, we use the follow-
ing relation between average Coulomb interaction and Slater integrals throughout the
work:

F 0 = U, (2.74)

F 2 =
14

1.625
J, (2.75)

F 4 = 0.625F 2. (2.76)

This leaves only two free parameters, namely U and J or F 0 and F 2, to fix the Coulomb
interaction tensor defined in Eq. (2.69).

6The Gaunt coefficients are proportional to products of Clebsh-Gordon coefficients, which are easily
calculated and are also tabulated in [62].
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Ab initio Coulomb interaction and screening from a high-energy subspace

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the brute force calculation of the
Coulomb matrix elements from some wavefunctions via Eq. (2.67) leads to too big
matrix elements as it neglects screening from high-energy electrons. We can take this
screening into account on a different, simpler, level of approximation by using inter-
actions which carry the information about their high-energy environment. In order
to take into account the effects of high-energy electrons on the low-energy model, we
assume the electronic structure of the high-energy region to be fixed and calculate
the screening of the interaction between low-energy electrons by electrons from the
high-energy subspace. Commonly this screening is calculated in the random-phase
approximation (RPA [208, 112], also introduced in more detail in Sec. (2.7) to cal-
culate susceptibilities). Strictly speaking, a method called constrained RPA (cRPA,
[13]) is used to cure a double counting of screening effects in RPA and the subsequent
treatment7 of the Hubbard model. The RPA approximation, in its essence, means to
neglect correlations between the screening electrons, i.e., to treat screening electrons
as classical charges.

The dielectric function ε(r) relates the bare interaction U with the screened interac-
tion W by W = ε−1U . The dielectric function is related to the polarization function P
via ε = 1−UP . The RPA approximation is used to calculate the polarization in linear
response, which gives P 0 = G0G0, where G0 is the non-interacting Green function.
More explicitly, P 0 reads

P 0(ω) =
occ∑
i

unocc∑
j

ψi(r)ψ
∗
i (r

′)ψ∗
j (r)ψj(r

′)

(
1

ω − εj + εi + i0+
− 1

ω + εj − εi + i0+

)
,

(2.77)

compare Refs. [208] or [70]. In cRPA, we exclude contributions where i and j both
belong to orbitals of the low-energy subspace. This is depicted for the example of a
three band model in Fig. (2.8). The screened Coulomb matrix elements in (c)RPA are

W (ω) = (1− UP 0(ω))−1U. (2.78)

In contrast to the bare Coulomb interaction U , the screened Coulomb interaction is
frequency dependent. An inspection of Eq. (2.78) shows that limω→∞W (ω) = U . If
a Hubbard model with a non-frequency-dependent interaction is desired, the screened
interaction at ω = 0 is commonly used for simplicity. However, this may not be the
optimal choice.

7The subsequent treatment is usually on a higher level of approximation than RPA.
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Figure 2.8.: Depiction of included (solid lines) and excluded (dotted lines) terms for
the calculation of screening in constrained RPA by Eq. (2.77). Each line connects two
non-interacting Green functions G0

ii(k) and G0
jj(k + q). Terms of P0 including two G0

from the low-energy band (solid blue) are discarded. Terms containing at least one G0

from the high-energy bands (dashed black) are kept.

As remarked in Ref. [164], when DMFT is used to solve the resulting Hubbard
model, i.e., only local screening is included, non-local terms where i and j both belong
to the low-energy subspace should be included in the calculation of P 0 in Eq. (2.77).
Ref. [199] benchmarks the cRPA screening and shows that its quality depends on the
model’s details and can sometimes be poor.

An alternative to cRPA is the constrained local-density approximation (cLDA, [149,
68, 9, 39]), where screening effects are calculated entirely in the DFT formalism by
calculating the energy difference of systems with different occupations in the correlated
subspace. For the simple case of on-site density-density interaction, the Coulomb
interaction matrix element is calculated by

Weff = E(n+ 1) + E(n− 1)− 2E(n), (2.79)

where E(n) is the ground state energy of a super cell system with n electrons in the
correlated subspace. The E(n ± 1) are ground state energies of the system with 1
added/removed electron in the correlated subspace on one specific atom, while the
occupation in the correlated subspace of all other atoms is kept fixed. In this way, the
electronic response in the uncorrelated subspace is included on a DFT level. As this
method is not used in this work, the details of the implementation of the method are
not discussed here. Detailed information is contained in the references given above.
A comparison for the case of the 3d transition metal Cr shows only minor differences
of the effective Coulomb interaction between cRPA (W ∼ 4.5 eV, [189]) and cLDA
(W ∼ 5 eV, [157])
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2.5. Monte Carlo methods

Before we introduce two Monte Carlo based many-body methods, we take some time
and consider the basic concept of Monte Carlo methods. Monte Carlo methods are
a wide class of methods, which have in common the random sampling of a big phase
space. Examples are numerical integrations of high dimensional integrals or opti-
mizations dependent on many variables with a complicated function to minimize. The
method is also widely used in statistical mechanics to calculate ground-state properties.
In this section, we give a general introduction to Monte Carlo methods in statistical
mechanics. We mainly follow Refs. [219, 159]. For in depth overviews we refer to
Ref. [159], which mainly focuses on classical spin lattice systems and non-equilibrium
dynamics, Ref. [124] with similar topics but which also contains a chapter about quan-
tum Monte Carlo techniques, and Ref. [118] which gives an excellent overview over
Monte-Carlo methods in general and its application to statistical mechanics with many
code examples. Here, we lay out the principle of Monte Carlo methods to be able to
first apply them in the determinant Monte Carlo method in Sec. (2.5.1) to solve the
Hubbard model and secondly in the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method in
Sec. (2.5.2) to solve the Anderson impurity model.

Consider some physical system that takes configurations {i}. Specific examples for
configurations are a certain arrangement of spins on a lattice or a set of position
and momentum values for particles. The system is governed by physical laws which
determine the system’s probability pi for each configuration i in thermal equilibrium
at a given temperature T . Specifically, the probabilities are governed by the partition
function of the system. However, in practice the number configurations is often too
large to calculate the partition function exactly. The key idea of the Monte Carlo
technique is to perform an importance sampling of the phase space, i.e., to find those
configurations which contribute most to the partition function. We do this by a so
called random walk through the phase space: We start with some configuration i and
randomly generate new configurations based only on the prior configuration. We show
that setting up the rules to find the new configurations correctly, ensures that, on
average, the random walk visits configurations with their physical probabilities pi.

The transition probability to change the system from configuration i to j is Tji. As
Tij are probabilities we can state rather trivially

Tji ≥ 0, (2.80)∑
j

Tji = 1. (2.81)

We show that Tji always has an eigenvalue of λ = 1 by assuming a vector v with unit
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entries, vi = 1, and show that it is a left eigenvector using (2.81)∑
j

vjTji = vi. (2.82)

Starting with the (right) eigenvector equation∑
i

Tjivi = λvj,

we show that the eigenvalues λ of Tji obey |λ| ≤ 1. Taking the absolute value of both
sides, using (2.80) and the triangle inequality, we arrive at∑

i

Tji|vi| ≥ |λ||vj|. (2.83)

Summing both sides over j and using (2.81), we arrive at∑
i

|vi| ≥ |λ|
∑
j

|vj|, (2.84)

from which |λ| ≤ 1 follows directly. We can now state that λ = 1 is always the largest
eigenvalue of Tij.

Consider a vector vNi , which encodes the relative number of times a random walk
governed by Tij has visited the configuration i after N updates. In the following, we
derive a condition for Tij which guaranties, that all configurations are visited according
to their physical probability, i.e., v∞i = pi. If we set up Tij such that pi is a right
eigenvector to the (largest) eigenvalue 1, we can use the fact that multiple action of a
matrix on any vector vNi projects out the eigenvector to the largest eigenvalue, as long
as vNi has non zero overlap with that eigenvector. The requirement for pi to be the
right eigenvector to the eigenvalue 1 of the matrix Tji is equivalent to the requirement
for Tji to obey the so called detailed balance

Tjipi = Tijpj. (2.85)

Using the detailed balance condition and (2.81) we can show
∑

i Tjipi = pj by∑
i

Tjipi =
∑
i

Tijpj = pj
∑
i

Tij = pj. (2.86)

We can for example ensure detailed balance by constructing Tij by the famous Metropo-
lis algorithm [151]. In the Metropolis algorithm the transition probability from one
configuration i to another j is

Tji =

{
pj/pi if pi ≥ pj

1 if pi < pj
. (2.87)
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To check Eq. (2.85) we assume pi > pj without loss of generality and get Tji = pj/pi
and Tij = 1. Evaluating (2.85) then gives pj/pi · pi = pj. Now we have to ensure that
every starting vector has non-zero overlap with the eigenvector pi. This is equivalent
to requiring ergodicity for Tji, i.e., there is a non zero probability to reach every
configuration j from any configuration i in a finite number of steps. The Metropolis
suggestion for Tji is ergodic since it assigns a non zero probability for any j. Note
that the Metropolis algorithm does not require the calculation of pi in any step but
only the ratio of probabilities of consecutive steps. The ratio is in most cases much
simpler to calculate. In the case of the Ising lattice, calculating the probability of a
configuration involves calculating the partition function, i.e., solving the system. The
ratio pi/pj is the fraction of Boltzmann factors pi/pj = exp(−β(Ei − Ej)), where β
is the inverse temperature and Ei and Ej are the energies of the configurations i and
j, such that only energy differences have to be calculated. Alternative algorithms to
Metropolis exist, one is the heat bath algorithm [153], where Tij is defined by

Tji =
pj

pi + pj
. (2.88)

In summary, any algorithm to update configurations has to obey

• detailed balance and

• ergodicity.

So far, our discussion has left out which next configuration j to suggest. This is of
course dependent on the physical system at hand and the specific choice determines
the efficiency of the sampling. However, there is no simple recipe to find efficient
algorithms so that this task is left to our ingenuity and intuition.

Another point worth noting is that the use of random walks leads to correlations
between subsequent steps, because a new configuration is generated based on the prior
step. But when measuring physical quantities from a Monte Carlo simulation, we
average over independent configurations. The usual technique to obtain independent
configurations is to measure only after every m’th step. We choose m to be bigger than
the so called auto-correlation time of the system. This correlation time again depends
very much on the algorithm of updating configurations and the physical system at
hand.

A related technical problem is that the simulation has to be initialized with some
configuration. This configuration can be in a region of the phase space with low
pi. Since the simulation does not run infinitely long and we approximate the true pi
with the relative number of times configurations are visited, the early configurations
lead to a bias of the results. We avoid this systematical error by neglecting the first
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configurations for measurements. The so called warm-up period has again to be chosen
with the details of the simulated physical system in mind and should at least be some
multiple of the correlation time.

2.5.1. Determinant quantum Monte Carlo

In this section, we shortly discuss a method, first introduced in Ref. [20], to statistically
solve the Hubbard model. We use this method to obtain approximate solutions of the
ground state of Hubbard models on finite honeycomb and square lattices in section
(3). We follow an introduction from Ref. [230]. For reasons we discuss later, the
method is especially efficient in the case of the half-filled Hubbard model. The method
is formulated in the grand canonical ensemble, where the filling is adjusted by the
chemical potential. The usual way of writing the Hubbard model for half filling is

H = −t
∑
i,j,σ

(
c†iσcjσ + c†jσciσ

)
  

=HK

+U
∑
i

(
ni↑ −

1

2

)(
ni↓ −

1

2

)
  

=HU

, (2.89)

which corresponds to a chemical potential of µ = −U/2.
In order to calculate thermodynamic expectation values, we approximate the op-

erator P = 1/Z exp(−βH), where Z = Tr exp(−βH) is the partition function. The
starting point of the method is the so called Suzuki-Trotter decomposition of the imag-
inary time. Let us apply the decomposition to the partition function

Z = Tr e−βH

= Tr

(
L∏
l=1

e−∆τH

)

= Tr

(
L∏
l=1

e−∆τHKe−∆τHU

)
+O(∆τ 2),

(2.90)

where L∆τ = β. Since HK and HU do not commute, the last step is an approximation,
at least for a finite step size ∆τ . As for numerical applications the step size is always
finite, this introduces a systematic but controllable8 error. The kinetic part of the term
is quadratic in the fermionic operators and can therefore be written as

e−∆τHK = e−∆τHK↑e−∆τHK↓ . (2.91)

8The error is controllable, because the solution can be extrapolated to infinitesimally small ∆τ .
Compare for example [184].
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We write kinetic terms of the Hamiltonian in the following way

HKσ = −tc†σKcσ, (2.92)

whereK is a matrix containing the geometry of the lattice and c(†) = (c
(†)
1 , c

(†)
2 , . . . , c

(†)
N ).

The interaction term is quartic in the fermionic operators which prohibits us to use
single-particle methods to calculate the partition function straight forwardly. How-
ever, having separated the kinetic term and the interaction term in the exponent by
the Suzuki-Trotter decomposition, we can apply the discrete Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation. We can apply the transformation for each lattice site independently
since the sites decouple by

e−∆τHU = e−U∆τ
∑N

i=1(ni↑− 1
2)(ni↓− 1

2)

=
N∏
i=1

e−U∆τ(ni↑− 1
2)(ni↓− 1

2).
(2.93)

The Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation for a lattice site i reads

e−U∆τ(ni↑− 1
2)(ni↓− 1

2) =
1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

∑
hi=±1

eνhi(ni↑−ni↓), (2.94)

where ν is defined by cosh ν = exp(U∆τ/2). This identity is proven explicitly by letting
the right and left side of the equation act on the four possible local states (|0⟩, |↑⟩, |↓⟩,
and |↑↓⟩), respectively. The transformation is only valid for U > 0, since otherwise
no ν can be found to solve cosh ν = exp(U∆τ/2). However, a similar transformation
exists for negative U [83]. By inserting the transformation into the exponential in Eq.
(2.93) we get

e−∆τHU =
N∏
i=1

1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

∑
hi=±1

eνhi(ni↑−ni↓)

=

(
1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

)N ∑
hi=±1

e
∑N

i=1 νhi(ni↑−ni↓)

=

(
1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

)N

Trh e
∑N

i=1 νhi(ni↑−ni↓),

(2.95)

where Trh denotes the trace over all variables hi. As in the case of the kinetic part of
the Hamiltonian, we split the interaction part into separate spin parts and write it in
matrix form:

HV σ = ±
N∑
i

νhiniσ = ±νc†σV (h)cσ, (2.96)
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where the plus (minus) sign is for σ =↑ (↓) and V (h) = diag(h1, h2, . . . , hN). We insert
the current results into the (approximate) expression for the partition function (2.90):

Z =

(
1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

)NL

Trh Tr

(
L∏
l=1

e−∆τHK↑+Hl
V ↑

)(
L∏
l=1

e−∆τHK↓+Hl
V ↓

)
, (2.97)

where we have introduced the index l in the interaction part, which means that each
time slice l has its own set of auxiliary variables hli. We are left with a trace over
products of exponentials of operators which are quadratic in the fermionic operators.
Thus, we can apply the following identity for quadratic operators, Hl = c†Hlc, reading

Tr
(
e−H1e−H2 . . . e−HL

)
= det

(
I + e−HLe−HL−1 . . . e−H1

)
. (2.98)

The right side of the equation is much easier to compute, as the Hl are quadratic
matrices with the dimension N , where N is the number of lattice sites, whereas the Hl

are operators on the Hilbert space with dimension 4N . A proof of Eq. (2.98) is given
in elementary notation in Ref. [84] and using Grassmann numbers in Ref. [20]. Using
the identity we write the partition function in the following simple way:

Z =

(
1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

)NL

Trh det (M↑(h)) det (M↓(h)) , (2.99)

where the matrices Mσ(h) are defined as

Mσ(h) = I + et∆τKe∓νV (hL)et∆τKe∓νV (hL−1) . . . et∆τKe∓νV (h1). (2.100)

We can also write down the approximate expression for the operator P = 1/Z exp(−βH):

Ph =
1

Z

(
1

2
e−

U∆τ
4

)NL

det (M↑(h)) det (M↓(h)) . (2.101)

We note that we have eliminated the quartic terms, i.e., arrived at a single-particle
Hamiltonian, for the cost of introducing an auxiliary field defined by the variables hli
at each time slice. The solution to this problem is much easier and related to the Ising
problem of classical spins on a lattice. The Ising lattice we have to solve does however
not have the dimension of the lattice of the original problem but one dimension more.
The extra dimension has the size L as it is the axis introduced by partitioning β into
L slices. The configurations {h} can be sampled by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
using the Metropolis ratio from one configuration h to another configuration h′

rl,i =
det (M↑(h

′)) det (M↓(h
′))

det (M↑(h)) det (M↓(h))
. (2.102)
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In order to perform measurements, e.g., the time averaged one-particle Green function
Gσ

ij, we have to calculate ⟨ciσc†jσ⟩ in the framework of the approximations we have
done. Using similar techniques as in the proof of equation (2.98), compare Ref. [188],
one can show that the Green function is related to the inverse of the matrices Mσ(h)

by

Gσ
ij =

[
M−1

σ (h)
]
ij
. (2.103)

All DQMC results in this work are obtained with the implementation “QUantum Elec-
tron Simulation Toolbox” (quest 1.3.0)9.

2.5.2. Continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo

The method introduced in this section is able to solve Anderson impurity models by
stochastically sampling diagrams contributing to the partition function. In contrast to
the determinant quantum Monte Carlo method introduced in the last section, which
suffers from systematic time-discretization errors, this method does not have any sys-
tematic errors at all; it is numerically exact. Given an infinite amount of computational
resources, the solution is exact. However, the method comes with certain restrictions
on the nature of the Anderson impurity models to solve. Complicated Coulomb inter-
action, low symmetries of the hybridization and spin-orbit coupling limit the applica-
bility of the method. An extensive review of most flavors, applications and problems
of continuous-time Quantum Monte Carlo (CT-QMC) is available in Ref. [66]. The
flavor used in this work is the so-called hybridization expansion CT-QMC (CT-Hyb
[225]) which we introduce for a one-band model following a lecture of Phillip Werner
in 2015. We use this method to solve five-orbital Anderson impurity models in the
context of DMFT in chapter (5) and as a method to benchmark a novel approximation
scheme to the AIM in chapter (4).

The method is introduced in the action formalism. We start with the case of a
spinless Anderson impurity model without interaction. The model is defined by a hy-
bridization function ∆(τ) in imaginary time and a chemical potential µ. The impurity
action in this case is defined by

Simp =

∫ β

0

dτdτ ′c†(τ)∆(τ − τ ′)c(τ ′)− µ

∫ β

0

dτn(τ), (2.104)

where time dependent operators are in the Heisenberg picture with respect to the
impurity part of the AIM Hamiltonian, i.e., c(†)(τ) = exp(τHimp)c

(†) exp(−τHimp). We

9A. Tomas, C-C. Chang, Z-J. Bai, and R. Scalettar, quest code (http://quest.ucdavis.edu/)
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arrive at the impurity action by starting at the action for the full AIM Hamiltonian
and integrating out the bath degrees of freedom, which generates the hybridization
terms proportional to ∆(τ − τ ′). The corresponding partition function is

Z = Tr
[
Te−Simp

]
= Tr

[
T exp

(
−
∫ β

0

dτdτ ′c†(τ)∆(τ − τ ′)c(τ ′) + µ

∫ β

0

dτn(τ)

)]
,

(2.105)

where T is the time ordering operator. In order to generate diagrams, we expand
the partition function in powers of the hybridization function ∆(τ). An alternative is
to expand in powers of the interaction leading to the interaction expansion CT-QMC
(CT-Int, compare Ref. [185]). A Taylor expansion of (2.105) gives

Z =
∑
n

∫
dτ1dτ

′
1· · ·

∫
dτndτ

′
n

(−1)n

n!
Tr

[
T exp

(∫ β

0

dτµn(τ)

)
×

× c†(τ1)c(τ
′
1) . . . c

†(τn)c(τ
′
n)

]
∆(τ1 − τ ′1) . . .∆(τn − τ ′n),

(2.106)

which is a sum over traces over an increasing number of creation and annihilation
operators weighted with hybridization events and an exponential factor. Possible terms
of zeroth, first and second order in the hybridization function are depicted in Fig. (2.9).
The possible states in the trace are the empty and filled impurity (|0⟩ and |1⟩). Because
the system evolves in imaginary time along lines between these states, we call the lines
connecting ⟨0/1| and |0/1⟩ world lines. Creation and annihilation operators c†(τ) and
c(τ ′) at times τ and τ ′ are connected through hybridization functions ∆(τ − τ ′). The
corresponding intuitive physical picture of these arrows is electrons leaving the impurity
to the bath at times depicted by empty circles and reentering the impurity at times
depicted by full circles. This process is of course governed by the hybridization function.
We can now exemplarily calculate the weights of the ⟨0| . . . |0⟩ diagrams. The zeroth
order diagram has the weight exp (0). The first order diagram −(dτ)2 exp (µl)∆(τ1 −
τ ′1), where l is the length of the segment of the line in which the impurity is occupied.
The weights of the two depicted second order diagrams are

(−1)2 exp (µ (l1 + l2))∆(τ1 − τ ′1)∆(τ2 − τ ′2)dτ
4

and

−(−1)2 exp (µ (l1 + l2))∆(τ1 − τ ′2)∆(τ2 − τ ′1)dτ
4.

The last two weights, belonging to diagrams of the same segment structure but different
orderings of the times, can be generated by the determinant of the matrix

∆c =

(
∆(τ1 − τ ′1) ∆(τ2 − τ ′1)

∆(τ1 − τ ′2) ∆(τ2 − τ ′2)

)
.
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The determinant vastly simplifies practical calculations as it takes care of all possible

Figure 2.9.: Graphical representation of the first few terms in Eq. (2.106). Full/empty
dots depict creation/annihilation operators, arrows represent hybridization functions.
Full lines denote times with an electron on the impurity and dashed lines denote times
where the impurity is empty. The lines connecting the outer states are called world
lines.

time orderings for each configuration of segments. We can now write the partition
function as a sum over all segment configurations with weights proportional to

wc ∝ eµlseg det(∆c). (2.107)

We can use these weights to sample the diagrams using the Metropolis Hastings algo-
rithm using the ratio from one segment configuration c to another c′

r =
exp(µlseg) det(∆

c)

exp(µl′seg) det(∆
c′)
. (2.108)

The single-particle Green function can be calculated by writing down its definition in
the hybridization expansion of the trace

G(τ, τ ′) =
1

Z
Tr
[
Te−Simpc(τ)c†(τ ′)

]
=
1

Z

∑
n

∫
dτ1dτ

′
1· · ·

∫
dτndτ

′
n

(−1)n

n!
Tr

[
T exp

(∫ β

0

dτµn(τ)

)
×

× c(τ)c†(τ ′)c†(τ1)c(τ
′
1) . . . c

†(τn)c(τ
′
n)

]
∆(τ1 − τ ′1) . . .∆(τn − τ ′n)

(2.109)
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and sampling the trace with the configurations suggested by the Monte-Carlo algo-
rithm.
The more interesting case of a one-orbital Anderson impurity model including spin and
local interaction U on the impurity is described by the action

Simp =
∑
σ

[∫ β

0

dτdτ ′c†σ(τ)∆(τ − τ ′)cσ(τ
′)− µ

∫ β

0

dτnσ(τ)

]
+ U

∫ β

o

dτn↑(τ)n↓(τ).

(2.110)

In contrast to the spinless case we arrive at two expectation values for each config-

Figure 2.10.: Example for a configuration including spins where two electrons simul-
taneously occupy the impurity from τ↑ to τ ′↓.

uration: one for spin up and one for spin down. The interaction between electrons
leads to an additional term in the exponential for those times at which the impurity
is doubly occupied. An exemplary first order configuration is depicted in Fig. (2.10).
By defining an overlap time loverlap = τ ′↓ − τ↑ and the occupation time lσ = τ ′σ − τσ we
arrive at the weight

e−µ(l↑+l↓)−Uloverlap det(∆c
↑) det(∆

c
↓). (2.111)

Again, we can sample the configurations stochastically using the Metropolis Hastings
algorithm.

In the case of multi-orbital Anderson models, more complicated interaction terms
can appear which are not proportional to density-density type terms, such as ninj.
Arbitrary interaction terms can be dealt with in alternative schemes like the Krylov
method [143] or a method described in Ref. [76]. Then, the simple picture of over-
lapping world lines breaks down and alternative ways of calculating the trace have to
be found (see for example Ref. [66]). For all QMC solutions of AIMs in this work,
the implementation of CT-Hyb in w2dynamics of the groups of Prof. Karsten Held
(TU Vienna) and Prof. Giorgio Sangiovanni (University of Würzburg) is used [168].
A documentation is available in Ref. [160].
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2.5.3. The sign problem

In quantum Monte Carlo methods a severe problem arises: the so called sign problem.
Here, following Ref. [46], we shortly introduce this issue. In classical systems, as
introduced in Sec. (2.5), we evaluate expectation values of observables A by summing
over the weights pi and the values of the observable Ai for all configurations i:

⟨A⟩ =
∑
i

piAi. (2.112)

In contrast to classical systems, where the pi can be interpreted as probabilities because
they are positive definite, pi can be positive and negative in the case of quantum
systems. To be able to do an importance sampling anyway, we have to take care of the
negative weights. We introduce a new weight defined by p̃i = |pi|/

∑
j |pj| and absorb

the sign of the weight into the observable we measure

⟨A⟩ =
∑

iAisign(pi)p̃i∑
i sign(pi)p̃i

=
⟨A · s⟩
⟨s⟩

, (2.113)

where s is the sign operator with si = sign(pi). While this route is mathematically
correct, random walks based on p̃i instead of pi may include unimportant regions of the
phase space disproportionately high. If the average sign is close to zero, measurements
of ⟨A ·s⟩ tend to cancel each other leading to prohibitively bad statistics. However, for
certain systems one can show that the sign problem is absent. In other cases numerical
tests have shown that it is not severe.

In the case of DQMC, the half filled repulsive Hubbard model is sign-problem free.
Additionally, certain fillings are favorable, e.g., when the non-interacting ground-state
is non-degenerate [227]. In cases where the sign problem is present, the average sign
scales as ⟨s⟩ ∝ exp(−βNUγ), where N is the system size and γ depends on the filling.
The problems gets exponentially worse with lower temperature. [46, 188].

In the case of CT-QMC the sign problem is governed by the structure of the hy-
bridization function (2.15). For strictly diagonal hybridization functions with respect
to the orbital indices no sign problem occurs. Large off diagonal elements can lead
to a sign problem which can be partly circumvented by a rotation of the orbital ba-
sis [54]. However, this is not entirely possible as the hybridization function is energy
dependent. Here, a similar aggravation with lower temperatures as in the former case
can be observed [54].

2.5.4. Analytic continuation

In this section, we introduce a method, called maximum entropy method, to cope with
the problem of transforming noisy data from the imaginary axis to the real frequency
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axis. Doing so we follow Ref. [92]. The CT-QMC algorithm samples the Green
function on imaginary time (compare Eq. (2.109)). In order to compare results from
the calculation to photo emission experiments (i.e., spectral information) we have to
calculate the spectrum A(ω) = − 1

π
ImG(ω) on real frequencies. The transformation

from the spectral function in real frequency to the Green function in imaginary time
reads

G(τ) =

∫
dωA(ω)K(τ, ω), (2.114)

where K(τ, ω), the kernel, is defined by

K(τ, ω) =
e−τω

1 + e−βω
. (2.115)

For discrete samples of τ → τn and ω → ωm in a numerical implementation, the kernel
is a matrix (K(τ, ω) → Knm) which has to be inverted in order to get A(ωn) → Am

from a measured G(τ) → Gn. The condition number of K, defined by the quotient
of the largest and the smallest singular value, grows exponentially, making a straight
forward (pseudo) inversion impossible10. That the measured G(τn) are only known up
to a statistical uncertainty worsens the problem considerably. A simple least square
fit of

∑
mKnmAn to Gn leads to an overfitting of statistical noise. The singular values

of an exemplary K are shown in Fig. (2.11): they fall exponentially.
Inverting the kernel is an example for an ill defined problem. This problem is tightly

connected to so called inverse problems. Similar problems also arise in the reconstruc-
tion of volume data from noisy tomography measurements. Inverse problems have
spawned quite an interest in mathematics. In that context, the maximum entropy
method can also be seen as a generalized Tikhonov-Phillips regularization under the
constraint of strictly positive spectral functions An using the entropy of An as a pun-
ishing term for the overfitting of noise [182, 155].

A possible route for finding an appropriate solution is to search for the most probable
spectrum A(ω) given a measured G(τ) in a Bayesian sense. Mathematically spoken,
we maximize the probability

P (A|G) = P (G|A)P (A)
P (G)

, (2.116)

using Bayes theorem11, where P (G|A) is the likelihood function, P (A) is the prior
probability and P (G) is constant, as we only deal with one measured G at a time,
10The calculation of the pseudo inverse is in fact equivalent to performing a least square fit.
11Bayes theorem states that the probability of finding a under the condition of b, times the probability

of b is the same as the probability of finding b under the condition of a, times the probability of
a: P (a|b)P (b) = P (b|a)P (a).
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Figure 2.11: Singular values of the
Kernel Knm (see Eq. (2.115)) for β =

100 and a grid of 200 discretization
points for τ and ω ranging from -4 to
4. The singular values for n ≳ 50 are
below machine accuracy.

and can therefore be ignored. The heart of the maximum entropy method is to define
the prior probability with the help of the entropy S of A with respect to some default
model m. This is possible because the spectrum is positive definite and, as its integral
over the frequency is finite, can be normalized. Thus, A can be interpreted as a
probability. The prior probability is then defined (compare [203] for a rigorous proof
that the following form of the prior probability leads to the desired results) as

P (A|m(ω), α) = eαS (2.117)

with

S =

∫
dω

(
A(ω)−m(ω)− A(ω) ln

(
A(ω)

m(ω)

))
. (2.118)

Given uncorrelated data (see [92] for details on obtaining uncorrelated data from QMC
simulations), the likelihood function P (G|A) is obtained by a least square fit weighted
with the statistical uncertainty of the spectrum to the data:

P (G|A) = e−χ2/2 (2.119)

with

χ2 =
∑
n

(
Gn −

∑
mKnmAm

σn

)2

, (2.120)

where σn is the error estimate of the measurement of Gn. Finally, we find the most
probable spectrum Am by maximizing

P (A|G) = eαS−χ2/2. (2.121)
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If some prior knowledge of the spectrum is available it can be used to choose a default
model m. In practice this is seldomly the case, therefore a featureless flat or Gaussian
model is used to obtain unbiased results.

The factor α, which balances between the maximization of exp(χ2/2) (overfitting
of the data) and exp(S) (reproduction of the default model), is a priori unknown.
Two routes for determining α are popular: In the so-called historic maximum entropy
method [204, 67] α is chosen such that χ2 = L, where L is the number of data points.
This, however, tends to underfit the data [92]. The classic maximum entropy method
(compare Ref. [203]) finds the most probable value of α by maximizing

P (α|G,m) =

∫
dNA∏
i

√
Ai

P (A,α|G,m), (2.122)

where

P (A,α|G,m) ∼ eαS−χ2/2P (α), (2.123)

and P (α) is empirically assumed to be P (α) = 1/α. As the maximum of P (α|G,m)

is often not representative for the mean value of P (α|G,m), most modern imple-
mentations of the maximum entropy method use a generalized version of the classical
maximum entropy method called Bryan’s method [27]. It consists of averaging optimal
spectra for many α in the “classical” sense weighted with their respective probability.
This gives

Ā =

∫
dαA(α)P (α|G,m). (2.124)

Alternative approaches to the analytic continuation are stochastic sampling methods,
e.g., the first implementation from Sandvik [186] or an implementation by Beach [16]
who also proves that the maximum entropy method is in some sense a mean-field
solution of a stochastic sampling algorithm. A stochastic method using no default
model is the stochastic optimization method (SOM, [154], for a more pedagogical
introduction and an overview of stochastic sampling methods see Ref. [155]). A
comparison of the maximum entropy method and specifically the method introduced
by Beach is done in Ref. [56]. In this work we use Bryan’s maximum entropy method
to obtain all analytic continuations.

2.6. Exact diagonalization

In its essence, exact diagonalization is the most straightforward method of solving the
many-body problem that one can think of. The method consists of setting up the
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full many-body Hamiltonian of a system in some basis (e.g., the occupation number
basis) and solving it numerically. However, the size of the Fock-space (which is the
size of the matrix we have to diagonalize) is 2N for a system of N single-particle
states. Although conserved quantities of the Hamiltonian lead to a block diagonal
structure of the Hamiltonian and reduce the size of the matrices considerably, each
block matrix still grows exponentially with the system size. This makes it impossible to
solve systems with more than ∼ 20 single-particle states exactly on modern computers.
For larger systems of about ∼ 30 single-particle states, the use of iterative solvers for
sparse matrices such as the Lanczos method (see [123] and Sec. (2.6.1)) or the Arnoldi
method [127] give access to certain regions (e.g., the few lowest eigenvalues) of the
spectrum. In the context of quantum chemistry12 many methods exist which truncate
the number of many-body basis states included in the calculation. This is often based
on the number of excitations in the used Slater determinants relative to some non-
interacting starting point [231]. Alternative schemes rely on an automatic selection of
included basis states based on the overlap of the many-body states with the ground
state (e.g., a method tailored for the use as impurity solver in the context of DMFT
[141]). Such truncated methods can deal with several hundreds of single-particle states.

In this work, we use exact diagonalization to solve the Anderson impurity model
(AIM, Sec. (2.1.2)). As exact diagonalization can only cope with very few states,
solving the AIM with ED involves truncating the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of
the AIM to a dramatically smaller Hilbert space. This problem is known as the bath-
discretization problem13. We introduce a novel approach to this problem in chapter (4).
We also use exact diagonalization to solve Hubbard models on small one-dimensional
lattices in Sec. (3), where we discuss nonlocal interaction effects in benzene.

The diagonalization of a Hamiltonian H gives eigenenergies En and eigenstates
|n⟩ such that we can calculate thermodynamical expectation values of an operator
A through

⟨A⟩ = 1

Z

∑
n

⟨n|A |n⟩ e−βEn . (2.125)

We calculate the single-particle Green function Gαβ(z) from the Lehmann representa-

12In quantum chemistry exact diagonalization is known as full configuration interaction, full CI.
13The name stems from approximating the infinite number of bath sites of the AIM with only a few,

i.e., discretizing the bath.
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tion by

Gαβ(z) =
1

Z

∑
nm

⟨m| cβ |n⟩ ⟨n| c†α |m⟩
z − En + Em

[
e−βEn + e−βEm

]
=

1

Z

∑
n

e−βEn
[
Gn+

αβ (z) +Gn−
αβ (z)

]
,

(2.126)

with the excited Green functions

Gn+
αβ (z) =

∑
m

⟨n| cβ |m⟩ ⟨m| c†α |n⟩
z − En + Em

Gn−
αβ (z) =

∑
m

⟨n| c†β |m⟩ ⟨m| cα |n⟩
z − Em + En

,

(2.127)

compare for example [174].

2.6.1. Lanczos method

The Lanczos method [123] is designed to find a subset of eigenvalues of sparse matrices.
It deals with vastly larger matrices than methods to calculate the full spectrum. Most
commonly, the method is used to find extremal eigenvalues which makes it attractive
to find the T = 0 ground state of a sparse Hamiltonian14. We follow Ref. [106] for the
introduction of this method.

The N dimensional Hilbert space of a Hamiltonian H is spanned by a set of states
{|ni⟩}. The basic idea of the Lanczos method is to approximate the ground state by the
ground state of the Hamiltonian projected onto a set of only M states {|mi⟩} ⊆ {|ni⟩}.

In the case of the Lanczos method, this subset is the L’th Krylov space [121] of
a starting vector |ψ⟩: KL(|ψ⟩) is spanned by the vectors |m0⟩ = |ψ⟩, |m1⟩ = H |ψ⟩,
|m2⟩ = H2 |ψ⟩ , . . . , |mL⟩ = HL |ψ⟩. We can construct an orthonormal basis of KL(|ψ⟩)
by orthogonalizing every vector to all subsequent vectors

bn+1 |mn+1⟩ = H |mn⟩ −
n∑

i=0

|mi⟩ ⟨mi|H |mn⟩ = H |mn⟩ − an |mn⟩ − bn |mn−1⟩ ,

(2.128)

where an = ⟨mn|H |mn⟩ and bn = ⟨mn|H |mn−1⟩. By rearranging Eq. (2.128),

H |mn⟩ = bn+1 |n+ 1⟩+ an |mn⟩+ bn |mn−1⟩ (2.129)

14A Hamiltonian which is sparse in some basis.
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we immediately recognize that H is tridiagonal in the Lanczos space. In practice,
the Hamiltonian in the subspace of only the first few hundred Lanczos states is used
to approximate the true ground state. We reason the methods’ fast convergence by
analyzing the Ritz variational principle for the energy functional defined in Eq. (2.167),
Φ̃[Ψ] = E[Ψ],

E[Ψ] =
⟨Ψ|H |Ψ⟩
⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩

. (2.130)

The functional gradient,

δE[Ψ]

δ ⟨Ψ|
=
H |Ψ⟩ − E[Ψ] |Ψ⟩

⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩
, (2.131)

is a vector in the direction of the steepest ascent of the functional. We therefore
minimize the functional in the space spanned by |Ψ⟩ and H |Ψ⟩ to obtain a new wave-
function with lower energy |Ψ1⟩ = sin(θ) |Ψ⟩+ cos(θ)H |Ψ⟩. Using the same argument
once more, we find a wavefunction with again lower energy by minimizing the func-
tional in the space spanned by |Ψ1⟩ and H |Ψ1⟩. We observe that the space spanned
by |Ψ⟩, H |Ψ⟩, and H |Ψ1⟩ is equal to the space spanned by |Ψ⟩, H |Ψ⟩ and H2 |Ψ⟩.
We can therefore also directly minimize the functional in the three dimensional space,
as we then have more variational degrees of freedom. The Krylov space is the natural
space in which to search for the minimum of the energy as it is in each step enlarged
by that vector which assures the best convergence in energy.

The Lanczos method is also used to efficiently calculate spectral functions via

Gc = ⟨Ψc|
1

z −H
|Ψc⟩ (2.132)

by setting up the Hamiltonian in the Krylov space of |Ψc⟩ which results in an approx-
imation of z −H by a tridiagonal matrix

z −H ≈

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
z − a0 −b1 0 0 · · ·
−b1 z − a1 −b2 0 · · ·
0 −b2 z − a2 −b3 · · ·
...

...
...

...

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.133)

We find the first element of the inverted matrix recursively, which results in a continued
fraction

[Gc]00 = [(z −H)−1]00 ≈
1

z − a0 − b21

z−a1−
b22

z−a2−···

. (2.134)
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2.7. Random-phase approximation

In this section we derive the so called random-phase approximation (RPA) for two-
particle Green functions in order to calculate charge and spin correlation functions for
Hubbard models. The derivation is based on Ref. [47]. In Sec. (3), we use the RPA
to compare the resulting correlation function with those from DQMC for Hubbard
models on finite lattices.

The random-phase approximation is also called generalized Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation. While in Hartree-Fock we decouple two-particle terms on a static basis, i.e.,
directly in the Hamiltonian, we do this in RPA in a dynamical fashion. The decou-
pling is done only in the equation of motion of two-particle Green functions. Physically
speaking, we treat the screening charges classically (see also Sec. (2.4.3) on cRPA). The
RPA can also be derived in the language of diagrams, where it is based on neglecting
all screening diagrams which are not “bubble” like (only bare particle-hole processes).
The remaining “bubble” diagrams can then be summed to infinite order analytically
[26].

The RPA is most easily derived in momentum space (the quantum number diago-
nalizing the one-particle part of the Hamiltonian, H0), in which the Hubbard model
(2.4) reads

H = H0 +H1, (2.135)

where

H0 =
∑
pσ

εpc
†
pσcpσ, (2.136)

H1 =
U

N

∑
pp′q

c†p+q↑cp↑c
†
p′−q↓cp′↓. (2.137)

We closely follow the derivation in Ref. [47] for the transverse susceptibility χ−+: Here,
we calculate the charge and spin susceptibility defined by

χc/s(p,q, t) = iΘ(t)⟨[c†p+q↑(t)cp↑(t)± c†p+q↓(t)cp↓(t), n(0, 0)]⟩, (2.138)

where n(0, 0) =
∑

pq c
†
p+q↑cp↑ is the local density. The respective equations of motion

of the charge and spin susceptibility read

i
∂

∂t
χc/s(p,q, t) =− δ(t)⟨[c†p+q↑cp↑ ± c†p+q↓cp↓, n(0, 0)]⟩

+ iΘ(t)⟨[[c†p+q↑(t)cp↑(t)± c†p+q↓(t)cp↓(t), H], n(0, 0)]⟩.
(2.139)
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2. Theory and methods

In order to solve the equations we calculate all commutators in the prior equation. We
start with

[c†p+qσcpσ, H0] = −(εp+q − εp)c
†
p+qσcpσ. (2.140)

In the spin up case the commutator with the interacting H1 is

[c†p+q↑cp↑, H1] = U
∑
p′q′

(
c†p+q+q′↑c

†
p′−q′↓cp↑cp′↓ − c†p+q↑c

†
p′−q′↓cp−q′↑cp′↓

)
. (2.141)

In the spin down case it is

[c†p+q↓cp↓, H1] = U
∑
p′q′

(
c†p′+q′↑c

†
p+q−q′↓cp′↑cp↓ − c†p′+q′↑c

†
p+q↓cp′↑cp+q′↓

)
. (2.142)

In the RPA approximation we decouple the two-particle terms in Eqs. (2.141) and
(2.142), which gives

[c†p+q↑cp↑, H1]
RPA
= U

∑
p′

c†p′+q↓cp′↓ (⟨np+q↑⟩ − ⟨np↑)⟩ (2.143)

and

[c†p+q↓cp↓, H1]
RPA
= U

∑
p′

c†p′+q↑cp′↑ (⟨np+q↓⟩ − ⟨np↓)⟩. (2.144)

The commutator with the density gives

[c†p+qσcpσ, n(0, 0)] = δσ↑
∑
q′

(
c†p+q↑cp−q′↑ − c†p+q+q′↑cp↑

)
, (2.145)

which results in this expectation value:

⟨[c†p+qσcpσ, n(0, 0)]⟩ = δσ↑ (⟨np+q↑⟩ − ⟨np↑⟩) . (2.146)

Inserting the expressions (2.140), (2.143), (2.144) and (2.146) into the equation of
motion (2.139) and assuming ⟨np⟩ = ⟨np↑⟩ = ⟨np↓⟩ gives(

i
∂

∂t
+ (εp+q − εp)

)
χc/s(p,q, t)

=− δ(t) (⟨np+q⟩ − ⟨np⟩)± (⟨np+q⟩ − ⟨np⟩)U
∑
p′

χc/s(p′,q, t).

(2.147)
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We solve this equation by introducing the Fourier transform in time domain,

χ(ω) =

∫
dtχ(t)eiωt, (2.148)

which results in

χc/s(p,q, ω) =
(⟨np↑⟩ − ⟨np+q↑⟩) (1∓ Uχc(q, ω))

ω + εp+q − εp
, (2.149)

where χ(q, ω) =
∑

p χ(p,q, ω). We trivially find an expression for χ(q, ω):

χc/s(q, ω) =
Γ(q, ω)

1± UΓ(q, ω)
, (2.150)

where Γ is defined by

Γ(q, ω) =
1

N

∑
p

⟨np⟩ − ⟨np+q⟩
ω − (εp − εp+q) + iη

. (2.151)

We note that in this case the spin susceptibility χs is actually equal to the transverse
susceptibility (compare Ref. [47, Chapter 7.3]). We get the static correlation functions
in real space by a Fourier transform and a frequency summation:

⟨n0↑ni↑⟩ ± ⟨n0↑ni↓⟩ − ⟨n0↑⟩⟨ni↓⟩ =
∫
dω
∑
q

eiqriχc/s(q, ω), (2.152)

where we subtract the uncorrelated part of the correlation function. Because of the
asymptotic 1/ω behavior of ReΓs/c(qω) for large ω, a frequency summation on real
frequencies is numerically rather impractical. Instead, an analytic continuation to
(bosonic) Matsubara frequencies defined by ωn = (2n)π/β is done, as the high fre-
quency behavior is 1/ω2

n. The correlation functions are calculated by

⟨n0↑ni↑⟩ ± ⟨n0↑ni↓⟩ − ⟨n0↑⟩⟨ni↓⟩ =
1

β

∑
n

∑
q

eiqriχc/s(q, iωn). (2.153)

2.7.1. Computational details

High frequency tail

In practice, we approximately cure the error of summing over only a finite number of
Matsubara frequencies by fitting the 1/ω2

n behavior for high frequencies at the highest
Matsubara frequency ωnmax used in the calculation. I.e., we assume

χ(q, ωn) =
α

ω2
n

(2.154)
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is valid for n > nmax. We approximate the constant of proportionality by

α = χ(q, ωnmax)ω
2
nmax

. (2.155)

We then use
∞∑
n=1

1

n2
=
π2

6
(2.156)

and the definition of bosonic Matsubara frequencies, ωn = 2nπ/β, to obtain

∞∑
n=0

χ(q, ωn) ≈
nmax∑
n=0

χ(q, ωn) + α

(
β2

24
−

nmax∑
n=1

1

ω2
n

)
. (2.157)

Treatment of special q points

For special q points (q = 0 in general and, e.g., q = (π, π) for a nearest-neighbor tight
binding model on the square lattice), we replace the sum over the reciprocal space by
an energy integral over the density of states (compare Ref. [84]),

1

Nk

∑
p

→
∫
dερ(ε), (2.158)

which leads to significantly less computational effort, especially when the density of
states is known analytically, as in the case of the nearest neighbor tight binding model
on the square lattice (derived in Refs. [175, 176]), which is

ρ(ε) =
1

2π2
K(1− ε2

16
), (2.159)

where the energy is measured in units of 2t and K(x) is the complete elliptic integral
of the first kind

K(x) =

∫ π/2

0

dϕ√
1− x sin2 ϕ

. (2.160)

Treatment of ωn = 0

We have to take care of the zeroth frequency in χ(q, ωn), as the case εp = εp+q leads
to a division by zero in Eq. (2.151). In this case, we can use the Taylor expansion of
the Fermi function

⟨np+q⟩ = ⟨np⟩+
d⟨np⟩
dεp

dεp
dp

· q (2.161)
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and that of the dispersion

εp+q = εp +
dεp
dp

· q (2.162)

to obtain

⟨np⟩ − ⟨np+q⟩
εp+q − εp

= −d⟨np⟩
dεp

. (2.163)

Numerically, we can handle the last expression much better.

2.8. Hartree-Fock

We introduce the Hartree-Fock (HF) method, which is the simplest approximation of
an interacting system possible. We use it throughout the work to benchmark more
involved approximations. It is most natural to compare the novel variational methods
we develop in chapters (3) and (4) to Hartree-Fock, as HF is a variational method,
too.

Hartree-Fock is a method to approximate many-body systems by the best possible
single-particle description in the sense of the variational principle introduced in Sec.
(2.9). Derivations using both the Ritz variational method (Sec. (2.9.1)) and the
variational principle for the grand potential (Sec. (2.9.2)) are available in Ref. [42].
In the case of the Ritz method, the ansatz for the wavefunction is a single Slater
determinant. In the case of the variational principle for the grand potential, the ansatz
for the effective Hamiltonian is a general one-particle system. Both routes lead to a
decoupling rule for two-particle terms reading

d†ασd
†
βσ′dγσ′dδσ →⟨d†ασdδσ⟩d

†
βσ′dγσ′ + ⟨d†βσ′dγσ′⟩d†ασdδσ

−⟨d†ασdγσ′⟩d†βσ′dδσ − ⟨d†βσ′dδσ⟩d†ασdγσ′ ,
(2.164)

where the expectation values are taken with respect to the effective non-interacting
system and therefore have to be calculated self-consistently.

2.9. The variational principle

We end this work’s methods part by introducing the variational principle, which plays
a central role in the results of this work. In chapter (3), we use it to derive optimal
effective Hubbard models with purely local interactions for Hubbard models including
nonlocal interactions. In chapter (4), we define optimally truncated Anderson impurity
models, which are solved by means of exact diagonalization.
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2. Theory and methods

Consider a system, defined by some Hamiltonian H, which is too complicated to
be solved exactly. The central idea of the variational principle is to set up a space of
trial solutions. This space is usually spanned by parameters (α0, α1, . . . ) defining each
trial solution. The best approximation to the true solution within this space is then
found by minimizing a functional Φ̃ [α0, α1, . . . ]. In this section we derive two forms of
variational principles based on thermodynamic potentials, which in certain limits are
equivalent.

2.9.1. Ritz variational method

The Ritz variational method (compare, e.g., Ref. [162]) approximates the ground-state
wavefunction by minimizing the expectation value of H with a trial wavefunction. Let
the ground state of H be

H |n0⟩ = E0 |n0⟩ . (2.165)

The space of trial solutions is spanned by parameters (α0, α1, . . . ) specifying trial
wavefunctions |Ψ(α0, α1, . . . )⟩. The parameters could, e.g., be the coefficients of an
expansion in orthogonal basis functions or parameters of functions chosen to suit the
problem in mind. Let us evaluate the expectation value of H with a trial wavefunction
using a complete set of eigenfunctions H |n⟩ = En |n⟩ of H and the decomposition of
unity in that basis (1 =

∑
n |n⟩ ⟨n|):

⟨Ψ|H |Ψ⟩ =
∑
n

⟨Ψ|H |n⟩ ⟨n|Ψ⟩

=
∑
n

En⟨Ψ|n⟩⟨n|Ψ⟩

≥ E0

∑
n

⟨Ψ|n⟩⟨n|Ψ⟩

= E0⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩.

(2.166)

The inequality holds because En ≥ E0 ∀ n. This is the essence of the Ritz variational
principle:

Φ̃Ritz =
⟨Ψ|H |Ψ⟩
⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩

≥ E0. (2.167)

We can use this inequality to find the optimal trial wavefunction by minimizing Φ̃Ritz

with respect to all parameters.
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2.9.2. Variational principle for the grand canonical potential

This section follows Ref. [42]. We introduce an alternative to the Ritz method in
this section. It relies on varying trial Hamiltonians (which, once solved, correspond
to trial density matrix) rather than a density matrix directly. This method is often
called Peierls-Feynman-Bogoliubov variational principle [171, 22, 53]. The space of trial
solutions is spanned by parameters (α0, α1, . . . ) of a trial Hamiltonian H̃(α0, α1, . . . ).
For a general Hamiltonian in second quantization

H̃ =
∑
ij

h1ijc
†
icj +

∑
ijkl

h2ijklc
†
ic

†
jckcl, (2.168)

we identify the one and two-particle matrix elements h1ij and h2ijkl as the parameters
(α0, α1, . . . ). Let us first write the functional and the inequality to prove:

Φ̃GP = ⟨H − H̃⟩H̃ + ΦH̃ ≥ ΦH , (2.169)

where ΦH̃/H = −1/β lnZH/H̃ is the free energy (ZH = Tr exp(−βH) is the partition
function and ρH = 1/ZHe

−β(H−µN) is the density operator) of H and ⟨A⟩H̃ = Tr [ρH̃A]

denotes a thermodynamic expectation value with respect to the system H̃. To prove
the inequality (2.169), we rewrite Φ̃GP:

⟨H − µN +
1

β
ln ρH̃⟩H̃

= ⟨H − µN − 1

β
β
(
H̃ − µN

)
− 1/β lnZH̃⟩H̃

= ⟨H − H̃⟩H̃ + ΦH̃ = Φ̃GP.

(2.170)

We use the general inequality

Tr {ρ ln ρ} ≥ Tr {ρ ln ρ′} (2.171)

of two density operators ρ and ρ′, which we prove in the following. Let |α⟩ and |β⟩
be eigenfunctions and ρα and ρ′β the eigenvalues of the density operators, respectively.
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We can then show

Tr {ρ (ln ρ′ − ln ρ)} =
∑
α

ρα (⟨α| ln ρ′ |α⟩ − ln ρα)

=
∑
αβ

ρα
(
⟨α|β⟩ ln ρ′β⟨β|α⟩ − ln ρα

)
=
∑
αβ

ρα |⟨β|α⟩|2
(
ln ρ′β − ln ρα

)
=
∑
αβ

ρα |⟨β|α⟩|2
(
ln
ρ′β
ρα

)

≤
∑
αβ

ρα |⟨β|α⟩|2
(
ρ′β
ρα

− 1

)
=
∑
αβ

ρ′β |⟨β|α⟩|
2 − ρα |⟨β|α⟩|2

= Tr ρ′ − Tr ρ = 0,

(2.172)

where we have used the basic inequality lnx ≤ x− 1. Using Eq. (2.171) and starting
from the expression in Eq. (2.170), we show

Φ̃GP = ⟨H − µN +
1

β
ln ρH̃⟩H̃

= ⟨H − µN⟩H̃ + Tr

[
ρH̃

1

β
ln ρH̃

]
≥ ⟨H − µN⟩H̃ + Tr

[
ρH̃

1

β
ln ρH

]
= ⟨H − µN +

1

β
ln ρH⟩H̃

= ⟨H − µN +
1

β
[−β (H + µN)− lnZH ]⟩H̃

= ΦH .

(2.173)

By minimizing Φ̃GP with respect to its parameters, we find the effective density matrix
which approximates the original one as closest as possible.
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard
model by nonlocal interactions

M. Schüler, M. Rösner, T. O. Wehling, A. I. Lichtenstein, and M. I.
Katsnelson, Optimal Hubbard models for materials with
nonlocal Coulomb interactions: graphene, silicene and
benzene , Phys Rev. Lett. 111 036601 (2013)

Sections (3.1), (3.2), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.10) of this chapter are based on the
publication given above and show considerable amount of overlap with the original
manuscript, concerning both text and figures. The original text is mainly written by
M. Schüler and proofread by all authors. The cRPA calculations for graphene and
silicene presented in Tab. (3.1) are done by M. Rösner. All other calculations and
figures presented in the manuscript have been created by M. Schüler.

3.1. Introduction

Low dimensional sp-electron systems like graphene [224, 115, 99], systems of adatoms
on semiconductor surfaces, such as Si(111):X with X=C, Si, Sn, Pb [74], Bechgaard
salts or aromatic molecules [167, 177] and polymers [55, 206] feature simultaneously
strong local and nonlocal Coulomb interactions. In graphene for instance, the on-
site interactions U/t ∼ 3.3, the nearest neighbor Coulomb repulsion V/t ∼ 2 as well as
further sizable nonlocal Coulomb terms exceed the nearest neighbor hopping t = 2.8 eV

[224]. Considering on-site interactions U/t ∼ 3.3 alone would put graphene close to
the boundary of a gapped spin-liquid [150], which could be even crossed by applying
strain on the order of a few percent [224]. It is a priori unclear, whether [94] or
not [87, 193] nonlocal Coulomb interaction stabilize the semimetallic Dirac phase in
graphene. To rephrase the problem: It is unclear which Hubbard model with strictly
local interactions would yield the best approximation to the ground state of graphene.
To judge the stability of the Dirac electron phase in graphene but also to understand
Mott transitions on surfaces like Si:X (111), a quantitative well defined link from models
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with local and nonlocal Coulomb interactions to those with purely local interactions
is desirable.

In Sec. (3.2), we present a method to map a general extended Hubbard model with
nonlocal Coulomb interactions onto an effective Hubbard model with on-site interac-
tions Ũ only. In Secs. (3.3)-(3.5) we apply this method to simple generic one- and
two-dimensional extended Hubbard models (i.e., models on a chain, a square, and a
honeycomb lattice) with nearest neighbor interaction only to gain insight to general
properties of these models and the renormalizations taking place in them for a wide
range of interaction parameters. We analyze the effect of dimensionality and geometry
of the Hubbard model on the strength of the renormalization. To answer the questions
about physical systems stated above, we apply the method to graphene, silicene and
benzene in Sec. (3.6) and show that nonlocal terms reduce the effective on-site inter-
action by more than a factor of two. Thus, nonlocal Coulomb interactions stabilize the
Dirac electron phases in graphene and silicene against spin-liquid and antiferromag-
netic phases. In Sec. (3.7) we analyze the dependence of the renormalization on the
filling of the system for the case of benzene, where we show the robustness of our result
in a wide doping range around half filling. However, in the almost empty and nearly
filled case strictly repulsive nonlocal Coulomb interactions can effectively increase the
local interaction. In Sec. (3.8) we benchmark our method for different dopings by
comparing observables of the effective Hubbard model and the original extended Hub-
bard model and find that spin-related ground-state properties are described better by
the effective model than charge-related properties.

The variational method involves the solution of the effective Hubbard model to
calculate the renormalization. In this chapter all results have been obtained with
either exact diagonalization or determinant quantum Monte Carlo. In. Sec. (3.9) we
investigate the applicability of approximations on lower levels, namely Hartree-Fock
and the random-phase approximation to calculate charge correlation functions.

3.2. Theoretical framework

We use the Peierls-Feynman-Bogoliubov variational principle introduced in Sec. (2.9.2)
to find the best approximation of an extended Hubbard model (Eq. (2.5)) by means
of an effective purely local Hubbard model (Eq. (2.4)). In the language of the vari-
ational principle, the extended Hubbard model is the original model H, which, in its
translationally invariant version with next nearest neighbor hopping t, reads

H = t
∑
⟨ij⟩σ

c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ +
1

2

∑
σσ′

∑
i ̸=j

Vijniσnjσ′ . (3.1)
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The effective system H̃ is given by the Hubbard model with the same single-particle
part and reads

H̃ = t
∑
⟨ij⟩σ

c†iσcjσ + Ũ
∑
i

ni↑ni↓. (3.2)

To find the best possible effective Ũ we apply the variational principle for the grand
potential introduced in Sec. (2.9.2). We minimize the functional (2.169) by solving
the equation ∂/∂ŨΦ̃[Ũ ] = 0. In the following, we simplify the equation

∂

∂Ũ
Φ̃ =

∂

∂Ũ
(⟨H − H̃⟩H̃ + ΦH̃) (3.3)

considerably. We calculate the derivatives of the difference of the Hamiltonians and
the free energy separately. The derivative of the free energy1 with respect to Ũ is

∂

∂Ũ
ΦH̃ =− ∂

∂Ũ

1

β
lnZH̃

=− 1

β

1

ZH̃

∂

∂Ũ
Tr e−βH̃

=− 1

β

1

ZH̃

Tr

(
−β
∑
i

ni↑ni↓e
−βH̃

)
=
∑
i

⟨ni↑ni↓⟩H̃ .

(3.4)

As the single-particle parts of H and H̃ are equal, they drop out in the first part of
the functional:

H − H̃ =
(
U − Ũ

)∑
i

ni↑ni↓ +
1

2

∑
ijσσ′

Vijniσnjσ′ . (3.5)

The derivative of the expectation value of this part is

∂

∂Ũ
⟨H − H̃⟩H̃ =

∂

∂Ũ

((
U − Ũ

)∑
i

⟨ni↑ni↓⟩H̃ +
1

2

∑
ijσσ′

Vij⟨niσnjσ′⟩H̃

)

=−
∑
i

⟨ni↑ni↓⟩H̃ +
(
U − Ũ

)∑
i

∂

∂Ũ
⟨ni↑ni↓⟩H̃

+
1

2

∑
ijσσ′

Vij
∂

∂Ũ
⟨niσnjσ′⟩H̃ ,

(3.6)

1Here, in contrast to the definition of the functional (Eq. (2.169)), we use the canonical definition
of the partition function, in order to fix the particle number of the effective system to that of the
original system. The formal dependence of the chemical potential in a grand canonical approach
(e.g., µ = −Ũ/2 for half filling) would lead to an additional factor of ⟨N⟩/2 in Eq. (3.4).
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

using the product rule. By collecting Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), we observe that the free
energy derivative cancels with the term from the product rule and solve the equation
for Ũ :

Ũ = U +
1

2

∑
ijσσ′ Vij∂/∂Ũ⟨niσnjσ′⟩H̃∑

i ∂/∂Ũ⟨ni↑ni↓⟩H̃
. (3.7)

Introducing the charge operator ni = ni↑ + ni↓, the exact relation ∂/∂Ũ⟨niσniσ⟩H̃ =

0, and assuming translationally invariant systems (ni+knj+k = ninj), we arrive at a
simplified equation:

Ũ = U +
∑
j ̸=0

V0j
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0nj⟩H̃
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n0⟩H̃

. (3.8)

If we assume spin symmetry (n↑n↓ = n↓n↑ and n↑n↑ = n↓n↓) of the expectation values,
we arrive at

Ũ = U +
∑
j ̸=0,σ′

V0j
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑njσ′⟩H̃
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑n0↓⟩H̃

. (3.9)

Eq. (3.8) is a central result of this section, as it presents a general rule to calculate
the Coulomb parameter Ũ of an effective Hubbard model, approximating an extended
Hubbard model with local and nonlocal Coulomb interactions U and Vij. This equation
has an intuitive physical interpretation: Increasing the on-site interaction strength
Ũ reduces the double occupancy ⟨ni↑ni↓⟩ and pushes away electrons approaching an
already occupied site at i = 0 to other sites. In the case of purely local Coulomb
interactions there is an energy gain of Ũ upon suppressing the double occupancy.
When there are, however, nonlocal Coulomb interactions with surrounding lattice sites
j, the electrons which are displaced from the site i = 0 to the surrounding sites j raise
the energy of the system by terms proportional to V0j. This process is depicted in a
simplified way for a half-filled system in Fig. (3.1).

The total double occupation of the lattice D =
∑

ij,σσ′ niσnjσ′ is conserved, since
its commutator with the Hamiltonian is zero, [H̃,D] = 0. Thus, ⟨D⟩ is constant and
independent of U in the case of the canonical ensemble2. For a translationally invariant
system we find

∑
jσ⟨n0↑njσ⟩H̃ = const. Taking the derivative with respect to Ũ leads

to

∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑n0↓⟩H̃ = −
∑
j ̸=0,σ

∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑njσ⟩H̃ . (3.10)

2For the grand canonical ensemble, this holds only for β such that grand canonical and canonical
expectation values are approximately equal, i.e., fluctuations of the total particle number are
thermally prohibited.
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3.2. Theoretical framework

Figure 3.1.: Illustration of the physical process underlying Eq. (3.8) for half-filled
systems: An electron hops from a doubly occupied site to an empty one, gaining an
energy U − V in the original model and Ũ in the effective model.

This means, that the second summand in the equation for Ũ , Eq. (3.8), is a weighted
average of the nonlocal Coulomb interactions.

Before solving Eq. (3.8) for special cases numerically, let us analyze simple cases
which we can solve analytically or at least simplify: (i) By assuming that an increasing
Ũ displaces electrons only to next neighbors we find

∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑n0↓⟩H̃ = −Nn

∑
σ

∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑n1σ⟩H̃ , (3.11)

where Nn is the coordination number. Equation (3.8) then yields

Ũ = U − V01. (3.12)

(ii) For spatially slowly decaying Coulomb interactions, we may assume a uniform
Coulomb interaction V0j = V and arrive at a very similar result as in the former case

Ũ = U − V. (3.13)

For these strongly simplifying assumptions, the effective local Coulomb interaction is
reduced exactly by the neighboring nonlocal interaction term. (iii) If we assume that
only the nearest neighbor is subject to nonlocal interaction,

V0j =

{
V if j = 1

0 else ,
(3.14)

we can simplify Eq. (3.8) to

Ũ = U −NnV
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n1⟩H̃
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n0⟩H̃

= U − V α(Ũ), (3.15)
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

where we have introduced the nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ), which
is a universal property of the effective system.

In the next sections we present more rigorous solutions of Ũ based on exact or
stochastic solutions of finite Hubbard models. First, density-density correlation func-
tions are calculated and analyzed for the case of the one-dimensional Hubbard model
and Hubbard models on the square lattice and honeycomb lattice. In all cases, only
nearest-neighbor hopping is included. For simplicity, we assume only nearest-neighbor
Coulomb interaction for the solution of Eq. (3.8), such that we can analyze the uni-
versal renormalization by means of investigating α(Ũ) (Eq. (3.15)). We proceed to
calculate effective models for Hubbard models of graphene, silicene, and benzene de-
rived from first principles. Here, the nonlocal Coulomb interaction is not restricted
to next nearest-neighbor terms. For the case of benzene, we analyze the case away
from half filling and additionally benchmark the effective model against the exact
solution of the extended Hubbard model on the basis of charge and spin correlation
functions. We also analyze the usage of approximate methods (Hartree-Fock and RPA)
for calculating the correlation functions. This is important as exact solutions are com-
putationally not accessible in the case of more complicated Hubbard models (e.g., for
realistic multi-band systems).

3.3. One-dimensional systems

The one-dimensional Hubbard model is exactly solvable by the Bethe ansatz [17, 136,
135] so we can draw some general conclusions how the renormalization behaves in one
dimension. We can thus perform a first check of the above approximations. While the
expression for the eigenvalues in the Bethe ansatz is very simple, the eigenfunctions
are rather complicated. Thus, the exact computation of the correlation functions is
difficult but general results for the spatial behavior of ⟨n0nj⟩ are known in special cases.
For gapped systems3, the density-density correlation functions decay exponentially [51].
For systems which are not gapped, the correlation functions show a power law behavior,
where the exponent K is independent of U for half filling [196]. One can show that for
large j the correlation functions show an oscillating behavior ⟨n0nj⟩ ∼ cos(4kFxj)x

K
j ,

where kF is the Fermi wave vector and xj is the position of the lattice site j [196].
This means the approximation which neglects all correlation functions but that for
the nearest neighbor, leading to Eq. (3.12), should hold better for systems which are

3e.g., half filled systems on bipartite lattices for interactions U beyond the Mott-Transition [51]. If a
system is gapped or not can in general not be deduced from a simple inspection of the Hamiltonian
[41].
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3.3. One-dimensional systems

described by large Ũ , due to the exponential spatial decay of the correlation functions.
The approximation may break down for metallic systems if the oscillations of the
correlation functions do not help to cancel neighboring correlation functions like ⟨n0nj⟩
and ⟨n0nj+1⟩.

To make more explicit statements for one-dimensional systems, we calculate the
correlation functions for finite effective systems exactly. We solve half-filled systems
with six sites, periodic boundary conditions, and local Coulomb interactions in the
range from Ũ/t = 0 to Ũ/t = 15. The correlation functions and the derivative with
respect to Ũ/t are depicted in Fig. (3.2). The charge correlation functions for different
interaction strengths are presented in Fig. (3.2) (a-b).

Figure 3.2.: Charge correlation functions of the 6 site one-dimensional Hubbard model
with periodic boundary conditions: (a) and (b) show the spatial behavior for differ-
ent interaction strengths for the jth neighbor shell. The semilogarithmic plot in (b)
shows the absolute difference to 1.0. Panel (c) shows the derivative with respect to Ũ
multiplied with the coordination number, for different neighbors j.

We observe two features: First, the oscillating nature of the ⟨n0nj⟩ and secondly, the
dependence of the spatial decay of ⟨n0nj⟩ on Ũ . The linear behavior in the semiloga-
rithmic plot in Fig. (3.2) (b) shows an exponential spatial decay for large interaction
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

strengths, Ũ/t ≳ 10. Fig. (3.2) (c) shows the derivative with respect to Ũ multiplied
by the coordination number Nj in dependence of Ũ . For small Ũ (Ũ/t ≲ 4), the deriva-
tives of the local and nonlocal correlation are of the same order for all j. For larger Ũ ,
the derivatives ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n0⟩ and ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n1⟩ are by orders of magnitude larger than
those for j > 1, which renders the approximation of electrons only being displaced to
nearest neighbors very good in this region. The local term (j = 0) shows a minimum
at Ũ/t ∼ 2.5. We find shoulders or maxima for the other terms at the same interaction
strength.

The graphical representations in Fig. (3.3) show the long-range correlations for
Coulomb interactions up to Ũ/t = 6. This representation stresses the difference be-
tween systems with larger and smaller interactions than Ũ/t ∼ 2.5: For small local
interaction (Ũ/t = 0.1, 2.0) we observe oscillations of the sign in the derivatives (the
local and the next-nearest neighbor derivatives are negative), whereas for Ũ/t = 6.0,
only the local derivative is negative.

Figure 3.3.: Graphical representation of ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0nj⟩ for Ũ/t = 0.1, 2.0, 6.0.

By using the numerical results discussed above we solve Eq. (3.8) to obtain the
optimal Ũ for a set of extended Hubbard models, defined by local Coulomb interactions
in the range from U/t = 0 to U/t = 15 and next nearest neighbor interactions in the
range from V01 = 0 to V01 = 0.8U , respectively. In order to compare all models on
equal footing, we analyze the renormalization Ũ/U . This is shown in Fig. (3.4) (a).
For V = 0 there is no renormalization (Ũ/U = 1), as it should be. The gradient of
the renormalization in direction of V/U is strongest for U/t → 0 and smallest in the
region of 2 ≲ U/t ≲ 6.

For V/U > 0.8 (not shown here) the renormalization can lead to negative Ũ . How-
ever, we do not discuss this here, as such large nonlocal interaction are rather unphys-
ical. For large U/t, also more than one solution of Eq. (3.8) can exist. This is obvious
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3.3. One-dimensional systems

from the parabolic behavior of α(Ũ) around Ũ/t ∼ 4, shown in Fig. (3.4) (c). In the
case of multiple solutions we cannot decide (from Eq. (3.8) only) which solution leads
to the global minimum of Φ̃(Ũ) and have to calculate the functional Φ̃(Ũ) directly. In
all cases considered in this work, only one solution of Eq. (3.8) was found.

The difference between the exact and the approximate solution (Ũ = U−V ) is shown
in Fig. (3.4) (b). For small V01, the nearest neighbor approximation is better the bigger
U/t is, as the analysis of the general long-range behavior of the correlation functions
already suggested. Interestingly, the exact renormalization for the finite system is
larger than the approximate result for U/t ≲ 1− 2 and smaller for U/t ≳ 1− 2.

Figure 3.4.: (a) Renormalization of the local Coulomb interaction Ũ/U for half filled
one-dimensional Hubbard models (defined by U/t and V/U) calculated from Eq. (3.8).
(b) shows the deviation of the approximation that electrons are only displaced to
nearest neighbors (Eq. (3.12)) to the exact treatment. (c) shows the nearest neighbor
renormalization strength α(Ũ), compare Eq. (3.15). The red dashed line corresponds
to the approximation Ũ = U − V , i.e., α = 1.

Finally, we analyze the nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ), which allows
us to understand the preceding discussion on the basis of the behavior of the effective
system. This quantity is calculated by dividing the j = 1 and j = 0 data from Fig.
(3.2) (c) and is shown in Fig. (3.4) (c) together with α = 1, which corresponds to the
approximation that electrons are displaced to the nearest neighbors only (Ũ = U−V ).
We find the strongest renormalizations for effective Hubbard models with Ũ/t = 0

and the smallest for Ũ/t ∼ 4. For large effective interactions, we observe that the
renormalization approaches α = 1. That explains why for intermediate V/U , the
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

approximation (Ũ = U − V ) leads to better results for large U/t. Due to the sum
rule (Eq. (3.10)), values of α(Ũ) larger than one are only possible if derivatives of
correlation functions for j > 1 are negative. Thus, the region where α > 1 roughly
matches the region where ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n2⟩ < 0, compare Fig. (3.2) (c).

3.4. Square lattices

We continue the discussion on generic Hubbard models with only nearest neighbor in-
teraction with Hubbard models on the square lattice, i.e., with a two-dimensional sys-
tem. There is no general analytical solution of the Hubbard model in two dimensions.
As in the case of one dimension we could rely on exact diagonalization techniques, e.g.,
using a 8 site cluster in [140]. However, the small number of lattice sites accessible re-
stricts us from drawing any conclusions near the thermodynamic limit [84]. We instead
use the determinant quantum Monte Carlo technique introduced in Sec. (2.5.1) for the
cost of noisy data4. We obtain the correlation functions on a relatively course mesh of
Ũ with a discretization of δŨ = 0.1t. We calculate the correlation functions for finite
lattices with periodic boundary conditions on a 8 × 8 lattice for βt = 9, ∆τ = 0.05,
104 warm-up sweeps and 105 measurement sweeps.

Let us start the analysis of the square model with the density-density correlation
functions and their derivatives with respect to Ũ . Fig. (3.5) shows these quantities
in the same manner as before, i.e., the charge correlations for different interactions in
panel (a) and (b) and their derivative with respect to Ũ in panel (c). In Fig. (3.5)
(a) and (b) we can see that the general spatial behavior of the correlation functions is
exponential, as in the one-dimensional case. In contrast to the one-dimensional case,
for small Ũ , the correlations do not drop monotonically, but show oscillations.

The noise of the data is apparent in the (finite difference) derivative in panel (c). We
use a Savitzky-Golay filter [191] with ∆Ũ/t = 1.0 and quadratic polynomials (Compare
appendix (A.1) for a comparison of different methods to overcome the noise) of the
charge correlation function with respect to Ũ . The result of filtering is shown as lines
in the respective colors. The derivative of the local correlation functions is negative for
all Ũ and looks very similar to the one-dimensional case with a pronounced minimum
around ŨM = 3. The next nearest neighbor derivative is again positive for all examined
Ũ values. Negative derivatives on other sites but j = 0 only occur for interaction
strengths below ŨM . In relation to the local term, the nonlocal terms are slightly

4DQMC works with a grand canonical ensemble. We approximate the canonical expectation value
with the grand canonical expectation values, which is a good approximation for βt ≳ 5 as discussed
in section (3.6.3).
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smaller than in the one-dimensional case. However, the nearest-neighbor derivative
dominates all other nonlocal derivatives. We observe a checker-board like symmetry
of the sign below ŨM , obvious in the two dimensional representation of the derivatives
in Fig. (3.6).

Figure 3.5.: Density-density correlation functions of a 8 × 8 site square Hubbard
model: (a) and (b) show the spatial behavior for different interaction strengths for the
jth neighbor shell. The semilogarithmic plot in (b) shows the difference to a value of
1.0. Panel (c) shows the derivative with respect to Ũ multiplied with the coordination
number, for the first few nearest neighbors j. The crosses are from finite differences
and the line is from analytic derivatives of the result of a Savitzky-Golay filtering.

Using the derivatives of the correlations functions we calculate the optimal effective
Coulomb interaction for a set of extended Hubbard models with only nearest neighbor
interaction. We study a similar set of models as in the case of the one-dimensional
lattice and analyze the results in the exactly same way. The results are displayed in Fig.
(3.7) by showing (a) the amount of renormalization of the local Coulomb interaction
Ũ/U , (b) the difference of Ũ/U from the exact solution and the approximation Ũ =

(U − V )/U and (c) the nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ). We find the
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

Figure 3.6.: Graphical representation of ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0nj⟩ for Ũ/t = 0.1, 2.0, 6.0.

smallest renormalization for U/t ∼ 3 considering small nonlocal interaction and local
interactions up to U/t ∼ 4 for larger nonlocal interactions. The comparison with the
approximative result shows that in the case of the square lattice, no renormalizations
stronger than U − V is found. That is also apparent from the analysis of the nearest-
neighbor renormalization strength shown in Fig. (3.7) (c), where α(Ũ) < 1 ∀ Ũ .
This is very different to the one-dimensional case, where we have found nearly twice
as strong renormalizations. We can understand this behavior regarding the graphical
representations of the correlations functions (Fig. (3.6)) on the respective lattices. The
response of the system at small Ũ is more spread out than in the case of the 6-site
ring, leading to a smaller derivative at the nearest neighbor.

The nearest-neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ) presented in Fig. (3.7) (c)
shows a similar trend as in the one-dimensional case. The renormalization is weakest for
Ũ/t ∼ 3 and reaches asymptotically α = 1 for large interaction strengths. Strikingly,
the renormalization in the non-interacting limit is α(0) ≈ 0.8 in contrast to α(0) ≈ 1.2

in the case of one dimension.
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Figure 3.7.: (a) Renormalization of the local Coulomb interaction Ũ/U for half-filled
Hubbard models (defined by U/t and V/U) on a 12 × 12 square lattice calculated
from Eq. (3.8). (b) shows the deviation of the approximation that electrons are only
displaced to nearest neighbors (Eq. (3.12)) to the exact treatment. (c) shows the
nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ), compare Eq. (3.15). The crosses are
from finite differences and the line is from analytic derivatives of fits. The red dashed
line corresponds to the approximation Ũ = U − V , i.e., α = 1.

3.5. Honeycomb lattices

The honeycomb lattice is especially relevant as it is the lattice of graphene. We dis-
cuss the honeycomb lattice with realistic long-range interactions in the next section.
Here, we analyze the properties of the effective purely local Hubbard model on the
honeycomb lattice. We investigate the renormalizations of the local interactions by
nearest-neighbor interaction only, just as we did in the two preceding sections for Hub-
bard model on a ring and the square lattice. We again use the DQMC method to
calculate the charge correlation functions on a 8× 8 lattice with β = 9/t, ∆τ = 0.025,
500 warm-up sweeps and 5000 measurement sweeps. We use the Savitzky-Golay filter
with a window of ∆Ũ/t = 1.5 and cubic polynomials to smoothen the data. The spatial
behavior is shown in Fig. (3.8). The general behavior is very similar to the case of the
square lattice, with an exponential decay of the correlation functions with increasing
j (panel (a) and (b)). The oscillatory behavior of the local term is similar but slightly
bigger than for the square lattice. For large interaction strength (Ũ = 10.0) the expo-
nential decay is faster than in the case of the square lattice, at least if we consider not
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

the decay with distance (r0 − rj) but with the number of the neighbors j. The square
lattice is more densely packed, such that the distance between the sites labeled 0 and
j is smaller than in the case of the honeycomb lattice. The derivatives of the charge
correlation functions (multiplied by the coordination number Nj) shown in panel (c)
of Fig. (3.8) show a similar trend as in the case of the square lattice. The minimum
of the local term is shifted to larger interaction strengths (ŨM ∼ 4.5). The graphical
representations on the lattice in Fig. (3.9) show that the oscillatory behavior of the
sign below ŨM is matched to the sub-lattice symmetry of the lattice. For Ũ < ŨM ,
the derivatives for the sublattice A are negative, those for sublattice B are positive.
For Ũ > ŨM all derivatives but the local one are positive, as in the case of the square
lattice.

Figure 3.8.: Density-density correlation functions for a Hubbard model on a 8 ×
8 unit cells honeycomb lattice: (a) and (b) show the spatial behavior for different
interaction strengths for the jth neighbor shell. The semilogarithmic plot in (b) shows
the difference to a value of 1.0. Panel (c) shows the derivative with respect to Ũ

multiplied with the coordination number, for the first few nearest neighbors j. The
crosses are from finite differences and the line is from analytic derivatives of the result
of a Savitzky–Golay filtering.
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Figure 3.9.: Graphical representation of ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0nj⟩ for Ũ/t = 0.1, 2.0, 6.0.

The calculated renormalized local interactions Ũ are presented in Fig. (3.10). We
analyze the same Hubbard models (defined by U and V ) as in the two former cases.
Depending on the strength of the nonlocal interactions, we find the strongest renor-
malization at U/t ∼ 5 to U/t ∼ 7. Panel (b), which shows the difference of the exact
treatment and the approximation Ũ = U − V , reveals that for U/t ∼ 2 and nonlocal
interactions up to V/U ∼ 0.4 the U − V approximation holds rather good. As in the
case of the one-dimensional ring but in contrast to the case of the square lattice, we do
find stronger renormalizations as in the case of the approximation for small interaction
strengths. We find that the approximation overestimates the renormalization for large
local interaction as in both other geometries.

The analysis of the nearest neighbor interaction strength α(Ũ) underlines the find-
ings from above: effective interaction strengths below Ũ/t ≈ 2 lead to strong renormal-
izations with α > 1. The non-interacting limit is close to the one-dimensional result,
α(0) ≈ 1.2. We find the smallest renormalization, αmin ≈ 0.6 , for Ũ ≈ 5, which is the
largest interaction strength at which we find the minimum for all three investigated
lattices. As in the case of the six-site ring, we exclusively find α(Ũ) > 1 for effective
interaction strengths where ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n2⟩ is negative.
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

Figure 3.10.: (a) Renormalization of the local Coulomb interaction Ũ/U (Eq. (3.8))
for half filled extended Hubbard models (defined by U/t and V/U) on a honeycomb
lattice. (b) shows the difference between the approximation that electrons are only
displaced to nearest neighbors (Eq. (3.12)) and the exact treatment. (c) shows the
nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ), compare Eq. (3.15). The crosses are
from finite differences and the line is from analytic derivatives of fits. The red dashed
line corresponds to the approximation Ũ = U − V , i.e., α = 1.

In conclusion, we find a very similar behavior of the renormalization for all lattices:
We find large renormalizations for small local interaction strengths. We find that in all
cases the renormalization asymptotically reaches α = 1 for U/t≫ 1 and U ≫ V . The
non-interacting renormalization strength differs between the lattices. It is similarly
strong for one dimension and the honeycomb lattice (α(0) ≈ 1.2) and considerably
smaller for the square lattice (α(0) ≈ 0.8). This difference seems to be related to
the coordination number and the corresponding spatial spread of the derivatives of the
correlation functions with respect to Ũ . The values of the effective interaction at which
we find the smallest renormalizations also depend on the geometry: Approximately,
we find α(Ũ = 3.8) ≈ 0.8, α(Ũ = 3) ≈ 0.4 and α(Ũ = 4.7) ≈ 0.6 for the six-site ring,
the square lattice and the honeycomb lattice, respectively.
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3.6. Models for realistic materials: Graphene, silicene
and benzene

To calculate Ũ for realistic systems, we have to calculate model parameters for the
corresponding extended Hubbard models. We do this in the sense of the derivation
of model Hamiltonians from ab initio calculations, which we have already discussed in
Sec. (2.4) in the context of LDA+DMFT.

We calculate values for the Coulomb interactions in the extended Hubbard model
defined by Eq. (3.1). For graphene and silicene the values for the Coulomb interac-
tion are calculated with the constrained random-phase approximation (cRPA, shortly
introduced in Sec. (2.4.3)) as in [224], i.e., using cRPA on top of an LDA calculation.
The resulting values of the Coulomb interactions are given in Table (3.1).

To define the single-particle Hamiltonian, we do not use the Kohn-Sham eigen-
functions and transform them into a localized basis, as in Sec. (2.4). Instead, we
approximate the pz band structure by a nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian
(compare Ref. [35]) with a hopping of t = 2.8 eV for graphene and t = 1.14 eV for
silicene, which leads to a Fermi velocity at the Dirac point close to the LDA result. A
comparison of the LDA band structure and the tight-binding band structure for the
case of graphene and silicene is shown in Fig. (3.11).

For graphene, the occupied part of the LDA pz band structure is approximated
rather well by the tight-binding dispersion. The upper pz band is, however, off by
approximately 4 eV at the Γ point. For silicene, the buckling of the two-dimensional
structure leads to hybridization of the pz bands with other bands, visible near Γ and
M, which is naturally not described by the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model with
only one orbital per atom. Although we could improve the description of the single-
particle part by including more hopping processes or enlarging the basis, we use the
nearest-neighbor and single-orbital approximation, because it comes with the benefit
of particle-hole symmetry, which eliminates the sign problem in DQMC simulations.

Let us keep in mind, that the single- and two-particle part of the extended Hubbard
model, do not precisely match in the sense of LDA+DMFT, but that we use a differ-
ent dispersion for the single-particle Hamiltonian than we have used to evaluate the
Coulomb interaction via the cRPA. The severeness of this approximation is difficult to
evaluate. At least the tight-binding approximation leads to a good general description
of the LDA band structure and an excellent description of the Dirac point.

Finally, we stress that the LDA data themselves (the single-particle data and the
cRPA data), are obtained from approximations, and thus an extended Hubbard model
derived consequently in the LDA+DMFT sense does not necessarily have to be more
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

Figure 3.11.: Band structure of (a) graphene and (b) silicene from LDA calculations
(black solid lines) and from the nearest-neighbor tight-binding approximation for the
π and π∗ band (red dashed lines) with t = 2.8 eV for graphene (compare Ref. [35])
and t = 1.14 eV for silicene (compare Ref. [48]) with the Fermi energy EF = 0 eV.
The pz character of the LDA bands is highlighted by fat bands (blue).

correct than the approach we have chosen.
For benzene, we use values of the Coulomb interaction and nearest neighbor-hopping

from [31], which are obtained by fitting U and t to experimental spectra and calculating
Vij by Ohno interpolation [166], which reads

Vij(ε) =
U√

1 + (αεrij)2
(3.16)

with α = U/e2. The nonlocal Coulomb interaction can be tuned by an additional
variable screening ε ranging from 0 to ∞ to investigate model systems with different
long-range behavior of the Coulomb interaction. ε = ∞ corresponds to purely local
interactions and ε = 0 to ultimately nonlocal interactions with matrix elements not
decaying with distance between sites. ε = 1 corresponds to the model of benzene
proposed in [31]. For benzene the values of the initial Coulomb interactions are given
in Table (3.1).

The resulting values of the effective local Coulomb interaction Ũ for graphene, sil-
icene and benzene are summarized in the lower half of Tab. (3.1). The error bars stem
from the statistical errors in the correlation functions from DQMC. The local Coulomb
interaction is decreased by a factor of larger than two in all cases. For both, graphene
and silicene the renormalized on-site interactions are far away from the transition to
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a gapped spin liquid at Ũ/t = 3.5 [150]. The Dirac semimetal phase is thus stabilized
by the nonlocal Coulomb interactions. We obtain the strongest renormalization of
the on-site interaction for benzene. This is mostly due to the different ratio between
local and nonlocal Coulomb interactions in benzene, V01/U = 0.72, as compared to
V01/U = 0.56 for graphene or V01/U = 0.55 for silicene.

Table 3.1.: First three rows: Coulomb matrix elements obtained with cRPA (graphene
and silicene) and from [31] for benzene (tgraphene = 2.80 eV, tsilicene = 1.14 eV, tbenzene =

2.54 eV). Last three rows: Effective local Coulomb matrix elements for half filling with
and without the approximation that electrons are only displaced to nearest neighbors
and factor by which the local Coulomb interaction is decreased.

Graphene Silicene Benzene

U/t 3.63 4.19 3.96

(V01,V02)/t 2.03, 1.45 2.31, 1.72 2.83, 2.01
(V03,V04)/t 1.32, 1.14 1.55, 1.42 1.80, −

Ũ/t 1.6± 0.2 2.0± 0.3 1.2

(U − V01)/t 1.6 1.9 1.1

Ũ/U 0.45± 0.05 0.46± 0.05 0.3

3.6.1. Real space convergence of the effective interaction

For translationally invariant systems the equation for the effective interaction (Eq.
(3.8)) includes a sum of derivatives of the correlation functions times the nonlocal
Coulomb interaction over all neighbors j ̸= 0. The spatial convergence depends on the
r dependence of the correlation function and that of the nonlocal Coulomb interaction
V0j. The Coulomb interaction asymptotically decays as 1/r. The derivatives fall off
exponentially and their sign changes with the sublattice in the parameter range we
expect from Ũ ∼ U − V . Altogether a quick convergence can be expected: Fig. (3.12)
shows the results of the evaluation of Eq. (5) for different cutoff radii rc for graphene
and silicene respectively. rc is the maximal distance between the sites with indexes
i = 0 and j included in the sum over j in Eq. (3.8).

As could be already expected from the ∂Ũ⟨n0↑njσ′⟩H̃-terms depicted in Fig. (3.8), the
nearest-neighbor Coulomb interaction has the strongest impact on the renormalization
of the on-site term Ũ . Thus, the approximation of neglecting all non nearest-neighbors
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

Figure 3.12.: Effective Coulomb interaction Ũ/t for graphene and silicene against the
position of the cutoff of the spatial sum used to evaluate Eq. (3.8).

terms is quite reasonable, here. Contributions from the same sublattice as the site
i = 0 tend to increase Ũ and those from the other sublattice decrease Ũ . It is obviously
sufficient to introduce the cutoff after the fourth-nearest neighbors.

3.6.2. Finite-size analysis for graphene

The DQMC calculations are performed on finite lattices. To analyze if the results for
finite lattices are relevant for the limit of infinitely large lattices, we have to compare
calculations of systems with different sizes. Therefore, we compare the charge correla-
tion

∑
σ⟨n0↑njσ⟩ of a Hubbard model on the honeycomb lattice on 10× 10 and 16× 16

unit cells for Ũ/t = 1 for all available distances |r0 − rj|. The result is presented in
Fig. (3.13), where we compare the absolute values and the difference of the calcu-
lations with different numbers of lattice sites. The difference is on the order of per
mille. Thus, the results seem not to be affected strongly by the finite size of the lattice.
This analysis was performed for the honeycomb lattice up to interaction strengths of
Ũ/t = 3.5 with basically the same result.
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Figure 3.13.: Comparison of correlation functions of Hubbard models on the honey-
comb lattice for U/t = 1 with 10 × 10 unit cells (red crosses) and 16 × 16 unit cells
(blue circles) on (a) an absolute scale and (b) a relative scale in per mille.

3.6.3. Temperature dependence of Ũ for graphene

So far, we have obtained the renormalizations for all systems at a fixed temperature
of βt = 9 and have evaluated the expectation values in a grand canonical ensemble.
Here we analyze the behavior of the renormalization with respect to the temperature
of the system and the severeness of approximating the canonical expectation values
with their grand canonical counterparts.

Therefore, we first calculate Ũ/t for different temperatures (βt = (4, 6, 9, 12, 14,
16, 18)) on a smaller super cell of 8× 8 unit cells because the calculations for smaller
temperatures become increasingly heavy, computationally. The time discretization is
fixed to ∆τ = 0.05.

Fig. (3.14) shows the resulting effective local interaction strengths versus the inverse
temperature β (in units of eV−1 instead of βt in order to compare results obtained for
benzene). We can observe a rise of Ũ for higher temperatures (β ≲ 3 eV−1). However,
for smaller temperatures (β ≳ 3 eV−1) no dramatic change takes place.

Unfortunately, we can not draw any conclusion for very low temperatures as the
DQMC method is limited in this regard. To check the behavior at lower temperature
and compare canonical with grand canonical results we alternatively analyze the Ũ(T )
dependence for benzene. For benzene we calculate the correlation functions with exact
diagonalization and thus have no computational limitations regarding the temperature.
The resulting effective interaction strengths for the canonical and grand canonical case
are presented in Fig. (3.14). In both cases the behavior is similar to that of graphene.
The renormalization is basically constant and coincides for the grand canonical and
canonical calculations for β ≳ 3 eV−1. While the rise of Ũ/U for smaller β is sharp
in the case of the grand canonical calculation, it is only slight in the canonical case.
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

Figure 3.14: Temperature dependence of
Ũ/U for graphene (blue crosses) and ben-
zene (red triangles and green circles for
evaluation of expectation values in the
grand canonical and canonical ensemble,
respectively). Lines are guides to the eye.

We conclude, that a weak temperature dependence of Ũ indicates a low discrepancy
between results from the grand canonical and the canonical expectation values. There-
fore, the results obtained for the case of graphene at βt = 9 are valid for the canonical
ensemble.

We understand the decline of the renormalization in the case of the grand canonical
expectation values with an even simpler model than that for benzene, namely with
a two-site Hubbard cluster. Fig. (3.15) shows the correlation functions ⟨n0nj⟩ (left
panels), where nj = nj↑ + nj↓, and their derivative with respect to U (right panels) in
dependence of the temperature for j = 0 and j = 1 and the grand canonical (upper
panels) and the canonical case (lower panels). The left panels show systems with two
interaction strengths, U/t = 0.7 and U/t = 1.3. We observe that in the grand canonical
case the system undergoes a transition from correlated (evident by ⟨ninj⟩ ≠ ⟨ni⟩⟨nj⟩)
at low temperatures to uncorrelated (evident by ⟨ninj⟩ = ⟨ni⟩⟨nj⟩) for temperatures
close to β = 0.

By comparing the transition for the two slightly different interaction strengths
(dashed and solid lines) we find that the difference in the correlation functions di-
minishes faster for the nonlocal correlation than for the local interaction. This trend
is underlined by the derivative in the right panel. The nonlocal derivative starts to
drop at around U/t = 2 whereas the local derivative shows a sharp drop at U/t ∼ 0.5.
In conclusion, the growing thermal fluctuations introduced by the high temperature
destroy the influence of U on the nonlocal correlations faster than its influence on
the local correlation. This leads to a decline of the ratio between ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n1⟩H̃ and
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n0⟩H̃ in Eq. (3.8) (i.e., a smaller nearest neighbor renormalization strength
α) and thus a value of Ũ closer to the original U . In conclusion, the high temperature
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leads to a smaller renormalization.
In the case of the canonical ensemble, the lower left panel of Fig. (3.15) reveals

that in contrast to the former case the system obeys the sum rule introduced in Eq.
(3.10), i.e., ⟨n0n0⟩ + ⟨n0n1⟩ is constant. This leads up to a sign to equal derivatives
with respect to U at all temperatures, as is evident in the lower right panel of Fig.
(3.15), and consequently to no temperature dependence of Ũ . That this is not strictly
the case for larger systems is apparent in the non zero Ũ dependence for the canonical
case shown in Fig. (3.14).

grand canonical

canonical

Figure 3.15.: Temperature dependence of the correlation functions ⟨n0nj⟩ evaluated
in the grand canonical ensemble (upper panels) and in the canonical ensemble (lower
panels) for U/t = 0.7 and U/t = 1.3 (left panels) and their derivatives at U/t = 1

(right panels) for a two-site Hubbard model.

3.7. Filling dependence

It is interesting to see how the renormalization of the local Coulomb interaction de-
pends on the filling of the system. Unfortunately, the sign problem in the DQMC
method appears for non half-filled Hubbard models, which is prohibitively strong for
the parameters we have chosen, compare Sec. (2.5.3). Therefore, we study the model
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

of benzene at arbitrary number of electrons N by means of exact diagonalization.
The initial Coulomb matrix elements entering Eq. (3.8) are assumed to be doping
independent.

The results for the filling dependent Ũ/t in benzene for differently screened nonlocal
Coulomb interaction Vij(ε) parametrized via the Ohno interpolation (Eq. (3.16)) are
shown in Fig. (3.16). Clearly, doping in the range of 4 ≤ N ≤ 8 has only little effect
on Ũ . This doping range corresponds to changing the number of electrons on the order
of ±1/3 per atom and thus covers fully the range of dopings which can be achieved in
graphene by means of gate voltages or adsorbates.

Figure 3.16.: Effective local Coulomb interaction Ũ/t color coded for (a) benzene
with U = 3.96/t and (b) benzene with U = 7.92/t , various screenings of Vij(ε) and all
fillings. Due to particle hole symmetry of the model only N ≤ 6 is shown.

Strong differences to the half-filled case arise however for extreme doping (N=2,10),
i.e., close to the nearly empty or almost completely filled case. The reduction of the
effective local interaction Ũ is considerably weaker (Fig. (3.16) (a)). For a stronger
initial on-site interaction (U = 7.92t) Ũ even exceeds the initial on-site interaction by
a factor of up to Ũ/U ≈ 1.3 (Fig. (3.16) (b)).

This effect is generally expected in nearly empty and almost filled systems: Fig.
(3.17) shows Ũ derivatives of charge correlation functions in a 5 × 5 supercell of a
honeycomb lattice occupied by N = 2 electrons. As the Fock space is small enough,
the correlation functions are calculated by exact diagonalization. Here, ∂Ũ⟨n0↑nj↓⟩H̃
shows pronounced differences to the half-filled case. In addition to a suppression of
double occupancy by increased Ũ (i.e., ∂Ũ⟨n0↑n0↓⟩H̃ < 0 as in the half-filled case)
∂Ũ⟨n0↑nj↓⟩H̃ is negative in the vicinity of j = 0, too. Increasing local interactions with
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Figure 3.17: Color coded graphical repre-
sentation of the derivatives of the correla-
tion functions for Ũ/t = 2.1 for a nearly
empty honeycomb lattice (2 electrons in
5× 5 super cell).

an electron at site j = 0 expel other electrons also from its vicinity.
This corresponds to the process depicted in Fig. (3.18) and leads to effective on-

site interactions being increased by nonlocal Coulomb terms: In a dilute system, two
electronic wave packages can minimize their Coulomb energy by avoiding each other in
real space while staying delocalized over many lattice spacings at the same time. For
such delocalized wave packages the effect of on-site and, e.g., nearest-neighbor Coulomb
interactions becomes very similar such that V increases the on-site interaction Ũ .

Figure 3.18.: Illustration of the physical process underlying Eq. (3.8) for nearly
empty/full system: Wave packets of spin up and down electrons/holes (ρ(x) =

|ψ↑,↓(x)|2) are separated to the farthest possible position. If the packets are much
wider than the lattice spacing, the energy gained in the original model is ∼ (U + V )

and ∼ Ũ in the effective model.
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3. Renormalizations of the Hubbard model by nonlocal interactions

This can be understood in terms of Wigner crystallization [228]. In the full model
the Coulomb energy wins over the kinetic energy for low electron/hole densities. Thus
the carriers tend to localize. To approach a Wigner crystal in the auxiliary model,
the effective local interaction is increased such that interaction energy dominates over
kinetic energy.

3.8. Benchmark for the case of benzene

The question arises how accurate the effective model reflects the physical properties
of the original model. The phase diagram of the extended Hubbard model on the
honeycomb lattice includes an antiferromagnetic (AF), a semimetal (SM) and a charge
density wave (CDW) phase (as reproduced in Fig. (3.19) from Ref. [80]) while the
(repulsive) Hubbard model with strictly local interactions only features the first two
phases. (The attractive Hubbard model does show, next to a superconducting phase
[192], signs of a CDW instability [65]). Similarly, if the system is in a quantum Hall
regime, i.e., in presence of strong magnetic fields, there are some many-body phenom-
ena like the formation of stripes where the long-range tails of the Coulomb interaction
are crucially important. In situations with such charge inhomogeneities the auxiliary
model can likely fail to provide a physically correct description of the original system.
If the parameters of the extended model are, however, clearly inside the AF or the SM
phase, the effective model likely approximates the physical properties of the original
model quite well.

We illustrate this expectation with the example of modified benzene. In this model,
the nonlocal Coulomb interaction Vij are calculated with the Ohno interpolation (3.16).
A comparison of the spin and the density correlation functions (⟨Sij

z ⟩ = ⟨mimj⟩, where
mi = ni↑ − ni↓ and ⟨ρij⟩ = ⟨ninj⟩, where ni = ni↑ + ni↓), for the extended and the

Figure 3.19: The inset shows the phase
diagram of an extended Hubbard model
on a honeycomb lattice with long range
Coulomb interaction. Reprinted figure with
permissions from [I. Herbut, Phys. Rev.
Lett., 97, 146401 (2006), [80]]. Copyright
2006 by the American Physical Society.
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3.9. Low-level approximations of the effective system

auxiliary local Hubbard model are shown in Fig. (3.20). The correlation functions
have been calculated by exact diagonalization for, both, the original and the effective
model. For ε = 0 and ε → ∞ (non-interacting and local limit, respectively) the
correlation functions of the effective and original model coincide as they should. CDW
physics would manifest in ⟨ρij⟩ and here we find indeed some differences of ⟨ρij⟩ for the
effective and the auxiliary model for intermediate screening (ϵ ∼ 1). However, nearly
no deviation of ⟨Sij

z ⟩ between the extended and effective model is found. To less extent,
this behavior is found for all fillings and also different initial local interactions U, which
can be seen in the overall comparison in Figs. (A.2) and (A.3) in the Appendix (A.2).
The deviations for the spin correlation function are larger away from half filling. We
thus expect that transitions into phases like an AF insulator (or a Mott insulator) are
very well described by the effective model.

Figure 3.20.: Comparison of the spin and density correlation functions for modified
benzene at half filling as functions of the screening for the extended Hubbard model
(continuous lines) and the effective model (broken lines). The left panels show results
for U = 3.96t, the right panels show results for U = 7.92t.

3.9. Low-level approximations of the effective system

So far, we have used exact, or in the case of DQMC close to statistical exact, solutions
of finite Hubbard models to calculate the renormalization of the local interaction by
nonlocal interaction. For multi-orbital Hubbard models, this is not possible because the
numerical calculations are too expensive. An alternative to cope with more complex
Hubbard models are approximations on a lower level.

We explore the quality of two approximations, namely Hartree-Fock and the random-
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phase approximation, on the basis of the DQMC results for the square lattice in Sec.
(3.4). We analyze the quality of the derivatives of the charge correlation functions with
respect to Ũ and the nearest-neighbor renormalizations strength α(Ũ). Another ap-
proximation worth inspecting is dynamical mean-field theory. However, the assessment
of the quality of the DMFT for the calculation of Ũ is not part of this work.

3.9.1. Hartree-Fock

Before we calculate the charge correlation functions in Hartree-Fock and use them in
Eq. (3.8) to calculate Ũ directly, we follow a different path towards a renormalized
local interaction. We assume all nonlocal interactions to be static, decouple them in
a mean-field manner and absorb the resulting one-particle terms into a renormalized
hopping. The treatment of nonlocal interactions by Hartree-Fock is exact in infinite
dimensions [156]. Because the properties of the Hubbard model are governed by the
ratio of the interaction and the hopping U/t, we can equivalently regard a renormalized
hopping as a renormalized interaction. The decoupling of nonlocal terms only is not
precisely Hartree-Fock as it does not follow from the variational principle. However,
this approach is in the spirit of Hartree-Fock.

We start by decoupling the nonlocal two-particle terms by

niσnjσ′ = −c†iσc
†
jσ′ciσcjσ′ →− ⟨c†iσcjσ′⟩c†jσ′ciσ − ⟨c†jσ′ciσ⟩c†iσc

†
jσ′

+ ⟨niσ⟩njσ′ + ⟨njσ′⟩niσ,
(3.17)

where we have used i ̸= j. The positive (Hartree-) terms lead to a constant shift in
energy and can be absorbed into the chemical potential. Assuming spin symmetry,
only expectation values with equal spin indices are nonzero, ⟨c†iσcjσ′⟩ = δσσ′⟨c†iσcjσ⟩.
Inserting this expression into the Hamiltonian (3.1)5 using Vij = Vji and relabeling of
summation indices we arrive at

H̃HF =− t
∑
ijσ

c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ −
∑
σ

∑
i ̸=j

Vijc
†
iσcjσ⟨c

†
jσciσ⟩

=−
∑
ijσ

t̃ijc
†
iσcjσ + U

∑
i

ni↑ni↓, (3.18)

where

t̃ij =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 if i = j

t+ Vij⟨c†jσciσ⟩ if i, j next neighbors

Vij⟨c†jσciσ⟩ else

(3.19)

5In contrast to Eq. (3.1) we now explicitly assume a positive t, U , and Vij and write a minus sign
in front of the one-particle term.
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is the renormalized hopping. For general nonlocal interaction terms, the decoupling
introduces long-range hopping parameters. For simplicity, and for the sake of compa-
rability with the results from Sec. (3.4), we neglect all nonlocal interactions beyond
nearest neighbor. Then, the effective Hamiltonian is a Hubbard Hamiltonian with only
nearest-neighbor hopping and we can cast the band renormalization into a renormal-
ization of U by demanding U/t̃ = Ũ/t. The renormalization of the nearest neighbor
hopping is t̃ = t+ V01⟨c†0σc1σ⟩.

Fixing the energy scale through t = 1, we arrive at a renormalized U of

Ũ =
U

1 + V01⟨c†0σc1σ⟩
. (3.20)

The result of the self-consistent solution of Eq. (3.20), i.e., evaluating the expectation
value for Ũ (we use the DQMC solution here), for the square lattice with U/t from
0 to 9 and U/V from 0 to 0.7 is shown in Fig. (3.21) (b). The comparison with
the result of the proper minimization of the free energy (see Fig. (3.7)) shows that
the self-consistent treatment leads to reasonable results for U/t ≳ 4 but strongly
underestimates the renormalization for smaller interaction strengths. Using the non-
interacting system to calculate the expectation value in Eq. (3.20) leads to slightly
larger renormalizations, presented in Fig. (3.21) (a). The larger renormalization for
the non self-consistent treatment is reasonable, as the value of ⟨c†0σc1σ⟩ declines with
increasing interaction strength.

Figure 3.21.: Renormalization of the local interaction by a static treatment of non-
local interaction terms by (a) a non-self consistent solution and (b) a self consistent
solution of Eq. (3.20).

We continue the discussion on Hartree-Fock by calculating the charge correlation
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functions in HF and using them to solve Eq. (3.8). We solve the HF Hamiltonian of
the Hubbard model for half filling

HHF = t
∑
⟨ij⟩σ

c†iσcjσ +
∑
i

[
U⟨ni↑⟩ni↓ + U⟨ni↓⟩ni↑ −

U

2
(⟨ni↑⟩+ ⟨ni↓)⟩

]
(3.21)

self-consistently. In restricted Hartree-Fock (ni↑ = ni↓), where the decoupling of the
local interaction term only leads to an on-site energy, which can be absorbed into the
chemical potential, we don’t get any dependence of the system on Ũ at all. However,
if we allow for broken spin symmetry, i.e., use unrestricted Hartree-Fock, we do get a
dependence of the charge correlation functions on Ũ . The ground state of the Hubbard
model in HF is that with antiferromagnetic ordering [84]. However, we analyze the
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic HF solutions. We use ⟨ni↑⟩ ̸= ⟨ni↓⟩ to start the
self-consistency in the case of ferromagnetic solutions. To enforce an antiferromagnetic
solution we use ⟨ni↑⟩ = 0.5 + (−1)im and ⟨ni↓⟩ = 0.5 − (−1)im and m ̸= 0 in the
beginning of the self-consistency cycle. In this case we solve the Hamiltonian in Eq.
(3.21) on a 2 × 2 unit cell and therefore have to diagonalize a 4 × 4 matrix for the
↑-electrons reading

H(k) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
U⟨n1↓⟩ 1 + eikx 1 + eiky 0

1 + e−ikx U⟨n2↓⟩ 0 1 + eiky

1 + e−iky 0 U⟨n3↓⟩ 1 + eikx

0 1 + e−iky 1 + e−ikx U⟨n4↓⟩

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.22)

at every k-point, where t = 1 and the sites in the unit cell are labeled as
3 4

1 2
. We

solve the equations on a grid of 240× 240 k-points in the positive first quadrant of the
Brillouin zone for a finite temperature of βt = 9 and zero temperature, respectively.
We calculate the charge correlation of the effective non-interacting system by the Wick
theorem

⟨n0σnjσ′⟩ = ⟨n0σ⟩⟨njσ′⟩ − ⟨c†0σcjσ′⟩⟨c†jσ′c0σ⟩+ δ0jδσσ′⟨n0σ⟩. (3.23)

The derivatives of the charge correlations in the ferromagnetic case are shown in
Fig. (3.22) (a). For finite temperature (solid lines) we observe a spontaneous magne-
tization for Ũ ≳ 4. From the inspection of the Stoner criterion for magnetic solutions,
ρ(EF )Ũ > 1, we would expect magnetic solutions for all Ũ , because of the logarithmic
divergence of the density of states ρ(E) [175, 176] at the Fermi energy EF [84]. This
simple version of the Stoner criterion is however only valid at T = 0. We indeed recog-
nize non-zero derivatives from Ũ = 0 on at T = 0 (dashed lines). In the ferromagnetic
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regime we find a vaguely similar behavior to the exact treatment with DQMC (com-
pare Fig. (3.5) (c)): The magnitude of the derivatives drops for increasing j. However,
there is no agreement in the shape of the curves. Fig. (3.22) (b) shows the nearest
neighbor interaction strength, see Eq. (3.15). For the case of finite temperature, we
can not sensibly define α for Ũ ≲ 4, the paramagnetic regime. For values of Ũ above
but close to the phase boundary we get an α between 0.6 and 0.95 which is rather close
to the value obtained from the DQMC calculations shown in Fig. (3.7). For larger
interaction strengths, the renormalization begins to vanish, in contrast to the exact
treatment. For zero temperature we observe a linear increase of α for 0 < Ũ ≲ 4.
The renormalization strength shows a sharp drop at Ũ ∼ 8, where the system is fully
polarized.

Figure 3.22.: (a): Derivative of the charge correlation functions with respect to Ũ

for the ferromagnetic HF treatment of a Hubbard model on the square lattice, for j =
0, 1, 2, 3 and for β = 9/t (solid lines) and T = 0 (dashed lines). (b): Nearest neighbor
renormalization strength α(Ũ) (compare Eq. (3.15)) for β = 9/t (solid blue line) and
T = 0 (dashed blue line). The red dashed line corresponds to the approximation
Ũ = U − V , i.e., α = 1.

The derivatives of the local and nearest-neighbor charge correlation functions in the
case of antiferromagnetic ordering are presented in Fig. (3.23) (a) for finite temperature
(β = 9/t, solid lines) and zero temperature (dashed lines). For finite temperature we
find a paramagnetic phase for Ũ ≲ 2. For T = 0 we find antiferromagnetic ordering
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for all interaction strengths in line with Ref. [84]. In contrast to the DQMC solution
and the ferromagnetic HF solution, the nearest-neighbor term dominates the local
derivative. We observe a maximum of the derivative around Ũ ∼ 2, close to the finite
temperature phase boundary. This results in a nearest-neighbor interaction strength
α, shown in Fig. (3.23) (b), which is by orders of magnitude larger than that from
the exact treatment in the case of relatively small interaction strengths. For Ũ ≫ 1,
the value of α slowly seems to decay to limŨ→∞ α(Ũ) = 5. Obviously, the influence
of the local interaction on the nonlocal charge correlation is strongly overestimated in
the antiferromagnetic version of HF. In hindsight, it seems reasonable that using an
antiferromagnetically symmetry broken state to calculate charge correlation functions
leads to poor results.

Figure 3.23.: (a): Derivative of the charge correlation functions with respect to Ũ

for the antiferromagnetic (checkerboard order) HF treatment of a Hubbard model on
the square lattice, for j = 0 and j = 1 and for β = 9/t (solid lines) and T = 0 (dashed
lines). (b): Nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ) (compare Eq. (3.15)) for
β = 9/t (solid blue line) and T = 0 (dashed blue line). The red dashed line corresponds
to the approximation Ũ = U − V , i.e., α = 1.

3.9.2. Random-phase approximation

The random-phase approximation is in some sense a generalization of the Hartree-Fock
approximation, which introduces a frequency-dependent self-energy and thus should
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lead to better results for Ũ than HF.
To assess the quality of the random-phase approximation we calculate the charge

correlation functions via Eq. (2.150). We have evaluated the charge susceptibility
numerically with 90 k and q points in the first quadrant of the Brillouin zone, 35
Matsubara frequencies and a temperature of β = 9/t for a Hubbard model on the
square lattice.

The derivatives of the charge correlation functions ⟨n0nj⟩ with respect to Ũ are
presented in Fig. (3.24) (a). In general, the correlation functions resemble those
obtained from DQMC (compare Fig. (3.5) (c)) especially for Ũ ≪ 1 and presumably
for Ũ ≫ 1. However, in RPA all functions are strictly monotonically decreasing and
either convex or concave, depending on their sign. The DQMC results show maxima or
at least a deviation of their respective convex or concave behavior at large Ũ at about
Ũ = 3. This is completely missed by the RPA approximation. The nearest-neighbor
renormalization strength α, plotted in Fig. (3.24) (b), is monotonically decreasing and
thus shows a similar trend as in the DQMC case for Ũ ≲ 3. In the exact case α starts
to grow above Ũ ∼ 3 against 1. The RPA result gets worse with increasing Ũ .

Figure 3.24.: (a) Derivative of the charge correlation functions with respect to Ũ for
the RPA treatment of a Hubbard model on the square lattice, for the first few nearest
neighbors j. (b) Nearest neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ), compare Eq. (3.15),
which is the (negative) ratio of the j = 1 and j = 0 data from panel (a). The red
dashed line corresponds to the approximation Ũ = U − V , i.e., α = 1.
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We should mention that the two equations to calculate Ũ , Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), differ
by their denominator, ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n0⟩ and ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0↑n0↓⟩. The equations are interchange-
able because the Pauli principle, n0σn0σ = n0σ, leads to ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0σn0σ⟩ = 0. This is
however only true if we calculate the correlation functions by methods that obey the
Pauli principle. Because RPA violates the Pauli principle to second order in U [218]
Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) do give different results. In general, Eq. (3.8) should be preferred
because it involves directly the charge correlation, which is a natural quantity in RPA
(⟨n0↑n0↓⟩ has to be calculated from the difference of charge and spin correlation.). The
error involved in the spin diagonal and spin off-diagonal terms from the RPA treatment
cancel each other. Using Eq. (3.8) also means that we only calculate χc(q, ω) but not
χs(q, ω). The charge correlation function is numerically easier to calculate as it does
not require such a fine q-grid as the spin correlation function. There, the grid has to
be fine to handle the divergences where 1 = UΓ(q, ω)6.

In conclusion, the RPA charge correlation functions lead to a satisfactory value
of the nearest-neighbor renormalization strength α(Ũ) for Ũ ≲ 3 in the case of the
square lattice. For larger interaction strengths, ∂/∂Ũ⟨n0n0⟩ spuriously dominates the
∂/∂Ũ⟨n0nj⟩ for j > 1, leading to a decline of α to 0 for Ũ ≫ t. We can expect the
RPA to perform similarly for all geometries.

3.10. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have derived a systematic map from lattice models with nonlocal
Coulomb interactions to effective Hubbard models with strictly local Coulomb interac-
tions Ũ . The physical properties of the effective model reflect the original system nicely,
especially regarding spin related properties. We find that the nonlocal Coulomb in-
teractions can significantly renormalize the effective on-site interaction Ũ as compared
to the original local U . We find a universal drop of the nearest-neighbor renormaliza-
tion at a specific effective interaction strength for all investigated geometries, but also
find considerable differences in the details and the strength of the renormalization. In
the cases of graphene and silicene with long-range interactions our calculations yield
a renormalization of Ũ/U < 0.5 for half filling. Thus, the nonlocal Coulomb inter-
actions stabilize the Dirac semimetallic phases in these materials against transitions
to a gapped spin liquid or an antiferromagnetic insulator. In defective graphene or
at edges local Coulomb interactions can lead to the formation of magnetic moments
[99, 144, 229]. When describing these situations in terms of the Hubbard model, the
value of Ũ = 1.6t obtained here should be used. We have shown that this result

6U and Γ(q, ω) are positive, which can be seen by inspection of Eq. (2.151) for T = 0.
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shows strong deviations for higher temperatures (β ≲ 10/t) but is robust for smaller
temperatures. We have found that thermal fluctuations start destroying nonlocal in-
teraction driven correlations faster than local ones. Whether or not a Hubbard model
is generally appropriate to describe the physical properties of graphene is still a mat-
ter of debate and depends on the observable of interest. Our results suggest that a
Hubbard model should be useful to judge the occurrence of edge magnetism and of
AF insulator phases. Furthermore, our work indicates that nonlocal Coulomb interac-
tions, in general, significantly weaken local correlation effects in sp-electron materials
in a wide doping range. Additionally we have shown that for extreme low carrier
densities (in the vicinity of the Wigner crystal instability) nonlocal interactions can
increase the effective local interaction. For instance such systems should be realizable
in any weakly doped semiconductor. It is interesting to see how the renormalization of
effective on-site interactions generalizes to heterostructures with modified bands and
additional van Hove singularities like in twisted bilayer graphene, gated (gapped) bi-
layer or to quantum Hall systems depending on Landau level filling factors. We have
investigated the use of the Hartree-Fock and the random-phase approximation to ob-
tain renormalizations, with promising results for small interaction strengths in the case
of RPA.
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4. Variational exact diagonalization
method for the Anderson impurity
model

M. Schüler, C. Renk, and T. O. Wehling, Variational exact
diagonalization method for Anderson impurity models, Phys
Rev. B 91 235142 (2015)

All sections of this chapter but Sec. (4.6) are based on the publication given above
and show considerable amount of overlap with the original manuscript, concerning
both text and figures. The original text is mainly written by M. Schüler and proofread
by all authors. The implementation of the exact diagonalization solver for this section
is done by C. Renk. All other calculations and figures presented in the manuscript
have been prepared by M. Schüler.

4.1. Introduction

We have introduced the Anderson impurity model (AIM) in Sec. (2.1.2) and discussed
the possibility to solve the AIM by Monte-Carlo sampling of the partition function
in Sec. (2.5.2). Here, we discuss a complementary approximative method to solve
the AIM based on a variational simplification of the Hamiltonian and exact diago-
nalization. In contrast to CT-QMC, exact diagonalization based methods can cope
with low symmetries, spin-orbit coupling and general Coulomb interaction terms at
no additional cost, which makes it valuable especially in the case of AIMs related to
realistic situations in the context of LDA++ approaches [133], where impurity models
(or quantum lattice models, compare LDA+DMFT in Sec. (2.4)) are derived from
first-principles calculations. The resulting models are typically multi-orbital models
including complex hybridization between the impurity and a continuous bath of states
from the surrounding material, which brings along two challenges: First, the numer-
ical solution of the impurity models and secondly the interpretation of the physics
contained in these generally complex models in more simple terms. Experiments are
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for instance often interpreted in terms of atomic spins, crystal field, ligand field [15] or
cluster approaches [44], which typically involve a small discrete set of bath states or no
bath states at all. The link of the complex, ab initio derived models and simpler phe-
nomenological models is a priori unclear and relates to the so-called bath-discretization
problem of exact diagonalization solvers of the AIM.

The solution of the Anderson impurity model for general parameters has to be done
numerically by means of, e.g., quantum Monte Carlo [66] (QMC), numerical renor-
malization group [30] (NRG), or exact diagonalization (ED) methods. While NRG
and QMC are in principle numerically exact methods, they become computationally
very demanding, when dealing with many orbitals, hybridization functions with low
symmetry, spin-orbit coupling and general fermionic four-operator Coulomb vertices.
ED methods deal with low symmetries and general Coulomb vertices at no additional
computational cost but suffer from the so-called bath-discretization problem: Due to
the exponential growth of the many-particle Fock space with the system size, it can
handle only a few bath levels per orbital. A mapping of the continuous bath to a dis-
crete version has to be found. Several approaches to this task have been introduced.
One is to fit the hybridization function of the continuous bath on Matsubara frequen-
cies introduced in Sec. (4.7), another is to represent the hybridization function by a
continued fraction and to link its coefficients to the parameters of the bath [201].

These schemes are systematic in the sense that they converge to the full model when
including more and more bath sites. However, in the multi-orbital case, the number of
bath sites is limited (typically on the order of three or less for a five-orbital impurity
problem), so the quality of the mapping can hardly be checked by an analysis of the
convergence.

Basically two different strategies have been laid out to circumvent this problem.
First, the many body Hilbert space can be truncated in the sense of configuration
interaction (CI) expansions, which have a long tradition in the context of quantum
impurity problems [222, 69] and are subject of recent developments [231, 141, 139]. CI
expansions are variational, i.e., they deliver upper bounds for total energies, but they
do not provide simplified auxiliary Hamiltonians. On the other hand, there are several
approaches towards optimized cluster approximations to Anderson impurity problems.
In this context, self-energy functional theory [178] is based on an extremal principle
but it is not variational regarding total energies and does not allow for variations
of interaction parameters or the interacting orbitals. More general optimizations are
possible in the framework of the so-called self-energy embedding theory (SEET, [95]),
which is however not variational.

In this chapter we combine ideas of variational approaches and optimized cluster ap-
proximations to the AIM. We introduce a strictly variational method of approximating
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an AIM with continuous bath by an AIM with finite strongly reduced number of bath
sites, which we call variational ED method. It guarantees an optimal approximation
to the AIM for a given number of bath sites in the sense of thermodynamic ground
state properties. The method is based on the Peierls-Feynman-Bogoliubov variational
principle introduced as the variational principle for the grand potential in Sec. (2.9.2),
which finds optimal effective models on the basis of an optimal density matrix by
minimizing a free energy functional.

First, we consider how to calculate the free energy functional for the specific choice of
the original and effective model and how to minimize it efficiently. Then, by treating
a single-orbital model with the variational ED method, we analyze its performance
in comparison to an exact treatment, established bath discretization methods [32],
as well as Hartree-Fock theory. We demonstrate the applicability of the method to
realistic five-orbital system with the example of Co impurities in bulk Cu and compare
to QMC simulations. We apply the method to models of Fe on alkali surfaces, where
we use the effective model to investigate spin and orbital moments under the influence
of magnetic field and hybridization. We show that the variational ED method leads
to systematically lower, i.e., more accurate, free energy estimates than unrestricted
Hartree-Fock and traditional bath discretization schemes also in the multi-orbital case.

4.2. The effective model

In the framework of the variational principle (Sec. (2.9.2)), the original model is the
Anderson model as defined in Sec. (2.1.2). The effective model is an exactly solvable
version of an AIM. The structure of the effective Hamiltonian for the case of a single-
impurity orbital is depicted in the right panel of Fig. (4.1). In contrast to the original
model (left panel of Fig. (4.1)), the effective model consists of two decoupled parts:
First, the effective impurity coupled to one bath site only and second the remaining
bath sites. I.e., we partition the full Hilbert space H into a correlated subspace C (first
part) and an uncorrelated rest R (second part). Here, we consider for concreteness a
cluster consisting of a multi-orbital impurity and one bath site per impurity orbital
for the correlated space but other choices are similarly possible. The single-particle
states of the effective model are related to those of the original model by a unitary
transformation, which allows for mixing of original “bath” and “impurity” character in
the effective model.

The optimal matrix elements of the effective model, as well as the optimal unitary
transformation are found by minimizing the functional Φ̃GP, defined in Eq. (2.169).
The subscript GP is omitted in the following.
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Figure 4.1.: Illustration of the original and effective model for the case of one orbital
and six bath sites. Blue represents bath character and red impurity character: In the
effective model bath and impurity states can be mixed. εunc

n are eigenvalues of hRkk′ .

The states spanning C are defined by

|d̃α⟩ = udαdα |dα⟩+
∑
k

udαcαk
|cαk⟩ , (4.1)

|c̃α1⟩ = ucα1
dα

|dα⟩+
∑
k

ucα1
cαk

|cαk⟩ , (4.2)

where the coefficients u are chosen such that |d̃α⟩ and |c̃α1⟩ form an orthonormal basis
of C. An orthonormal basis spanning R is defined by

|c̃αk⟩ = ucαk
dα

|dα⟩+
∑
k′

ucαk
cαk′

|cαk′⟩ , k > 1. (4.3)

As a whole, the coefficients u form a unitary matrix. In practice, we obtain the
elements of this matrix from the QR decomposition of a matrix, in which the first
two rows are defined by the coefficients of |d̃α⟩ and |c̃α1⟩ and all other elements are
zero. This leads to a new orthonormal basis for the full space H, which provides the
partitioning according to H = C ⊕R. The ansatz for the effective Hamiltonian in this
new basis explicitly reads

H̃ = H̃C + H̃R, (4.4)

with

H̃C =
∑
α

Ṽα

(
c̃†α1d̃α + d̃†αc̃α1

)
+
∑
α

ε̃α1c̃
†
α1c̃α1

+
∑
α

ε̃dαd̃
†
αd̃α +

∑
αβγδ,σσ′

Ũαβγδd̃
†
ασd̃

†
βσ′ d̃γσ′ d̃δσ

(4.5)
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and

H̃R =
∑

α,(k,k′)>1

hRαkk′ c̃
†
αkc̃αk′ . (4.6)

It is stressed, that the new states are linear combinations of the original impurity
states and the original bath states, leading to mixed basis states. The new impurity
states can have some amount of bath character and vice versa. The Hamiltonian in
Eq. (4.5) states a many-body problem which can be solved by exact diagonalization,
as long as its Hilbert space is sufficiently small. In contrast, the Hamiltonian (4.6)
states a one-particle problem and can be solved by diagonalizing the matrix hRαkk′ . In
summary, the Hamiltonian H̃ = H̃C + H̃R defines an effective Hamiltonian, which can
be solved exactly and thus Φ̃ can be calculated.

This ansatz implies several approximations. First, all couplings between C and R are
neglected. Second, interaction terms are restricted to new effective impurity orbitals
d̃α within C, which is motivated by the fact that the original model includes only on-
site interactions, too. The latter approximation can be relaxed to include arbitrary
interactions within C, but we keep it here for simplicity.

Finally, we note that the amount of variational degrees of freedom in the variational
ED approach is such that it includes Hartree-Fock as the limiting case Ũαβγδ → 0.
Thus, we expect that variational ED generally gives more accurate energy estimates
than Hartree-Fock.

4.2.1. Implementation of minimization

In order to perform the minimization in practice, the number of free parameters has
to be kept sufficiently low. First, we assume that the Coulomb tensor Ũαβγδ is not
varied. We choose it to be the same as in the original model. Test calculations have
shown, that the variation of the Coulomb tensor is not crucial, as this can mostly be
absorbed into the variation of the impurity level. The single-particle matrix elements
of H̃C are assumed to be free parameters. In principle, the parameters of the uncor-
related Hamiltonian are free parameters, too. However, to further reduce the number
of free parameters, we define hRαkk′ by a projection of a Hartree-Fock solution of the
original Hamiltonian onto the states |c̃αk⟩. The Hartree-Fock solution of the original
Hamiltonian (2.6) can be written as

HHF =
∑
n

εHF
n c†ncn, (4.7)
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where the eigenstates |n⟩ and energies εHF
n are found by applying the Hartree-Fock

decoupling

d†ασd
†
βσ′dγσ′dδσ →⟨d†ασdδσ⟩d

†
βσ′dγσ′ + ⟨d†βσ′dγσ′⟩d†ασdδσ

−⟨d†ασdγσ′⟩d†βσ′dδσ − ⟨d†βσ′dδσ⟩d†ασdγσ′
(4.8)

to Eq. (2.9) and solving the resulting non-interacting problem self-consistently. The
single-particle matrix elements within the uncorrelated space R explicitly read

hRαkk′ =
∑
n

εHF
n ⟨c̃αk|n⟩⟨n|c̃αk′⟩. (4.9)

In order to not break any spin-rotation symmetries, restricted Hartree-Fock is used.
The functional Φ̃[ρH̃ ] now depends on the unitary transformation and on the matrix

elements of H̃C. The minimum of the functional is searched by iterative methods.
Thus, the functional Φ̃[ρH̃ ] has to be calculated for various points of the variational
space with the computationally most expensive part being here the diagonalizations
of H̃C. Therefore, we first search for fixed parameters in H̃C a corresponding optimal
unitary transformation matrix defining the optimal partitioning H = C ⊕ R using an
SLSQP algorithm1. The search of the minimum with respect to the parameters of H̃C is
then done by the Nelder-Mead algorithm2. The number of independent parameters can
be further reduced when the original system shows symmetries like orbital degeneracies
which are assumed not to be broken in the effective model.

4.3. Benchmark for a single-orbital Anderson
impurity model

In this section the variational ED method is tested for its performance in reproducing
the density operator as well as observables such as the occupation number, double
occupancy and crystal orbital overlap populations of a simple original model. The
original model we consider here is a single-orbital model with only 6 bath sites, which
itself can be solved by exact diagonalization. The detailed setup of the model is as
follows: The impurity level is εd = −2.0 eV, the interaction strength is U = 4.0 eV.
The 6 bath levels are equally aligned around a mean bath energy εb in an interval of
2 eV (i.e., the bandwidth of the bath). The coupling is Vk = 0.9 eV. The mean bath
energy εb is swept from −6.0 eV to 6.0 eV. All energies are measured with respect to

1A sequential least squares programming algorithm as implemented in the package
scipy.optimize.minimize [117].

2A simplex algorithm as implemented in the python module scipy.optimize.minimize [158].
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the Fermi energy εF = 0. The system is solved for T = 0. The model is first solved
exactly, second by the variational ED method, third by unrestricted Hartree-Fock and
finally by ED using reduced bath sites obtained by fitting of the hybridization functions
on the imaginary Matsubara frequency axis [32]. The latter type of approaches require
generally the introduction of a so-called weight function Wn for the fitting procedure,
as explained in Sec. (4.7).

The central object for the assessment of the quality of the methods is the difference
between Φ̃[ρH̃ ] and the exact free energy ΦH , as shown in Fig. (4.2) (a). For bath
sites energetically far away from the Fermi level and single-particle excitation energies
of the impurity (|εb| > 4 eV), all methods lead essentially to the correct free energy.
Deviations occur, however, for bath levels closer to the Fermi energy. The Hartree-Fock
free energy differs from the exact thermodynamical potential on the order of 100 meV

basically in the whole range of |εb| < 4 eV. The fitting of the hybridization function
on the imaginary axis leads to rather accurate free energies as long as all bath sites are
above or below the Fermi energy (|εb| > 1 eV), while for |εb| < 1 eV deviations from
the exact thermodynamical potential on the order of 10 to 20 meV occur. The choice
of an optimal weight function (see Sec. (4.7)) depends on details of the bath: For the
case of bath sites on both sides of the Fermi level (|εb| < 1 eV) Wn = 1/ωn leads to the
lowest free energies. Otherwise, the constant weight function Wn = 1 shows smallest
deviations of the free energy functional from the exact solution. The variational ED
method is generally very close to the exact solution. Only for the special case of a
strictly symmetric distribution of the bath sites around the Fermi energy (εb = 0 eV)
a deviation on the order of meV occurs.

Fig. (4.2) (b)-(e) shows a comparison of several observables (chemical bond strength
(b), bath occupation (c), impurity occupation (d) and double occupation (e)) calcu-
lated with the different methods. For the outermost regions (|εb| > 4 eV) all methods
describe the observables accurately. The fitting of hybridization functions on the Mat-
subara axis leads to deviations depending on the weight function, especially for the
double occupation and chemical bond strength if the bath is centered around the Fermi
energy (εb ≈ 0 eV). Hartree-Fock systematically overestimates the double occupancy
for |εb| < 4 eV. The variational ED method shows nearly no deviations from the exact
solution at all.

It is instructive to examine the unitary transformation linking the basis of the original
and effective model. Fig. (4.2) (f) shows the coefficients of the linear combination of
the states spanning the correlated space |d̃⟩ and |c̃1⟩ (see Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)) for an
original model with the bath centered around the energy εb = −0.3 eV. The effective
impurity has mainly |d⟩ character with small bath admixture and can approximately
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Figure 4.2.: Benchmark of different ED approaches and spin-polarized Hartree-Fock
theory against an exact solution for single-orbital Anderson impurity models with
a mean bath energy εb. (a) Difference between the free energy functional obtained
by different approximate methods according to Eq. (2.169) and the free energy of
the original model. The inset shows a close up view close to the Fermi energy on a
logarithmic scale. (b)-(e): Comparison of local and non-local observables obtained from
an exact solution (“orig”, bold cyan) and calculated by the four different approximate
methods, i.e., the variational ED method (“var”, solid black), Hartree-Fock (“HF”,
dashed red) and fits of hybridization functions on the imaginary axis with different
weight functions (Wn = 1: “fit0”, dotted blue; Wn = 1/ωn: “fit1”, dashed blue.) Panel
b) shows the chemical bond strength, c) shows the total bath occupation, d) the
impurity occupation and e) the double occupation. Panel e) shows the coefficients of
the unitary transformation linking the original model to the optimized effective model
with one bath-site per spin orbital in C for the example of εb = −0.3 eV.
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be interpreted as the old impurity state. The coupled effective bath state is nearly
a pure linear combination of old bath states, where states closer to the Fermi energy
contribute stronger than those further away. This behavior is very reminiscent of
effective bath wavefunctions obtained in variational approaches like the Varma-Yafet
[222] or the Gunnarsson-Schönhammer expansion [69].

For the treatment of original models with far more bath sites, it is important to
note, that the coefficients defining the unitary transformation from the original bath
states to the effective impurity and bath orbitals, i.e., uc1ck and udck , vary smoothly as
function of the bath energies on either side of the Fermi energy.

4.4. Spectral functions

The variational principle results in an effective model which represents thermodynamic
ground state properties in an optimal manner. This is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition to give a good approximation also for excitation spectra. In the following, we
study the one particle spectral function for single-orbital impurity benchmark systems
from Sec. (4.3) with the bath states centered around εb = 0.3 eV and two different
hybridization strengths, Vk = 0.9 eV and Vk = 0.3 eV, respectively. The impurity
spectral function is obtained from the Lehmann representation of the impurity Green
function

Gα(ω) =
1

Z

∑
µν

⏐⏐⟨µ|d†α|ν⟩⏐⏐2
ω + Eν − Eµ − i0+

(
e−βEν + e−βEµ

)
, (4.10)

where in our calculations 0+ is replaced by a broadening of δ = 0.1 eV and the inverse
temperature is β = 3200 eV−1, which is very close to the T = 0 calculations of
expectation values in Sec. (4.3).

We assess the quality of the spectra obtained from the variational ED method, from
ED with the hybridization function fitted on the Matsubara axis (with two different
weight functions Wn = 1 and Wn = 1/ωn) and from an unrestricted Hartree-Fock
treatment by comparing to the exact spectrum of the original model. For the case
of the parameters of the effective Hamiltonian obtained from fitting the hybridization
function with Wn = 1/ωn, we additionally compare the impact of optimizing the
transformation according to the variational principle. In particular, we compare the
conventional result of fitting the hybridization function which we term “bath” and is
equivalent to not mixing original bath and impurity states, to the case which we term
“all” where we optimally mix the original bath and impurity states to form the effective
bath state.
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Figure 4.3.: One particle impurity spectral functions for the single-orbital benchmark
model introduced in Sec. (4.3) with εb = −0.3 eV and hybridization strengths Vk =

0.9 eV ((a) and (c)) and Vk = 0.3 eV ((b) and (d)). The spectral function from the
exact solution of the original model is shown in bold cyan, from the Hartree-Fock
calculation in red and from the variational ED method in black. Spectra from ED
with fitted hybridization functions on the Matsubara axis are depicted in dashed green
(“fit0”, i.e., weight function Wn = 1), dotted blue (“fit1”, Wn = 1/ωn optimizing all
states) and dashed blue (“fit1”, Wn = 1/ωn optimizing only bath states).

The dominant features of the original spectrum in the case of strong hybridization
(Vk = 0.9 eV, Fig. (4.3) a) and c)) are two major peaks at about −2.5 eV and
2 eV (stemming from bonding and anti-bonding combinations of impurity and bath
orbitals), two satellite peaks far from the Fermi energy and additional smaller peaks
around the Fermi energy. An analysis of the original spectrum for various hybridization
strengths is done in the appendix (A.3), which allows for an identification of the origin
of the peaks. The spectral function from Hartree-Fock reproduces the bonding/anti
bonding peaks and those close to the Fermi energy very well, while the satellites are
missing. The variational ED method describes the positions of the main peaks well and
also reproduces the satellite peaks, whereas the minor peaks around the Fermi energy
are not present. The spectral function from a fit on the imaginary axis with a constant
weight function (Wn = 1) shows a similar picture but with major peaks and satellites
shifted considerably towards the Fermi energy. The result for the weight function
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emphasizing small Matsubara frequencies (Wn = 1/ωn) leads to a good representation
of the peaks around −2.5 eV and 2 eV and some minor peaks around the Fermi
energy but the satellites are missing completely. The resulting spectrum obtained
by not mixing bath and impurity states (“bath”) shows only little resemblance to the
original spectrum. I.e., in this case the mixing of bath and impurity basis states can
not only improve total energies and thermodynamic potentials but also spectra quite
significantly.

In the case of weaker hybridization (Vk = 0.3 eV, Fig. (4.3) b) and d)) the original
impurity spectral function shows two Hubbard peaks at about −2.6 eV and 2.4 eV and
in comparison to the former case more spectral weight and additional features close to
the Fermi energy. Here, the Hartree-Fock description results in a spin-polarized ground
state and describes the positions of the Hubbard peaks in the spectrum correctly.
The enhanced spectral weight at the Fermi energy is however not reproduced. Exact
diagonalization of the effective models obtained from the variational method and from
the fits of the hybridization functions on imaginary axis give similar results. In addition
to the upper and lower Hubbard peaks the ED methods also reproduce enhanced
spectral weight at the Fermi level.

While the performance of the fit methods in reproducing the spectra of the original
model differs between the case with strong and weak hybridization particularly for the
weight function Wn = 1/ωn, the variational method gives satisfactory results in both
cases. The spectra from variational ED are in both cases at least as close to the spectra
of the original model as the best spectrum obtained with any of the two bath fitting
procedures Wn = 1 or 1/ωn) under investigation.

4.5. Co impurities in Cu: Application to a realistic
five-orbital system

Partially filled transition metal atoms embedded in metallic hosts, such as Fe atoms
in Au or Co atoms in Cu, are prototypical Kondo system and due to their struc-
tural simplicity easily available experimentally. From a theoretical point of view, such
multi-orbital systems are computationally far more demanding than single-orbital sys-
tems, yet they exhibit a bigger class of phenomena, which makes multi-orbital systems
intriguing to investigate. The additional orbital degree of freedom leads to Hund’s cou-
pling, orbital-dependent crystal fields and hybridizations. The importance of effects
related to Hund’s coupling has for instance recently been shown for Fe on Pt(111), a
candidate for a building block of Hund’s metals [100].

Co atoms in Cu are a well established system, which is investigated both exper-
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imentally and theoretically. Scanning tunneling experiments found a large Kondo
temperature of TK = (655 ± 155) K [179]. This system has been studied by the
LDA++ approach, introduced in Sec. (2.4.2), in Ref. [210]. There, an Anderson im-
purity model is derived from ab-initio calculation and solved with the continuous-time
quantum Monte-Carlo method (compare Sec. (2.5.2)), revealing the formation of a
strongly renormalized Fermi liquid with a Kondo temperature between TK = 1100 K

and TK = 1900 K, depending on the orbital and the details of the calculations.
We use the numerically exact solution of the Anderson impurity model for Co in Cu

derived in Ref. [210] in order to benchmark the variational ED method for multi-orbital
systems (i.e., a five-orbital system). This is of great importance for the applicability of
the method to realistic system as transition metal impurities constitute a large range of
interesting systems, as discussed in the introduction of the Anderson impurity model
(Sec. (2.1.2)).

The next section deals with the details of the Anderson impurity model from Ref.
[210]. In Sec. (4.5.2), we discuss the issues of the implementation of the variational
ED for the case of realistic five-orbital systems. Finally, in Sec. (4.5.3) we compare the
results of the variational ED method to the solution obtained with the continuous-time
quantum Monte Carlo method presented in Ref. [210].

4.5.1. The Anderson impurity model derived from LDA

The cubic symmetry of the Cu crystal leads to a splitting of the Co 3d orbitals into
blocks of t2g and eg symmetry. From the DFT hybridization function, which is a
continuous function, we obtain our initial model assuming some large number of bath
sites, here 100 per orbital. (This number does not present a limiting factor and could be
chosen arbitrarily larger). The bath sites are assumed to be equidistantly distributed
between −10 eV and 10 eV, and the hybridization terms Vαk are then found by fitting
the imaginary part of a discretized hybridization function

∆disc(ω) =
∑
k

V ∗
αkVαk

ω − εk + iδ
, (4.11)

with some broadening δ = 0.1 eV to the ab initio hybridization function ∆(ω) on the
real axis. The Vik are plotted in Figure (4.4). The crystal field obtained from the
DFT calculation is εdeg − εdt2g = 0.136 eV. As in Ref. [210], we consider a rotationally
invariant Coulomb interaction defined by

Uαβγδ =
2l∑

k=0

ak(αmβm, γmδm)F
k, (4.12)
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where ak(αmβm, γmδm) are the Gaunt coefficients [205, 49] and where F 0 = U , F 2 =

14/(1 + 0.625)J and F 4 = 0.625F 2 are Slater parameters with the average Coulomb
interaction U = 4.0 eV and Hund’s exchange interaction J = 0.9 eV. Due to the
so-called double-counting problem inherent to LDA++ approaches, the filling of the
impurity d-levels is not exactly known. Here, we consider the double-counting potential
µ = 27 eV as in Ref. [210]. All data is obtained at a temperature of β = 40, like in
the case of the QMC simulations. Finally, we assume that the cubic symmetry of the
system prevails, which means that only two independent sets of matrix elements (for
the t2g and eg states) have to be varied during the minimization of Φ̃[ρH̃ ].

Figure 4.4: Hopping matrix elements
Vαk between the impurity orbitals and
the bath from the original Anderson im-
purity model for Co impurities in Cu
(solid t2g, dashed eg).

4.5.2. Implementation of the variational ED method for the
five-orbital Anderson impurity model

We compare two different sets of variational degrees of freedom for the optimization of
the single-particle basis, which we refer to as “bath” and “all”. In the “bath” case, only
bath sites are optimized, i.e., we fix the expansion coefficients ucα1

dα
= 0, udαcαk

= 0 and
udαdα = 1. This leads to considerably less variational parameters and a much smaller
amount of expectation values to be calculated in each step of the iteration. In the
second approach, “all”, which is computationally more demanding because the full
two-particle density matrix of the effective system has to be calculated, we optimize
the full one particle basis of the bath and that of the impurity.

Because a full optimization of the parameters of the effective model is computation-
ally challenging, it is crucial to start the optimization from a good initial guess. We
obtain such initial guesses for the parameters of the bath by fitting of hybridization
functions on Matsubara frequencies as introduced in Sec. (4.7). We choose ε̃dα = εdα as
the initial guess for the parameters of the impurity. The resulting first guesses using
different weight functions are summarized in the Table (4.1). While all weight func-
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tions lead to setups with the t2g bath sites above the Fermi energy and the eg bath
sites below, the details of their energetic positions and the hybridization strengths
depend strongly on the form of Wn. Adding more weight on features on small Mat-
subara frequencies shifts the effective bath parameters to smaller values. The quality
of these starting guesses in the context of the variational principle is discussed in the
next section.

weight function 1 1/ωn 1/ω2
n var

ε̃t2g1 (eV) 3.203 0.775 0.068 2.658

Ṽt2g (eV) 1.563 0.606 0.223 1.717

ε̃eg1 (eV) −2.314 −0.019 −0.015 −1.995

Ṽeg (eV) 1.049 0.170 0.156 1.418

ε̃dt2g (eV) −27.30 −27.30 −27.30 −26.57

ε̃deg (eV) −27.44 −27.44 −27.44 −27.87

Table 4.1.: Parameters of the effective model (see Eq. (4.5)) obtained by the fit
of hybridization functions on imaginary frequencies using different weight functions
(Wn = 1, 1/ωn, 1/ω

2
n, see Sec. (4.7)) and the iterative optimization (“var”).

The large number of bath sites (100 per orbital) in the original model leads to
202 variational parameters defining the unitary transformation in the “all” case or
100 parameters in the “bath” case for each orbital. The observation, that udαcαk

, ucα1
cαk

are smooth functions of energy (c.f. Fig. (4.2) (e) below and above EF , leads to
the possibility of expanding them in a set of smooth functions and thereby reducing
the number of variational parameters considerably. Here, we chose five Chebyshev
polynomials Tn(k) per orbital for bath sites above and five for those below the Fermi
energy. Therefore only 22 (or 10 in the case of “bath”) parameters per orbital have
to be varied to find the optimal unitary transformation to embed the effective model
into the full Hilbert space. To investigate the convergence behavior of the results with
the number of Chebyshev polynomials, we calculate the optimal transformation for
a one orbital Anderson impurity model, defined by the t2g hybridization function of
CoCu discretized with 30 bath sites, an on-site impurity energy εd = −2.0 eV and a
Coulomb interaction U = 4 eV. The parameters of the effective model are fixed to
Ũ = 4 eV, ε̃d = −2.62 eV, Ṽ = 0.57 eV. The parameters of R are defined in the
simplest way by projecting the single-particle part of the original Hamiltonian onto R.
The left panel of Fig. (4.5) shows the convergence of the functional Φ̃. The functional
is virtually converged for five polynomials. The right panel of Fig. (4.5) shows the
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expanded coefficients of the transformation for the effective bath, ucck in Eq. (4.2), for
selected expansion orders and the result of the direct minimization. The coefficients
from the expansion in seven polynomials can hardly be distinguished from the exact
result. The results for five, six (not shown), and seven polynomials are very similar,
indicating the fast convergence of the results with respect to the number of Chebyshev
polynomials.

Figure 4.5.: Left panel: Convergence of the functional Φ̃ with respect to the number
of Chebyshev polynomials the ucck are expanded in. The value of Φ̃ is relative to the
value for two Chebyshev polynomials. Right panel: Expanded coefficients ucck from
different number of Chebyshev polynomials. The line labeled “30” is the result of a
minimization without any expansion.

4.5.3. Results

First, we compare free energy estimates as well as different local observables obtained
from variational ED treatments to unrestricted Hartree-Fock as well as QMC calcu-
lations. Afterwards, we investigate the nature of the optimized effective bath and
impurity states as obtained from the variational ED treatment.

Free energy functional and local observables

Table (4.2) shows the free energy functional Φ̃ (relative to unrestricted Hartree-Fock
(UHF)), as obtained with different starting points and different amounts of variational
degrees of freedom in the variational ED approach. In the case of “bath”, the constant
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∆Φ̃ (eV) ⟨nd⟩ S

QMC 7.78 ± 0.05 0.92 ± 0.02
UHF 0 7.78 1.78
RHF 0.52 8.20 1.06
fit0,bath 0.05 7.75 1.06
fit1,bath 1.15 7.84 1.04
fit2,bath 2.77 7.92 1.03
fit0,all -0.22 7.71 1.03
fit1,all 0.32 7.65 1.05
fit2,all 1.04 7.60 1.00
var,bath 0.00 7.76 1.05
var,all -0.30 7.75 1.02

Table 4.2.: The free energy functional Φ̃, the total impurity occupancy nd and the
local spin S as obtained from simulations of the AIM for Co impurities in Cu. The
values of Φ̃ are shown as differences to the results from unrestricted Hartree-Fock
(UHF): ∆Φ̃ = Φ̃ − Φ̃UHF. Total impurity occupation and spin calculated with the
variational ED method are compared to QMC solutions of the AIM from Ref. [210].
Different flavors of the variational ED method are considered: first “bath” and second
“all” with the model parameters obtained from the fits of the hybridization function on
the imaginary frequencies using different weight functions (Wn = 1 “fit0”,Wn = 1/ωn

“fit1” and Wn = 1/ω2
n “fit2”) and finally full optimization of transformation and model

parameters labeled “var”. Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) and unrestricted HF (UHF)
results are also shown.

weight function (“fit0”, Wn = 1) leads to the lowest values of the Φ̃[ρ]. The models
derived using weight functions Wn = 1/ωn (“fit1”) and Wn = 1/ω2

n (“fit2”) lead to free
energy estimates which are about 1 to 3 eV higher in energy. The situation for the case
of “all” is similar. On this basis, we have chosen the starting guess obtained with the
constant weight function for the full optimization of the effective model parameters.
The resulting parameters are shown in the last column of Tab. (4.1) and are close
to the starting guess. The full optimization schemes (“var,bath” and “var,all”) find
parameters which lower the functional Φ̃ considerably for “all” and slightly for “bath”.

Regarding the impurity occupation (⟨nd⟩, see Tab. (4.2)), we see that the description
by unrestricted Hartree-Fock is rather close to QMC, whereas restricted Hartree-Fock
overestimates the occupation. All versions of exact diagonalization lead to occupations
close to the QMC results, and many cases within the QMC error bars. The spin S
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(defined as ⟨Ŝ2⟩ = S(S+1)), which is a two-particle observable, reveals the problems of
the Hartree-Fock description. S is vastly overestimated by unrestricted Hartree-Fock.
The variational ED methods, especially the “all” case for the constant weight function
(“fit0”) and the full optimized ED model, lead to results close to QMC.

To compare the results of the variational ED method with those ED methods based
on fitting of the hybridization function on the imaginary axis, we should compare
the “fit0,bath”,“fit1,bath”, and “fit2,bath” cases to the corresponding “all” and “var,all”
cases. We see that having more variational degrees of freedom leads to an improved
description of the free energies, as it should be.

In general, we learn that only in the case of optimizing both effective bath and effec-
tive impurity states (termed “all”) we reach lower values of the free energy functional
Φ̃ than with unrestricted Hartree-Fock: The freedom to form mixtures of bath and
impurity states in the effective model is important to describe the free energy and
local observables of the system adequately. As the variational ED method provides
more accurate (free) energy estimates than unrestricted Hartree-Fock, the approach
introduced here could be a way to improve LDA+U total energy schemes.

The effective basis states

Now we analyze the unitary transformation relating the optimized basis states of the
effective model and the original basis states. The transformation obtained for the
models from the starting guesses with weight functions Wn = 1, 1/ωn, and 1/ω2

n is
shown in Fig. (4.6). We observe a clear trend that the admixture of the original bath
states into the effective bath state (ucαk

cα1
, blue lines) is strongest in the vicinity of the

Fermi energy and the effective bath site energy ε̃α1. For bath states close to the Fermi
energy we get a sharp cut off for states on the opposite side of the Fermi energy. This
is very similar to first order configuration interaction treatments of the AIM [69, 222].
The original impurity admixture in the effective impurity (uddα) rises with the distance
of the effective bath site from the Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.6.: Coefficients defining the optimal transformation from original bath states
to effective bath states (blue/dark gray) and effective impurity states (red/light gray),
c.f. Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Optimized transformations for different effective models
defined through fits of the hybridization with weight functions Wn = 1 (a), Wn = 1/ωn

(b), and Wn = 1/ω2
n (c) are shown. The energies of the effective coupled bath sites

ε̃α are depicted as thin vertical lines. The numerical values of the transformation
coefficients defining the admixture of original impurity states to the effective bath and
impurity states are given as insets.
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4.6. Fe on alkali surfaces

We further investigate the possibilities of the variational exact diagonalization method
by applying it to a highly intriguing set of systems, namely Fe impurities on alkali
surfaces. Here, we are not foremostly concerned with benchmarking the method but
applying it in a meaningful way. The alkali metals are s electron metals which de-
crease their valence electron density with increasing atomic number due to larger bond
distances. Impurities on alkali surfaces therefore experience decreasing hybridization
strengths with increasing atomic number of the metal. Thus, by investigating Fe im-
purities on Li, Na, K, and Cs the evolution from a strongly coupled impurity for the
case of Li to a weakly coupled, atomic like, impurity for the case of Cs can be ob-
served. This is done in Ref. [33] by means of photo emission spectroscopy. The result
is sketched in Fig. (4.7) by the density of states for different hybridization strengths.
For weak hybridizations, the density of states shows an atomic multiplet structure. For
strong hybridization a quasiparticle emerges at the Fermi energy (EF ) due to spin-flips
of s electrons at the magnetic impurity (Kondo effect). At intermediate hybridization
strength a mixture of both regimes is found.

Figure 4.7.: Spectral function of a many-body d-electron impurity and host con-
duction electrons: localized impurity limit (bottom); intermediate coupling (middle);
strong hybridization limit (top). Letters indicate multiplet (M), quasi-particle reso-
nance (QP), lower and upper Hubbard bands (LHB, UHB) spectral features. Reprinted
figure with permissions from [C. Carbone et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 104, 117601 (2010),
[33]]. Copyright 2015 by the American Physical Society.

We explore not the spectral properties of Fe impurities on alkali metals but the
magnetic ground-state properties. Using the variational exact diagonalization method
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we aim to understand the evolution of the orbital and spin moment with increasing
hybridization and under the influence of a magnetic field. To this end, we introduce
the basic experimental techniques in Sec. (4.6.1), which have been used to obtain
magnetization data in high magnetic fields. We derive from LDA calculations an An-
derson impurity model with a continuous bath as in Sec. (4.6.2). Using the variational
ED method in Sec. (4.6.3) we calculate magnetization curves and study the spin and
orbital moment in dependence of the hybridization.

4.6.1. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectroscopy is a certain version of x-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS). XAS measures the absorption of x-ray photons from
core p electrons (L-edge spectroscopy), which are excited to partially filled d states
[73]. The comparison of experimental and simulated XAS spectra allows to determine
the number of empty d states and thus the electronic configuration. XMCD is the
difference signal of XAS with left (σ+) and right (σ−) circularly polarized light. The
different polarization leads to separate excitations of the spin split L2 and L3 edge and
the possibility to detect spin and orbitally resolved information. The resulting signal,
integrated over different energetic parts, is related to spin and orbital moments Sz and
Lz of the d shell via sum rules in an element specific manner [216, 34].

The currently unpublished XMCD measurements for Fe on Li, Na, K and Cs are
done by S. Gardonio (University of Nova Gorica. Slovenia ) and reproduced here with
permission. The Fe impurities were prepared by evaporating minute quantities (0.02-
0.001 monolayers) on alkali films condensed on Cu(111) at T = 10 K. The XMCD
measurements were performed at T = 4.5 K.

Earlier XAS experiments of Fe on K in combination with theoretical simulations of
XAS spectra have revealed a d7 configuration of the impurity [57]. XMCD was used to
obtain the magnetic moment of the Fe impurities on alkali metals in a magnetic field
up to B = 7 T. The data for FeLi, FeNa, FeK and FeCs are presented in Fig. (4.8).
We can see an increase of the susceptibility from FeLi to FeCs. For the case of FeLi,
we can observe a nearly linear increase of the magnetization. For all other substrates,
the magnetization shows a deviation from the linear behavior; it resembles a Brillouin
function. The data can indeed be fitted by normalized Brillouin functions (compare
Ref. [42]) reading

M = αBJ(gµBJBkBT ), (4.13)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, g the Landé factor, J the
total angular momentum quantum number, α a scaling factor and B the magnetic
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Figure 4.8.: Experimental magnetization data obtained from XMCD measurements
for Fe on alkali substrates: Li (black crosses), Na (red circles), K (blue triangles) and Cs
(green squares). Measured data are fitted ((lines) with Brillouin functions (Eq. (4.13))
resulting in parameters presented in Tab. (4.3) . Experimental data are measured by
S. Gardonio, Materials Research Laboratory, University of Nova Gorica, Vipavska 13,
5000 Nova Gorica, Slovenia and reproduced with authorization.

field. The Brillouin function BJ(x) is defined by

BJ(x) =
2J + 1

2J
coth

(
2J + 1

2J
x

)
− 1

2J
coth

( x
2J

)
. (4.14)

Eq. (4.13) describes the magnetization of an ensemble of equal free magnetic moments
J in a magnetic field B = Bz. The assumption of free moments only approximates
the experimental situation due to two reasons: First, the surface induces charge fluc-
tuations, such that a description of the adatoms by moments may be inadequate.
Secondly, the (supposed) moments are not free but coupled to the surface. Yet, the
experimental data are well described by Brillouin functions if the temperature in Eq.
(4.13) is treated as a parameter. The fits presented in Fig. (4.8) are obtained with
the appropriate values of the total angular momentum J and the Landé factor g for
a d7 configuration, J = 4.5 and g = 4/3. In order to obtain satisfactory fits, the
scaling α and the temperature T are adjusted, resulting in values presented in Tab.
(4.3). The fitted temperature considerably differs from the experimental temperature
(Texp = 4.5 K) for all substrates but Cs. The discrepancy between fitted temperature
and experimental temperature can be viewed as an indicator of how well the model of
isolated moments is valid for Fe on different alkali surfaces. Obviously, this model is
a good approximation for FeCs. The model looses its validity with increasing valence
electron density, i.e., increasing hybridization strength.
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In order to obtain an improved description of Fe on alkali surfaces, the impurities
should rather be modeled by Anderson impurity models, talking into account charge
fluctuations, local correlation effects on the impurity, and hybridization with the sur-
face. Therefore, we derive an Anderson impurity model from ab-initio calculations in
the next section. Then in Sec. (4.6.3), we use the variational exact diagonalization
technique to investigate the behavior of the impurities in a simplified model.

Table 4.3: Parameters ob-
tained from fitting Brillouin
functions with J = 4.5

and g = 4/3 (compare
Eq. (4.13)) to magnetiza-
tion data presented in Fig.
(4.8).

substrate α T (K)

Li 0.361 26.07
Na 0.688 11.40
K 0.712 7.46
Cs 0.595 4.59

4.6.2. Anderson impurity model derived from LDA

We have performed LDA calculations using supercells of 28 alkali atoms stacked in
7 layers (depicted in Fig. (4.9)) to model the alkali surfaces. The supercells include
approximately 23 Å of vacuum distance. We have relaxed the positions of the two
uppermost alkali layers and that of the Fe impurity in spin-polarized LDA. In order to
extract hybridization functions as introduced in Sec. (2.4.2), we have performed spin
unpolarized calculations.

Figure 4.9: Unit cell used to
model Fe (red) on Li (gray).
The figure is generated with
XCrySDen [108].

Unfortunately, the LDA calculations for K and Cs showed a bad convergence be-
havior and could not be investigated further. Therefore, we only extract hybridization
functions from LDA calculations for Fe impurities on Li and Na surfaces. We do so in
the same way as in Sec. (4.5.1). The imaginary parts of the hybridization functions
are shown in Figure (4.10). The orbital averaged hybridization function at the Fermi
energy (ω = 0) is clearly stronger for Li than for Na. This is the expected trend from
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Figure 4.10.: Orbitally resolved and orbitally averaged hybridization functions from
LDA simulations for Fe on Li and Na.

considering the electronic density of Li and Na. The only exception from this trend is
the dxy orbital, which shows stronger hybridization for Na.

4.6.3. Calculation of magnetization

To calculate the response of the impurity to a magnetic field and the evolution of
the spin and orbital moment for the different substrates we use the variational exact
diagonalization method. We set up the simplest possible model that describes the
essence of the magnetic behavior of FeLi and FeNa. Therefore, we neglect crystal field
effects (i.e., assume degenerate d orbitals) and assume bath sites at the Fermi energy
coupled with a hybridization of Ṽ to the impurity orbitals. We include spin-orbit
coupling with a g-factor of g = 0.05 eV which is between the atomic value and the
value of an iron surface [202]. In order to simplify the calculation of impurity properties,
we forbid mixing of impurity and bath sites (d(†)α = d̃

(†)
α ). The model Hamiltonian of

the correlated subspace, for which we derive the remaining parameters, thus reads

H̃C =
∑
α

ε̃dαd
†
αdα +

∑
α

ε̃α1c̃
†
α1c̃α1 +

∑
α

Ṽα

(
c̃†α1dα + d†αc̃α1

)
+

∑
αβγδ,σσ′

Uαβγδd
†
ασd

†
βσ′dγσ′dδσ +Bz

∑
ασ

(2msσ +mlα) d
†
ασdασ

+ g
∑
αβσσ′

(L · S)αβσσ′d†ασdβσ′ .

(4.15)
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We fix the impurity on-site energy ε̃dα = −20.66 eV by the constraint of 7 electrons
on the impurity. For simplicity, we fix ε̃α1 = 0.0 eV and set the Coulomb matrix as a
rotational invariant version with the Slater parameters U = 3.3 eV and J = 0.65 eV

(compare Refs. [33, 58] for similar parameters for Fe on alkali and Fe on Ag(100)
(U = 8 eV and J = 0.85 eV and U = 3 eV and J = 1.0 eV, respectively)). The
non-zero g factor and the magnetic field lead to a spin-polarized ground state and
subsequently spin-dependent effective hybridization matrix elements. The simplest
approximation neglecting this, is to set g = 0 and Bz = 0 in the process of minimizing
the functional Φ̃. Because we have fixed all parameters but the hybridization by
external constrains or reasoning from the literature we only have to minimize the
functional with respect to Ṽ . We do this straightforwardly by calculating Φ̃[Ṽ ] for
a set of Ṽ . The resulting values of Φ̃ are presented in Fig. (4.11) relative to their
respective minimal value. The minimum is found by fitting a quadratic function to
the three data points with the smallest functional. The resulting optimal hybridization
matrix elements are ṼFeLi = 0.1371 eV and ṼFeNa = 0.0939 eV. The coefficients defining
the optimal transformation (ucα1

cαk
, compare Eq. (4.2)) are in both cases sharply peaked

at the Fermi energy, with the most weight at states below the Fermi energy (similar to
the uceg1cegk in the case of CoCu with the weight function Wn = ω−1

n shown in Fig. (4.6)
(b)).

Figure 4.11: Relative value of the
functional Φ̃[Ṽ ] (Eq. (2.169)) for mod-
els defined by Ṽ . Calculated data points
for FeLi (triangles) and FeNa (circles)
are shown together with quadratic fits
(solid lines) to three points closest to the
minimum.

Using these parameters we solve the Hamiltonian (4.15) including spin-orbit coupling
and an increasing magnetic field up to B = 8 T at a temperature of β = 2500 eV−1

corresponding to T = 4.5 K. We calculate the z component of the spin and orbital
moment, ⟨Sz⟩ and ⟨Lz⟩. The total moment is defined by 2⟨Sz⟩+ ⟨Lz⟩, which is plotted
in Fig. (4.12). The shaded areas under the graph depicting the total moment indicate
the summands 2⟨Sz⟩ and ⟨Lz⟩. We observe a decline of the susceptibility with stronger
hybridization: The total moment at B = 8 T is 0.11 for FeLi and 0.27 for FeNa. The
decrease of the magnetic moment with increasing hybridization is difficult to compare
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with the experimental findings, as they are measured in arbitrary units. The simulated
moment increases linear over the complete range of the investigated fields. The shape
of the magnetization curve is not reproduced very well, especially for the case of FeNa.

Figure 4.12.: Experimental (red crosses) and theoretical (solid black lines) magneti-
zation curves for FeLi (left) and FeNa (right) from exact diagonalization calculations
with parameters gained from the variational ED method. The moments from spin and
orbital degrees of freedom are marked as shaded area below the black line.

However, we observe a change of the ratio of spin and orbital moment from the
simulated data. For the case of strong hybridization the spin moment dominates the
total moment. For the case of weaker hybridization the spin and orbital moment are
on the same order. The hybridization seems to quench the orbital moment faster than
the spin moment.

Figure 4.13: Orbital moment divided
by spin moment for fixed magnetic field
of Bz = 0.86T in dependence of the hy-
bridization strength. The approximate
hybridization strengths for the case of
FeLi (VFeLi = 0.1371 eV) and FeNa
(VFeNa = 0.0939 eV) are marked.

We analyze this behavior by calculating the ratio of spin and orbital moment ⟨Lz⟩/⟨Sz⟩
for more hybridization strengths V at a fixed magnetic field B = 0.86 T. The result is
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presented in Fig. (4.13) and confirms our assumption from above: The orbital and spin
moment are on the same order for weak hybridization. For increasing hybridization
the orbital moment is quenched faster than the spin moment.

In order to compare this finding to the XMCD data (presented in Fig. (4.14)) we
use a sum rule, which is valid for small spin-orbit interaction and weak crystal fields,
to obtain a measure for ⟨Lz⟩/⟨Sz⟩ (compare Ref. [34]). The sum rule reads

⟨Lz⟩
⟨Sz⟩

≈ 2

3

δL3 + δL2

δL3 − 2δL2

, (4.16)

where δLi
is defined by the integral of the XMCD signal over the respective L-edge

δLi
=

∫
Li

(
σ+ − σ−) dE. (4.17)

The domains used to integrate the L edges are 704 eV < E < 715 eV and 715 eV <

E < 728 eV for the L3 and L2 edge, respectively. The resulting ratios of the spin and
orbital momenta, presented in Tab. (4.4), show a clear trend from strong (FeLi) to
weak (FeCs) hybridization: The ratio is equally large for FeCs and FeK and smallest
for FeLi. FeNa shows an intermediate ratio. This trend matches our findings from
the model calculations with only one bath state. The absolute values of the ratios
do not coincide with the theoretical values (⟨Lz⟩/⟨Sz⟩ ≈ 0.6 and ⟨Lz⟩/⟨Sz⟩ ≈ 0.75

for FeLi and FeNa, respectively), which is mainly because the magnetic field in the
experimental setup is significantly higher (up to 7 T).

Table 4.4: Approximate ratio be-
tween orbital and spin moment
obtained from XMCD data via
Eq. (4.16).

substrate Li Na K Cs

⟨Lz⟩/⟨Sz⟩ 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.9
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Figure 4.14.: XMCD intensity for Fe on all investigated alkali metals (Li, Na, K, and
Cs). The L3 and L2 edges are located around ∼ 707 eV and ∼ 723 eV, respectively.
Data are measured by S. Gardonio, Materials Research Laboratory, University of Nova
Gorica, Vipavska 13, 5000 Nova Gorica, Slovenia and reproduced with authorization.

4.7. Fit of hybridization functions on the Matsubara
axis

The method of fitting hybridization functions is shortly introduced for the sake of
completeness. The method is first introduced in [32] where it is used in the context of
dynamical mean field theory. The idea of the method is depicted in Fig. (4.15). The
red and blue curves are an exemplary hybridization function (which is closely related to
the inverse non-interacting Green function, compare Eq. (2.15)) of the original model,
corresponding to Eq. (4.19), evaluated on real (red) and imaginary (blue) frequencies.
A fit with a hybridization function with less poles (∆̃) than the original hybridization
function on the real axis is rather ill defined, due to the peaked structure of ∆(ω+ iδ)
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and especially ∆̃(ω + iδ). The result heavily depends on the imaginary offset δ. The
hybridization functions on the imaginary axis are, however, smooth functions which
makes a fit well defined and robust.

Figure 4.15: Hybridization func-
tion in the complex plain, defined
by Eq. (2.15) evaluated on Mat-
subara frequencies ωn (blue) and on
the real axis ω with an imaginary
offset δ (red). Figure inspired by
Fig. (13) in Ref. [61].

The fit is defined by the minimization of a cost function for the inverse impurity
Green function (or equivalently the hybridization function) of the discretized model
and that of the original model, both defined on the imaginary frequency axis [32]. In
the case of one effective bath site, the discrete impurity Green function is defined as

g0(iωn) =

(
iωn − ϵd − µ− Ṽ 2

iωn − ε̃1

)−1

(4.18)

and the Green function of the original model as

G0(iωn) =

(
iωn − ϵd − µ−

∑
k

V 2
k

iωn − εk

)−1

. (4.19)

The cost function then reads

χ2 =
1

nmax + 1

nmax∑
n=0

Wn

⏐⏐G−1
0 (iωn)− g−1

0 (iωn)
⏐⏐2 , (4.20)

where Wn is a weight function. Popular choices for the weight function are Wn = 1,
Wn = 1/ωn and Wn = 1/ω2

n, which put different emphasis of low/higher Matsubara
frequencies [213]. Throughout this work, we have chosen β = 40 and nmax = 1000.
This method only provides the effective parameters ε̃1 and Ṽ . However, in order to
calculate the functional Φ̃[ρH̃ ] an optimal unitary transformation in above sense is
calculated and the hRikk′ are found by a projection of a Hartree-Fock solution onto the
basis states of R. We assume that the effective energy of the impurity site is the same
as in the original model (ε̃d = εd).
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5. Many-body effects on Cr(001)
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M. Schüler, S. Barthel, M. Karolak, A. I. Poteryaev, A. I.
Lichtenstein, M. I. Katsnelson, G. Sangiovanni , and T. O. Wehling,
Many-body effects on Cr(001) surfaces: An LDA+DMFT
study, arXiv 1512.01181 (2015), accepted in Phys. Rev. B (2016)

This chapter is based on the publication given above and shows considerable amount
of overlap with the original manuscript, concerning both text and figures. The original
text is mainly written by M. Schüler and proofread by all authors. The DFT calcula-
tions were done in collaboration with M. Karolak. The projector scheme was developed
and implemented by S. Barthel, Tim Wehling and M. Schüler. All other calculations
and figures presented in the manuscript have been prepared by M. Schüler.

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter we investigate the electronic structure of the Cr(001) surface by means
of the LDA+DMFT method introduced in Sec. (2.4). We use a generalized approach
of the LDA+DMFT method in order to take the spatially inhomogeneous Coulomb
interaction and correlation effects of the surface into account. Thereby, we elucidate
the role of interaction effects and its complex interplay with the surface band structure
in forming a low-energy resonance, which we believe was unrecognized in earlier ap-
proaches to this problem. We investigate how the electronic structure obtained from
LDA and spin polarized LDA calculations changes at the surface with respect to the
bulk. We perform DMFT calculations to study how the differences in the single-particle
part translates to effects in the interacting electronic spectrum. Thereby, we present
the first realistic treatment of the electronic structure of Cr(001), which includes cor-
relation effect on a non-perturbative level using the LDA+DMFT scheme.

We start the discussion in Sec. (5.2) with a brief review of Cr related physics.
In particular we discuss the experimental findings and theoretical attempts to the
Cr(001) surface. In Sec. (5.3.1) we briefly introduce the experimental spectrum which
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we compare our data to. We give a short overview of the LDA and DMFT methods
as well as the physical and numerical parameters we have used in Sec. (5.3.2). The
results of the single-particle methods are presented in Sec. (5.4.1) which are the basis
for the detailed analysis of the DMFT results in Sec. (5.4.2), where we also prove the
many-body nature of the central resonance and discuss the spatial properties of the
self-energy. Finally, we give a conclusion in the last section.

5.2. Overview of Cr physics

Bulk Cr crystallizes in a body-centered crystal (bcc) structure [183]. Neutron diffrac-
tion experiments [200, 11] reveal a spin-density wave ordering of bulk Cr with a mag-
netic moment of about 0.6µB per atom at low temperatures and a Néel temperature
of approximately T bulk

N ∼ 311 K [180]. The spin density wave is close to a pure an-
tiferromagnetic ordering [11] in which the lattice is described by a simple cubic (sc)
unit cell, which contains two atoms of opposite spin polarization, of double the size
of the bcc unit cell, compare Fig. (5.1). Following Ref. [71], we compare the GGA
band structure of antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic bulk Cr in the sc unit cell, as
presented in Fig. (5.2). Strikingly, the antiferromagnetic ordering (in GGA) induces
one avoided crossing at the Fermi energy on the ΓM line and several at the X point.
In Ref. [131] the magnetic structure of bulk Cr is similarly discussed on the basis of
the paramagnetic electronic structure (in particularly the Fermi surface and its nesting
properties).

Figure 5.1: Real-space spin-lattice
of commensurate antiferromagnetic
Cr. The topmost atoms define the
(001) surface. Reprinted figure with
permissions from [L. Klebanoff, S.
Robey, G. Liu, D. Shirley, Phys.
Rev. B, 31, 6379 (1985), [102]].
Copyright 1985 by the American
Physical Society.

Considering the lattice of antiferromagnetic Cr, depicted in Fig. (5.1), it is ob-
vious that a cut along the (001) direction leads to a surface where atoms of layers
parallel to the surface are ferromagnetically aligned. Thus, a ferromagnetic surface is
formed. Intriguingly, the surface magnetic state persists up to much larger tempera-
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tures (T surf
N ∼ 750 − 800 K) than the bulk state, as measured in Refs. [103, 101] by

angular resolved photo emission (ARPES) and Ref. [148] by magnetization measure-
ments with Cr particles of different diameter. Theoretical calculations based on the
tight-binding method found surface magnetic moments increased by a factor of 3-4
compared to the experimental bulk value and confirmed the large surface Néel temper-
ature [4, 63, 75]. This large magnetic moment originates from the altered paramagnetic
electronic structure: The surface introduces massively more states close to the Fermi
energy (compare Fig. (5.7)), which spin split due to the exchange interaction and lead
to a large surface moment [131].

Figure 5.2: GGA band structure of
antiferromagnetic (dashed black) and
paramagnetic (solid red) bulk Cr for
wave vectors of high symmetry lines
of the sc unit cell with kz = 0. The
Fermi energy (E = 0.0 eV) is depicted
as dotted line.

Next to the (rather well understood) magnetic properties of Cr(001), the surface
shows a distinct and basically unexplained feature in its spectroscopic electronic prop-
erties. This feature is a sharp resonance close to the Fermi energy and was first found
in ARPES experiments [101, 102, 103]. The spectrum found in a subsequent scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurement [110], reproduced in Fig. (5.3), exemplifies
the sharp feature close to the Fermi energy.

Since its first observation, the task of unraveling the origin of this sharp resonance
has spawned many experimental and theoretical works. Inspired by scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy (STS) measurements [209] first theoretical explanations were single-
particle models, showing a dz2 character of the resonance, with the downside of having
to adjust the amount of magnetic polarization of the surface to fit the experimental
spectrum.

New light was shed on the system by combination of STS measurements on highly
clean Cr(001) surfaces and theoretical many-body techniques which suggested many-
body effects as the source of the resonance [109, 110]. In contrast to the conven-
tional Kondo effect, where virtual transitions between degenerate spin states, mediated
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Figure 5.3: Electronic resonance at
30 meV above the Fermi energy
of Cr(001) in tunneling conductance
measurements. Broad features at
560 meV below and 400 meV above
the Fermi energy are also visible.
For details on the experimental setup
refer to the original work in Ref.
[110]. Reprinted figure with per-
missions from [O. Kolesnychenko, G.
Heijnen, A. Zhuravlev, R. de Kort,
M. Katsnelson, A. Lichtenstein, H.
van Kempen, Phys. Rev. B, 72,
085456 (2005), [110]]. Copyright
2005 by the American Physical So-
ciety.

through metallic bath states, lead to a resonance at the Fermi energy, the many-body
scenario suggested in Refs. [109, 110] is an orbital Kondo effect, where such virtual
transitions occur between degenerate orbital states. In the case of the Cr(001) surface,
these states are the dxz and dyz orbitals, which due to the crystal field of the surface
are the only degenerate orbitals. The spectrum of a model calculation and the under-
lying process of the orbital Kondo effect are reproduced from [109] in Fig. (5.4). This
explanation naturally comes with the premise of a resonance with dxz/yz character, in
contrast to the dz2 character proposed in single-particle theories.

To decide if the orbital Kondo scenario or the single-particle picture is valid, two ex-
periments have been performed: STS measurements have aimed to use the temperature
dependence of the resonance to rule out one of the two scenarios but without a definite
conclusion [72]. Newer measurements, combining STS, PES and inverse PES (IPES)
[28], have directly probed the symmetry properties (i.e., the orbital character) of the
spectrum, revealing a dz2 symmetry of the supposedly Kondo peak. The spectrum is
reproduced from Ref. [28] in Fig. (5.5). The dz2 character of the resonance speaks
against the orbital Kondo scenario. However, an alternative satisfactory explanation
in terms of a single-particle theory is not at hand. The discussed electron-phonon
interaction mechanisms, which are necessary to explain the temperature dependence
of the shape of the single-particle resonance would require coupling matrix elements
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Figure 5.4.: Model calculation for the formation of the orbital Kondo resonance. Main
panel: solid yellow shows ferromagnetic surface DOS of Cr(001). Solid blue and red
show one-electron states for dxz/yz spin up and down (in blue and red, respectively).
The surface and interacting orbital states hybridize and are solved in exact diagonal-
ization, leading to the correlated DOS in blue and red. The correlated peak near the
Fermi energy is magnified in the central inset and is identified as Kondo resonance.
The right inset shows a sketch of the physical process leading to the orbital Kondo
effect. Virtual transitions between the degenerate dxz/yz orbitals via the conduction
states lead to the Kondo effect. For details refer to the original work in Ref. [109].
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: O. Kolesnychenko, R. de
Kort, M. Katsnelson, A. Lichtenstein, H. van Kempen, Nature 415 (2002) 6871 [109],
copyright 2002.

for the surface of the order of 5-10 larger than the bulk value [72].
Newer PES measurements [1] show a strong temperature dependence of the reso-

nance. Namely the emergence of a pseudogap below about T = 200 K and the advent
of a sharp resonance below T = 75 K which speaks for a predominate many-body
nature of the resonance. This was previously not found in STS measurements [72].

We believe that both routes (single-particle theory and the simplified model for the
orbital Kondo effect) have problems describing the spectrum correctly for distinctive
reasons. First, the single-particle theory misses correlation effects, which cannot be
negligible in a system of transition metal atoms with considerable amount of spectral
weight at the Fermi level in the paramagnetic phase [4]. Secondly, the model behind
the orbital Kondo effect incorporates correlation effects but only deals with the dxz/yz
orbitals and such misses the specific electronic structure of the system by neglecting
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Figure 5.5: PE and IPE spectra ob-
tained at T = 295 K in experi-
mental geometries with different sen-
sitivities to dz2-like (open dots) and
dxz,yz-like (filled dots) orbital char-
acters (see text of original publica-
tion for details). The same symme-
try assignment was obtained at (T =

160 K) (not shown). Reprinted fig-
ure with permissions from [M. Budke,
T. Allmers, M. Donth, and M. Bode,
Phys. Rev. B, 77, 233409 (2008),
[28]]. Copyright 2015 by the Ameri-
can Physical Society.

three of the five d orbitals.
Our goal is to calculate and characterize the spectrum of Cr(001) including cor-

relation effects on the basis of a realistic description of the electronic structure. The
method of choice is the LDA+DMFT scheme, introduced in Sec. (2.4). The method in-
corporates effects stemming from strong correlations in a local approximation into the
material specific framework of density functional theory. We show that local electronic
correlations are key to understanding the electronic structure of Cr(001).

5.3. Models and Methods

5.3.1. Cr(001) surface

Combined PES and IPES measurements make a fairly direct comparison of experi-
mental and calculated local density of states (DOS) of the surface possible. The most
up to date combined PES and IPES measurements from Ref. [28], reprinted in Fig.
(5.5), obtained at a temperature of T = 295 K (β = 39.3 eV−1) reveal three main fea-
tures in the spectrum. First, a broad peak at −0.5 eV dominated by dxz/yz character.
Second a sharp peak around the Fermi energy at 0.0 eV ± 0.05 eV, which is mainly
of dz2 character. Third, a broad peak at 1.65 eV which is again dominated by dxz/yz
character.

In order to reproduce the three peak structure of the spectrum realistically, we model
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Figure 5.6.: Unit cell used to model the Cr(001) surface. The z-coordinates of the
two outermost atoms per surface were relaxed in LDA. Arrows indicate the magnetic
ordering. The figure is generated with XCrySDen [108].

the Cr(001) surface by a slab of 10 Cr atoms and a region of vacuum of about 16 Å
stacked in z direction as depicted in Fig. (5.6). This slab is periodically continued
in x and y direction. Earlier DFT calculations [71, 19] have shown that a slab of
ten atoms is thick enough such that the innermost atoms behave like bulk atoms.
We calculate the spectra near the experimental inverse temperature (β = 40 eV−1).
Additionally we analyze the temperature dependence of the spectrum by simulating
one higher (β = 60 eV−1) and one lower (β = 20 eV−1) inverse temperature. As
discussed in the previous section and depicted in Fig. (5.1), the magnetic ground state
of the Cr(001) surface are antiferromagnetically ordered layers which themselves are
ferromagnetically ordered [71] (see Fig. (5.6) for a side view of the surface). The cubic
symmetry present in the bulk, leading to three degenerate t2g and two eg d orbitals, is
lifted at the surface, leaving only the dxz and dyz orbitals degenerate.

5.3.2. Details of the LDA+DMFT method for Cr(001)

We take structural changes in the vicinity of the surface into account by optimizing the
coordinate perpendicular to the surface of the two uppermost and lowermost atoms.
To perform many-body calculations on top of the paramagnetic LDA calculations a
projection of delocalized low energy Kohn-Sham states to a localized basis is done as
introduced in Sec. (2.4.1). We choose the 70 Kohn-Sham states lowest in energy for
this task. The subspace in which Coulomb interaction is treated by DMFT is defined
by the five 3d orbitals on each Cr atom. The 20 spare states form the uncorrelated
subspace. The projection yields a single-particle Hamilton matrix for each in-plane
wave number k: H(k)ijαβ = ⟨i, α|H(k)|j, β⟩ in the localized basis |i, α⟩, labeled by
a layer index i and a combined index α for d orbitals and states of the orthogonal
complement. The correlated states are augmented with the parametrized rotationally
invariant local Coulomb interaction introduced in Sec. (2.4.3), which we choose to be
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layer dependent as

U i
αβγδ =

2l∑
k=0

ak(αmβm, γmδm)F
k
i . (5.1)

The layer dependent average Coulomb interaction Ui and Hund’s exchange interaction
Ji are taken from ab initio constrained random phase approximation (cRPA, compare
section (2.4.3)) calculations [190]. The Coulomb interaction has a strong layer de-
pendence1 (U1/10 = 3.44 eV, U2/9 = 4.64 eV, U3/8 = 4.73 eV, U4/7 = 4.94 eV and
U5/6 = 4.95 eV) while the Hunds exchange interaction is constant (Ji = 0.65 eV).
On first sight it seems counterintuitive that the Coulomb interaction is smaller at the
surface than in the bulk, as screening should be less efficient due to a smaller screening
volume. However, surface electronic structure effects such as the appearance of surface
states and effective band narrowing can also increase screening at the surface. In the
case of the Cr(001) surface, the electronic structure effect dominates the volume effect,
thus leading to a decrease of the surface interaction matrix elements with respect to
the bulk value, as discussed in detail in Ref. [190]. We neglect all Coulomb interaction
terms besides density-density terms.

We solve the multi-orbital Hubbard model of the slab of ten atoms by multi-site
DMFT which allows for spatially inhomogeneous Coulomb interaction and antiferro-
magnetic ordering [61]. Compare, e.g., Refs. [126] and [220] for a similar approach. In
multi-site DMFT the lattice Green function reads

[G(iωn,k)
−1]ijαβ =[

(iωn + µ) δαβ − Σ(iωn)
i
αβ

]
δij −H(k)ijαβ,

(5.2)

where the DMFT approximation of a local, i.e., k-independent, self-energy is apparent.
The double-counting term is absorbed into the self-energy. The local lattice Green
function G(iωn) is obtained by k-averaging G(iωn,k). We compute the Weiss field,

[G0(iωn)
−1]iαβ = [G(iωn)

−1]iαβ + Σ(iωn)
i
αβ, (5.3)

for each Cr atom and solve the resulting effective impurity problems for each Cr atom
until self-consistency in the DMFT loop is reached.

To solve the impurity problems we use the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo
(CTQMC) algorithm in the hybridization expansion [226, 225] implemented in the

1We have checked the sensitivity of our results with respect to the used Coulomb matrix elements
by using constant average interaction of Ui = 4.95 eV (the bulk value from the reference) and
Ui = 2.0 eV with Ji = 0.9 from [37]. The former parameters lead to basically the same spectra as
the layer dependent ones. The considerably smaller latter parameters lead to no resonance at the
Fermi energy.
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w2dynamics software package [168]. We cope with the double-counting problem, which
is inherent to LDA++ approaches, by the requirement that the total occupation on
each impurity obtained from the DMFT Green function G matches the corresponding
occupation obtained from the bath Green function. This is called trace double-counting
correction and reads

Tr ρimp
αβ = Tr ρ0,loc

αβ , (5.4)

where ρ is the density matrix for each atom. This leads to satisfactory results in metal-
lic systems [96]. To assess the influence of the choice of the double-counting energy we
have used an alternative double-counting scheme, namely enforcing 4.5 electrons on
each Cr atom2.

For the analytic continuation from imaginary to real frequency spectral functions
we use the maximum entropy method (compare Sec. (2.5.4)) as implemented in the
w2dynamics software package. In the DMFT loop, the antiferromagnetic order is
achieved by starting with a constant shift of the real part of the self energy in the
first iteration of the DMFT loop. We stress the importance of global spin flips of
configurations in the Markov chains in the presence of magnetic polarization in order
to prevent getting stuck in local minima. After reasonable convergence of the self
energy, some final iterations with high statistics (105 − 106 measurements depending
on the inverse temperature.) are done. The autocorrelation times for each inverse
temperature are estimated by the ratio of the acceptance rate of inserting operators in
the trace and the position of the maximum in the expansion histogram [160] leading
to Ncorr = 4500, 14000, 40000 for β = (20, 40, 60) eV−1, respectively.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. LDA and LSDA spectra

The broadened local density of states for the paramagnetic LDA calculation are shown
in Fig. (5.7) for (a) a surface atom and (b) an atom of the fifth layer, which is
henceforth called bulk atom. The results are very close to tight-binding calculations
[4]. At first glance, the structure of the spectrum resembles the experimental one, with
three peaks at about the right positions. However, neglecting the magnetic order and
correlation effects leads to many differences in detail: The peak at the Fermi energy
is far too big and broad in comparison to the experiment (Fig. (5.5)). The orbital

2We replace the right hand side of Eq. (5.4) with 4.5. In contrast, the trace double counting leads
to 4.7 electrons in the case of the surface atom.
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Figure 5.7.: Orbital and spin averaged local density of states (LDOS) from
LDA+DMFT simulations at the temperature β = 40 eV−1 (solid line), LDA (dashed
lines) and LSDA (dotted lines) calculations. (a) shows the LDOS at the surface atom.
(b) shows the LDOS of the center atom.

characters shown in Fig. (5.8) (a) do not coincide with the experimental data from
Ref. [28] shown in Fig. (5.5). The peak at the Fermi energy has nearly evenly divided
orbital weight among all d orbitals and the upper broad peak is mainly of dz2 character.
In contrast to the bulk atom, the high spectral weight at the Fermi energy together
with a considerable Coulomb interaction (U1 = 3.44 eV) is a possible basis for a large
magnetic moment and strong many-body effects at the surface. The peak at the Fermi
energy is absent in the bulk case.

The static mean-field treatment of spin polarization effects in the case of the LSDA
calculations leads to a splitting of the states close to the Fermi energy. The position of
the broad peaks is estimated to be −1.0 eV and 1.6 eV, which corresponds roughly to
the experimental positions (−0.5 eV and 1.65 eV). The large initial (“paramagnetic”)
peak at the Fermi energy leads to a larger magnetization at the surface (|m| ∼ 2.31µB)
than for the bulk atoms (|m| ∼ 1.25µB). The orbitally resolved density of states shown
in Fig. (5.8) (b) reveals that the lower broad peak is of mainly dxz,yz and dxy character
which is in line with the experimental findings. The upper peak has also dxz,yz and dxy
character but considerable dx2−y2 weight is found, too. Instead of a resonance directly
at the Fermi level, LSDA yields a feature of dz2 character 0.5 eV above the Fermi
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energy. In summary, LSDA is able to describe the broad peaks above and below the
Fermi energy reasonably well, whereas the sharp feature at the Fermi energy is absent.

Figure 5.8.: Orbitally resolved local density of states of the surface atom from (a)
LDA, (b) LSDA.

5.4.2. DMFT spectra

For all three investigated temperatures we have found antiferromagnetic solutions in
DMFT. Similar to the LSDA calculation we find a larger magnetic moment for the
surface atoms (|m| ∼ 2.2µB, 2.4µB and 3.0µB) than for the bulk atoms (|m| ∼ 1.5µB,
1.8µB and 2.5µB) for β = 20 eV−1, 40 eV−1 and 60 eV−1, respectively. Like in the
case of LSDA this results from the larger LDA density of states at the Fermi energy
(compare Fig. (5.7) (a) and (b)) and is therefore a consequence of the rearrangement of
the electronic states at the surface. The magnetic moment shows a strong dependence
on the temperature.

We first analyze the density of states obtained using the trace double-counting
scheme: The local density of states at β = 40 eV−1 summed over the d orbitals
and spins for the surface atom is shown in comparison to the L(S)DA spectra in Fig.
(5.7) (a). The same is shown for a bulk atom in Fig. (5.7) (b). A direct compari-
son of the experimental data and the DMFT spectra of the surface atom is given in
Fig. (5.10). For the surface atom we can observe a three-peak structure resembling
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Figure 5.9.: Details of the orbital and spin averaged local density of states (LDOS)
from LDA+DMFT simulations near the Fermi level for different temperatures, β =

20 eV−1 (dashed line), β = 40 eV−1 (solid black line) and β = 60 eV−1 (solid magenta
line).

the experimental situation. In particular, the lower and upper peak are located at
−0.8 eV and 0.75 eV. The peak at the Fermi level is shown in detail in Fig. (5.9)
for all investigated temperatures. It is located at about 0.1 eV for β = 20 eV−1 and
β = 40 eV−1. The peak is shifted towards 150 meV above the Fermi level and appears
as a shoulder for β = 60 eV−1. The resonance is slightly sharper for the simulation at
β = 20 eV−1. While the position of the central peak fits nicely to the experiment, the
position of the lower and upper peak is off by ∼ 0.3 eV and ∼ 1 eV, respectively.

To test the influence of the choice of the double-counting energy we have calculated
spectra using the alternative double-counting scheme described above. For the surface
atom, the double counting we arrive at is 1.3 eV smaller as in the case of the trace
double counting (Etrace

dc ≈ 13.5 eV and E4.5
dc ≈ 12.2 eV). The resulting total density of

states for the surface atom at β = 40 eV−1 is presented in Fig. (5.10). The resonance
at the Fermi energy is more pronounced and shifted by approximately 100 meV to the
Fermi energy. The lower broad peak is shifted to considerably higher energy (−0.4 eV)
and lies nearly on top of the corresponding experimental peak (−0.5 eV). The position
of the upper broad peak is not affected by the smaller double-counting energy.

A source of the wrong spectral positions, especially of the upper broad peak for both
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Figure 5.10.: DMFT surface spectra at β = 40 eV−1 with two different double-
counting schemes (trace double counting, solid line) and an alternative scheme (see
text, dashed line) in comparison with experimental (I)PES data [28] (dots). (I)PES
data are in arbitrary units.

double-counting schemes, could be neglecting the interaction mechanisms between the
correlated and uncorrelated bands as well as those between the uncorrelated bands
themselves, leading to a too small overall exchange splitting. Considering the lower
peak and the resonance at the Fermi energy, the total spectrum from the smaller
double-counting energy agrees better with the experimental data. The bulk spectra
do not change dramatically with the temperature and are very close to the LSDA
treatment: dynamic correlation effects seem to be less important far from the surface3,
which is in agreement with Ref. [37]. Indeed, the spectrum for the second layer already
shows nearly no peak at the Fermi level (not shown).

The orbital characters of the spectra obtained with the trace double counting for the
two temperatures showing the resonance are presented in Fig. (5.11) (a) and (b). The
broad peaks show very similar characters to the LSDA calculations: the lower peak
is mainly of dxz/yz and dxy character, the upper peak is mainly of dxz,yx, dxy, dx2−y2

and slightly of dz2 character. The sharp central peak is dominated by a feature in the

3From the analytically continued spectrum only it is hard to assess whether or not differences between
static- and dynamical-mean field, as the ones discussed in Ref. [187] are present or not.
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Figure 5.11.: Orbitally resolved local density of states of the surface atom from
LDA+DMFT simulations for trace double counting (Edc ≈ 13.5 eV) and temperatures
(a) β = 20 eV−1 and (b) β = 40 eV−1.

minority spin channel with dz2 character but also carries some spectral weight from
the other d orbitals, particularly the dxz and dyz orbitals. For β = 40 eV−1 the dz2
orbital also shows a sharp resonance in the majority spin channel.

The orbitally resolved spectral functions for the surface atom in the case of the
alternative double-counting scheme are shown in Fig. (5.12) (a) and (b) for the same
temperatures as before. The overall character of the peaks is unaffected by the change
of the double-counting energy. The t2g contribution of the lower peak is sharper than
in the former case and shifted towards the Fermi level. The smaller double-counting
energy leads to additional minor dxy character of the resonance. The resonance in
the dz2 majority spin part of the spectrum for the trace double counting present at
β = 20 eV−1 and β = 40 eV−1 is absent in this case. In conclusion, the orbital character
for both double-counting energies are in line with the experimental data reported in
Ref. [28], which are shown in (5.5).

The comparison of the spectra at different temperatures (Fig. (5.9)) shows that
the resonance at the Fermi level tends to shift from β = 40 eV−1 on. This shift is
contradictory to temperature dependent STS measurements [72] of the resonance which
show a resonance for temperatures from β = 33.5 eV−1 to β = 527 eV−1 which narrows
with smaller temperature without any shift. This behavior in the simulations could be
an artifact of the density-density approximation of the Coulomb-tensor and has to be
investigated further. However, recent temperature dependent PES measurements [1]
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5.4. Results

Figure 5.12.: Orbitally resolved local density of states of the surface atom from
LDA+DMFT simulations with the alternative double counting scheme (Edc ≈ 12.2 eV)
and temperatures (a) β = 20 eV−1 and (b) β = 40 eV−1.

do find an emerging pseudogap above T = 200 K (β = 58 eV−1), which is in qualitative
agreement with the results of our simulations. The experimental data also show a sharp
feature reappearing in the spectrum for temperatures below T = 50 K; a temperature
unfortunately computationally too expensive for the QMC method used in this work.
In summary, while deviations in the energetic position of the broad peaks between
experimental and DMFT data are apparent, the experimental orbital character of all
three peaks could be confirmed by the DMFT simulations.

Kondo-like resonances originate from degenerate levels in contact with a bath. In the
original sense of the Kondo effect, these levels are the spin levels. One characteristic
property of Kondo-type resonances is their behavior under breaking of this degeneracy
by an energy ∆: Below a critical splitting on the scale of the Kondo temperature TK
the resonance is pinned to the Fermi energy. Above the critical energy the resonance
is split by approximately ∆ and broadened [40]. In the case of Cr(001), the suggested
orbital Kondo effect in Ref. [109] results from the degenerate dxz and dyz orbitals.
To check if the dxz/yz contribution of the above found resonance is of a Kondo-like
nature, we test its robustness against a small splitting of the orbital energy, i.e., an
artificial crystal field. Similarly, we test the many-body nature of the dz2 contribution
of the resonance by shifting the dz2 orbital energy. To this end, we investigate five-
orbital Anderson impurity models with artificially broken crystal symmetries. The
impurity models are defined by the hybridization function of a surface atom found
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5. Many-body effects on Cr(001) surfaces: An LDA+DMFT study

in the DMFT self-consistency for the trace double counting, the appropriate chemical
potential and Coulomb matrix. We first break the dxz/yz degeneracy by simultaneously
applying a negative crystal field to the dxz orbital and a positive to the dyz orbital. The
strength of the crystal field is |∆xz/yz| = 0.1 eV and |∆xz/yz| = 0.2 eV. The resulting
spectra of the dxz and dyz orbitals are depicted in Fig. (5.13) (a)-(b). While the
broad peaks above and below the Fermi level experience a rigid shift in the direction
of the respective crystal field, revealing them as single-particle peaks, the position of
the central resonance is basically not changed. This speaks very much for a many-
body nature of the resonance, as expected from the prior comparison of the GGA
and DMFT spectra. We further analyze the resonance by shifting the dz2 orbital by
∆z2 = 0.1 eV and ∆z2 = 0.2 eV. The dz2 contributions of the spectra are shown in Fig.
(5.13) (c). The central resonance again does not change with the crystal field, speaking
for a many-body effect as the source of the resonance. In contrast, the maximum at
∼ 0.5 eV is rigidly shifted, revealing it as a single-particle feature.

The analysis of the resonance’s behavior subject to a shift of single-particle energies
rules out a pure single particle nature of the resonance. Its robustness is an indica-
tor for a many-body nature. However, a conventional Kondo effect does not likely
explain the resonance because the temperature dependence and symmetry breaking
found in this work contradicts the expectations from the Kondo effect (sharpening of
the resonance with lower temperatures, splitting under symmetry breaking) and the
corresponding Kondo temperature would be extremely high (TK ≳ 300 K). The nature
of the resonance seems to lay in the combination of the rearrangement of the electronic
structure at the Cr(001) surface (massively more states at the Fermi energy in contrast
to bulk Cr) and the multi-orbital interaction effects, especially in the dz2 and dxz/yz
orbitals. The interaction introduces two major effects: First, the spin dependent split-
ting of mainly the dxz/yz orbitals and secondly, the appearance of quasiparticle peaks
in dz2 and dxz/yz orbitals. We conclude that the resonance is a complex many-body
effect in the dz2 and dxz/yz orbitals due to dynamic local-correlation effects. The low-
energy resonance discussed here for temperatures T > 190 K compares best to the
low-energy resonance observed in (I)PES in Ref. [28] and displays a clear temperature
dependence in our calculations. The relation of this resonance to the temperature
dependent low-energy resonance reported in STM studies [109, 72] remains however
unclear and would require calculations at low temperatures.
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5.4. Results

Figure 5.13.: (a) and (b): Spin averaged local density of states of the (a) dxz or-
bital and (b) the dyz orbital of the surface atom obtained from the solution of an
AIM with the self-consistent hybridization function from DMFT at β = 40 eV−1 and
additional crystal field splitting of ∆xz = 0,−0.1,−0.2 eV and ∆yz = 0, 0.1, 0.2 eV

with full, dashed and dotted lines. (c): Same for dz2 orbital with crystal field of
∆z2 = 0, 0.1, 0.2 eV.
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5.4.3. Self-energy

In order to further understand the many-body properties of the Cr(001) surface, we
investigate the behavior of the self-energy Σ(iωn) and the quasiparticle weight Z for
different orbitals, spins and layers. Here, we analyze the case of the experimental
temperature β = 40 eV−1 and the alternative double-counting scheme4. We start by
comparing the self-energy of the surface atoms with that of the bulk atoms, presented
in Fig. (5.14). For the surface, the imaginary part of the self-energy in the minority
spin channel is nearly equally large for dz2 and dyz/xz orbitals. For the majority spin
channel, the dyz/xz and dxy show the largest contribution. The dx2−y2 part of ImΣ is
smallest for both spin channels. For all orbitals, the imaginary part of the self-energy
approaches zero continuously, which indicates a Fermi liquid. In the case of the bulk
atom (an atom of the fifth layer), the orbital differences are negligible for the minority
spin channel. The orbital differences in the majority spin channel are similar, but
smaller, than in the case of the surface.

To quantify the correlation effects for each layer, we calculate the quasiparticle weight
Z for all orbitals and spin. The quasiparticle weight determines to which extent the
concept of quasiparticles is actually valid, i.e., a Fermi surface exists. Z gives the jump
of the occupation at the Fermi energy [145, 52]. Therefore, Z is bounded between Z = 1

for non-interacting particles and Z = 0 for non Fermi liquid systems. The quasiparticle
weight Z is defined by

Z =

[
1− ∂ ReΣ(ω)

∂ω

⏐⏐⏐⏐
ω=0

]−1

(5.5)

for a Fermi liquid, compare Ref. [142] for a derivation or Refs. [145, 47]. Following
Ref. [12], we use

∂ ReΣ(ω)

∂ω

⏐⏐⏐⏐
ω=0

=
ImΣ(iωn)

ωn

⏐⏐⏐⏐
ωn→0

(5.6)

to approximate Z with finite temperature results for the self-energy on Matsubara
frequencies

Z ≈
[
1− ImΣ(iωn=0)

ωn=0

]−1

. (5.7)

Fig. (5.15) shows the quasiparticle weight Z for all layers, orbitals and spins. The
results directly correspond to the findings from the analysis of the imaginary part of

4The case of the trace double-counting is presented in the appendix (A.4).
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5.4. Results

Figure 5.14.: Orbitally resolved imaginary part of the self-energy on Matsubara fre-
quencies ωn for minority spin (left panels) and majority spin (right panels) for a surface
atom (upper panels, atom of first layer) a bulk atom (lower panels, atom of fifth layer)
simulated with alternative double counting and β = 40 eV−1.

the self-energy in Fig. (5.14). For all orbitals we observe a distinct trend of smaller
quasiparticle weights at the surface than in the bulk. Strikingly, the atom of the
second layer, shows the smallest correlation effects, apparent from the largest Z. At
the surface, we find the smallest quasiparticle weight for the dz2 and dyz/xz orbitals for
the minority spin and dxy and dyz/xz orbitals for the majority spin, in line with the
analysis of the self energy. Interpreting the deviation of the quasiparticle weight from 1
as the amount of correlation effects, leads to a similar conclusion than the comparison
between spectral functions from LSDA and DMFT. Those orbitals which show large
differences to the LSDA treatment (cf. Fig. (5.8) and Fig. (5.12) for LSDA and DMFT
spectra, respectively), show correspondingly low quasiparticle weight.
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Figure 5.15.: Orbitally resolved quasiparticle weight for atoms of different layers in
the slab for minority spin (left panel) and majority spin (right panel) calculated for
the alternative double counting and β = 40 eV−1. Layer 1 is the surface.

5.5. Conclusion

We have used the LDA+DMFT method to calculate the spectral function of the
Cr(001) surface and have compared our results with experimental data on the spectral
function at different temperatures. We have derived and chosen the parameters of the
model based on ab-initio calculations. We could identify the main experimental fea-
tures in our data and have found their orbital character to coincide with experimental
findings. By the comparison of LSDA and DMFT calculations and an analysis of the
DMFT spectrum by an artificial crystal field we could show that the resonance at the
Fermi level is a many-body feature of mainly dz2 and slightly dxz/yz character. We
could thus show that dynamic local-correlation effects play a key role to the electronic
nature of the Cr(001) surface. The emergence of a pseudogap for inverse tempera-
tures above β = 40 eV−1 is in line with PES measurements but contradictory to STS
measurements and its clarification needs more investigations.
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6. Summary and outlook

In this thesis we have explored realistic models of low-dimensional correlated materials
using many-body methods. We have investigated long-range interactions in Hubbard
models, a method to approximate Anderson impurity models by exactly solvable ef-
fective models and the electronic structure of the Cr(001) surface.

Due to a small screening volume, long-range interactions cannot be neglected in low-
energy lattice models (extended Hubbard models) for two-dimensional materials. This
hinders the direct application of LDA+DMFT approaches to these materials, as only
local interactions can be treated in single-site DMFT. To overcome this limitation,
we have investigated the effect of long range interactions on the properties of the
Hubbard model. To this end, we have introduced a variational method to map extended
Hubbard models onto effective Hubbard models in Sec. (3). We have calculated the
renormalization of the local interaction by non-local interaction terms and have thereby
suggested a way to treat the more complicated extended Hubbard model by the rather
well understood Hubbard model in an effective way. As pointed out above, this is
of great importance in deriving low-energy models (i.e., Hubbard models) for real
materials.

We could show that the local interaction is reduced by a weighted sum of the non-
local terms. In the simplest approximation, the effective local interaction Ũ for half-
filled models reads Ũ = U − V , where U is the local interaction and V the nearest-
neighbor interaction in the extended Hubbard model. By examining Hubbard models
on different geometries we could identify universal behaviors of the renormalization in
terms of the effective system. For the case of ab-initio derived models for graphene
and silicene, we could show that non-local interactions lead to a reduction of the local
interaction by a factor of two. This clarifies which parameters to use in order to
describe graphene and silicene in terms of a Hubbard model in an ab-initio fashion.
Publications using our prescription are, e.g., Refs. [211, 132, 212, 170, 138].

For heavily doped (nearly empty or nearly full) systems we could show that the
local interaction is increased by the non-local terms, which we understand in terms
of Wigner crystallization. We have benchmarked the quality of the mapping using
a six-site Hubbard model, which revealed that spin-related properties, in contrast to
charge related properties, are well described in a large doping range around half filling.
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We have explored different possibilities to calculate the renormalization and have con-
cluded that for weak effective interaction strengths, the random phase approximation
leads to satisfactory results, while Hartree-Fock leads to poor results for all interaction
strengths.

Other authors tested the reliability of our approach for two-dimensional extended
Hubbard models with GW+DMFT [14], EDMFT [88] and DQMC [214]. An additional
method worth considering for benchmarking is the dual boson method [221]. Our
scheme has inspired related work on correlated systems: The authors of Ref. [198]
calculated the renormalization of interaction within a d shell by interactions between
the d and p shell in multi-orbital models of transition metals.

Sec. (4) was devoted to the so-called bath discretization problem in exact diagonal-
ization problems. We have introduced a variational scheme, which we call variational
exact diagonalization method, to map an Anderson impurity model with an arbitrary
number of bath sites to an effective model, which is separated into a non-interacting
part and an interacting part with only a few sites (typically less than 10). The effective
model is thus exactly solvable.

We have benchmarked the method’s ability to reproduce ground-state properties by
treating exactly solvable test cases. We have found that it outperforms Hartree-Fock
theory and conventional approaches to the bath-discretization problem. By introducing
methods to reduce the large amount of parameters to be optimized in the case of
realistic methods, we could apply our method to a five-orbital model of Co in Cu. A
benchmark against a QMC treatment of the same model revealed improvement over
Hartree-Fock and conventional bath-discretization methods. Introducing a simplified
scheme to find effective models in the presence of spin-orbit coupling and magnetic
fields, we could set up models for Fe atoms on alkali surface. We have calculated
magnetization curves, compared them to experimental data and could thereby reveal
the mechanisms of quenching of the orbital and spin induced by hybridization effects:
With increasing hybridization strength the orbital moment is quenched faster than the
spin moment.

To date, an open issue of the variational exact diagonalization method is the afore-
mentioned case of spin-orbit coupling. A consistent scheme to find optimal effective
models under the influence of spin-orbit coupling is currently not implemented. The
implementation and benchmarks are, however, currently work in progress. For the fu-
ture, a user-friendly version of the developed code for the purpose of making it publicly
available is also highly desirable.

The variational nature of the method leads to more accurate (free) energy estimates
than unrestricted Hartree-Fock. Thus, the variational exact diagonalization method
could be used to improve LDA+U total energy schemes. The method has to be further
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investigated in order to understand under which circumstances spectra calculated from
the effective model are satisfactory. This could in principle lead to the application of
the variational exact diagonalization method for dynamical mean-field theory.

In Sec. (5) we have studied the electronic properties of the Cr(001) surface. Our main
goal was to explain photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra which show an un-
explained feature near the Fermi energy with dz2 symmetry. To this end, we have com-
bined density functional theory and dynamical mean-field theory in the LDA+DMFT
framework to treat the electronic structure of the surface including local correlation
effects at the experimental temperature realistically.

We have achieved a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data and concluded
that the peak at the Fermi energy is due to a complicated interplay of electronic single-
particle reconstruction at the surface and strong local interactions. The low-energy
feature is composed of mainly dz2 but also dxz/yz orbitals. We have tested the nature
of the feature by studying Anderson impurity models derived from the DMFT, but
with broken crystal-field symmetries. We have found that both the dz2 and the dxz/yz
contribution of the peak are robust against such shifts of single-particle energies. We
have concluded that the peak at the Fermi energy is indeed a many-body feature.

So far, we have only investigated k-independent features of the spectral function. It
is intriguing to calculate k-resolved spectral functions and to identify the parts of the
Brillouin zone which are important for correlation effects. A comparison of calculated
and measured Fermi surfaces is currently work in progress.

An open question which deserves further investigations is the evolution of the low-
energy peak with the temperature. While scanning tunneling spectroscopy shows
rather weak dependence of the spectra’s shape on temperature, photoemission mea-
surements reveal that the feature disappears for 50 K ≲ T ≲ 150 K and reappears
as an even sharper feature below T ∼ 50 K. Due to computational limitations of the
methods we have used, clarifying these contradictory results is currently not possible.
Here, different methods such as exact diagonalization could help.

Overall, we could proceed in closing the gap between ab-initio methods and model
based methods incorporating interaction effects. The ultimate goal in this journey
is specified in the title of the DFG research group 1346: “Dynamical Mean-Field Ap-
proach with Predictive Power for Strongly Correlated Materials”. The predictive power
of LDA+DMFT methods is a high aim which is certainly not reached yet, due to un-
solved principle issues such as the double-counting problem and practical issues such as
computational limitations, e.g., in incorporating k-dependent self-energies in DMFT
approaches. As pointed out in the outlook of Ref. [96], the current state of the
LDA+DMFT approach is vastly successful in describing properties of many correlated
materials, but rather as a tool for a posteriori explanations. We hope that the develop-
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ments presented in this work, generalizing the LDA+DMFT approach to nanoscopic
systems and finding simplified models, are a valuable step on the journey to predictive
methods to strongly correlated materials.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Smoothing QMC data: Savitzky-Golay filter

The noise in correlation functions obtained from DQMC calculations in Sec. (3) is
problematic for the calculation of derivatives with respect to Ũ . We compare four
different approaches to overcome the noise. First, the direct calculation of finite dif-
ferences. Second, taking the finite difference of data which is smoothed by a moving
average. Third, fitting the data globally with a high order polynomial and taking the
derivative analytically. Fourth, fitting data locally by low order polynomials and taking
the derivatives analytically. We shortly introduce the last method. Consider numerical
data Fi on a grid xi. We introduce a window ∆x and the order of polynomials p. The
smoothed derivative f ′(x) is defined by the function f(x) which reads

f(x) = p(x), (A.1)

where p(x) is the least square fit of a pth order polynomial to the data Fi selected
by |xi − x| < ∆x. This approach is based on the Savitzky-Golay filter (Ref. [191]).
We analyze the performance of the different strategies for the example of the local
correlation function ⟨n0↑n0↓⟩ for the case of the square lattice. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. (A.1). The simple finite difference approach amplifies the noise of the
data considerably. The polynomial fit of the order 13 leads to very smooth data but
spurious oscillations for small Ũ . The moving average over 30 data points leads to
a strong reduction of the noise. Considering smoothness, the Savitzky-Golay filter
with a window size of ∆Ũ = 1.5 and cubic polynomials leads results comparable to
the global fit and better results than the moving average, due to the larger averaging
window. No spurious oscillations appear in the case of the local fitting. In conclusion,
the Savitzky-Golay filter performs best in dealing with derivatives from noisy data and
is thus used in this work to analyze derivatives on large ranges of Ũ .
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Figure A.1.: Comparison of different strategies to obtain smooth derivatives of corre-
lation functions calculated with DQMC for the example of the local charge correlation.
(i) The data are fitted by a 13th order polynomial which is differentiated analytically
(left panel, solid line). (ii) The data are smoothed by a moving average of 30 data
points (right panel, solid line). (iii) The derivative of Savitzky-Golay fits are taken
analytically with a window size of ∆Ũ = 1.5 and cubic polynomials. The results from
finite differences are depicted as crosses.
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A.2. In depth benchmark of correlation functions for
benzene

Here, we present benchmarks of effective models with purely local interactions for
modified benzene (see Sec. (3.8)) for fillings away from half filling. For fillings far from
half filling (n = 2, 10), the deviations of the spin correlation functions are larger than
for the half filled case. For all other fillings, (n = 3 − 9), but especially for n = 5, 7,
the deviations are similarly good as in the half filled case.

Figure A.2.: Comparison of the spin and density correlation function for modified
benzene at fillings (n = 2, 10 and n = 3, 9) as functions of the screening for the
extended Hubbard model (continuous lines) and the effective model (broken lines).
The left panels show results for U = 3.96t, the right panels show results for U = 7.92t.
From top to bottom, the panels show results for different fillings.
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Figure A.3.: Comparison of the spin and density correlation function for modified
benzene at fillings (n = 4, 8 and n = 5, 7) as functions of the screening for the extended
Hubbard model (continuous lines) and the effective model (broken lines). The left
panels show results for U = 3.96t, the right panels show results for U = 7.92t. From
top to bottom, the panels show results for different fillings.

A.3. Spectral function of a single-orbital AIM

Fig. (A.4) shows the evolution of the impurity spectral function of an AIM defined by
εd = −2.0, U = 4, εk = −1.4, −1.0, −0.6,−0.2, 0.2, 0.6 with increasing hybridization
strength Vk. The spectral function is calculated from the Lehmann representation
(Eq. (4.10)) at a temperature of β = 3200 and a broadening of δ = 0.1. For small
hybridizations the spectrum shows major peaks approximately at the atomic excitation
energies and minor peaks at the one-particle energies of the bath at εk. At intermediate
hybridization strengths around Vk = 0.3 we observe a resonance at the Fermi energy,
resembling a Kondo-resonance. For large hybridization strengths the impurity and
bath are fully coupled with two peaks corresponding to a bonding and an anti-bonding
orbital.
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Figure A.4.: Evolution of the spectral function of a one-orbital AIM with increasing
hybridization strength. The positions of the bath sites εk are marked by red lines. The
excitation energies of the atomic limit (Vk = 0) at −2.0 and 2.0 are marked by green
lines. An animated version is available at http://pogcha.bplaced.net/physik/?p=
4.
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A. Appendix

A.4. Self-energy of Cr(001) for the case of trace
double counting

In line with the analysis of the self-energy for the simulations with the alternative
double counting in Sec. (5.4.3), we investigate the self-energy for the trace double
counting at β = 40 eV−1. The orbitally and spin resolved imaginary parts of the self-
energy for the surface atom and a bulk atom (an atom of the fifth layer) are presented
in Fig. (A.5). The result is very similar compared to that of the alternative double
counting (Fig. (5.14)). Differences occur in the behavior of the dx2−y2 orbital for
the minority spin of the surface atom, which is considerably larger. It is the largest
contribution of all orbitals. The majority spin of the bulk atom also shows differences:
While in the case of the alternative double counting the contribution of the dyz/xz and
dxy orbitals are largest, in the case of the trace double counting the dz2 and dx2−y2

orbitals dominate at small Matsubara frequencies.
We clarify the spatial behavior of the self-energy by investigating the quasiparticle

weight Z for all layers, presented in the lower panels of Fig. (A.5). The dyz,xz and dxy
orbitals show a similar behavior than in the case of the alternative double counting: The
quasiparticle weight is smallest at the surface. However, the other orbitals, especially
dx2−y2 , show large spatial oscillations.

In conclusion, the self-energy coincides up to some details for both double-counting
schemes.
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Figure A.5.: Orbitally resolved imaginary part of the self-energy for minority spin
(left panels) and majority spin (right panels) for a surface atom (upper panels, atom
of first layer) a bulk atom (center panels, atom of fifth layer) simulated with trace
double counting and β = 40 eV−1. Lower panels: Quasiparticle weight for atoms of
all layers in the slab calculated for trace double counting and β = 40 eV−1. Layer 1 is
the surface.
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List of changes

The published version of this thesis includes slight corrections to the version originally handed
in on April 27th, 2016.

Next to corrections concerning the orthography, which are not listed in detail, the following
changes in equations have been made:

• In Eq. (2.86), the first occurrence of pi was formerly pj . This also concerns the
∑

i Tjipi
directly above the equation.

• The signs of the denominators in Eqs. (2.126) and (2.127) have been changed.

• The sign of the second exponential in Eq. (4.10) has been changed.

The following changes concerning citations have been done:

• On page 8 and 13, references to [24, 60] have been added next to [152]. Similarly, on
page 20, the reference to [152] has been replaced by [60].

• On page 84, a reference to [156] has been added.

Other changes are:

• Fig. (4.3) has been split into four panels instead of two.

• On page 62, “While the expression for the eigenstates. . . ” has been changed to “While
the expression for the eigenvalues. . . ”.

• On page 118, “. . . from weak (FeLi) to strong (FeCs) hybridization:” has been changed
to “. . . from strong (FeLi) to weak (FeCs) hybridization:”.
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